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Abstract
Global position system (GPS) is widely used in land vehicles but suffers deterioration in its
accuracy in urban canyons; mostly due to satellite signal blockage and signal multipath. To obtain
accurate, reliable, and continuous positioning solutions, GPS is usually augmented with inertial
sensors, including accelerometers and gyroscopes to monitor both translational and rotational motions
of a moving vehicle. Due to space and cost requirements, micro-electro-mechanical-system (MEMS)
inertial sensors, which are typically inexpensive are presently utilized in land vehicles for various
reasons and can be used for integration with GPS for navigation purposes. Kalman filtering (KF)
usually used to performs this integration. However, the complex error characteristics of these MEMS
based sensors lead to divergence of the positioning solution. Furthermore, the residual GPS
pseudorange correlated errors are always ignored, thus reducing the GPS overall positioning accuracy.
This thesis targets enhancing the performance of integrated MEMS based INS/GPS navigation
systems through exploring new non-linear modelling approaches that can deal with the non-linear and
correlated parts of INS and GPS errors. The research approach in this thesis relies on reduced inertial
sensor systems (RISS) incorporating single axis gyroscope, vehicle odometer, and accelerometers is
considered for the integration with GPS in one of two schemes; either loosely-coupled where GPS
position and velocity are used for the integration or tightly-coupled where GPS pseudorange and
pseudorange rates are utilized. A new method based on parallel cascade identification (PCI) is
developed in this research to enhance the performance of KF by modelling azimuth errors for the
RISS/GPS loosely-coupled integration scheme. In addition, PCI is also utilized for the modelling of
residual GPS pseudorange correlated errors. This thesis develops a method to augment a PCI – based
model of GPS pseudorange correlated errors to a tightly-coupled KF. In order to take full advantage of
the PCI based models, this thesis explores the Particle filter (PF) as a non-linear integration scheme
that is capable of accommodating the arbitrary sensor characteristics, motion dynamics, and noise
distributions. The performance of the proposed methods is examined through several road test
experiments in land vehicles involving different types of inertial sensors and GPS receivers.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The last decade has seen increased use of Global Positioning System(s) (GPS) in a variety of
positional and navigational applications. GPS is capable of providing precise positioning
information to an unlimited number of users anywhere on the planet where there is a direct line of
sight to at least four satellites. This technology is widely applied in systems built into passenger
cars, taxis, buses, ambulances, police cars, farming vehicles, fire trucks and mobile robots[1-4].
These applications need navigation systems with higher accuracy, better reliability, availability
and continuity of service [5]. Stand-alone GPS systems cannot provide a continuous positioning
solution in urban areas where skyscrapers, overpasses, underpasses, and tunnels are signal
influencing attributes or where there is dense foliage as direct line-of-sight (LOS) between the
receiver antenna and the satellites is mandatory.
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is a combination of three orthogonal accelerometers and
three orthogonal gyroscopes. It is a self-contained system immune to external interference, which
can be positioned inside a moving platform to monitor linear accelerations and angular velocities.
The measurements taken can be processed to determine the position, velocity, and attitude of the
moving platform. Inertial Navigation System (INS) is composed of IMU however; the reading of
an IMU output is fed to navigation algorithms so that the position, velocity, attitude, and heading
of the vehicle can be evaluated [6]. INS also provides the compensated raw data, which can be
used for control or stabilization purposes. Different grades of INS are available, including highend navigational and tactical grade INS that provides high accuracy navigation at an expense
feasible only for an exclusive class of user. For car navigation, a low-cost positioning solution is
always sought. Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) inertial sensors have enabled
production of lower cost and smaller-size inertial measurement units (IMU) with low power
1

consumption, but their accuracy deteriorates. Deteriorations in the performance of MEMS IMU
sensors is due to different factors, including sensor bias, drift, scale factor instability, and
misalignment [6, 7].
By integrating GPS and INS, a complementary solution can be obtained that is often more
accurate than either a GPS or INS, stand-alone system [1, 7]. The integration of the INS with the
GPS has several advantages due to their complimentary error characteristics. Whereas the INS
has a better short-term accuracy, the GPS has better long-term accuracy. There are several
techniques to integrate the INS with the GPS, but the most common is Kalman Filtering (KF). KF
is a model-based recursive algorithm that predicts position and velocity errors based only on the
previous estimate and the current INS data. It requires a dynamic model of both INS and GPS
errors, a stochastic model of the inertial sensor errors, and a priori information about the
covariances of the data provided by both systems [6]. Should a GPS outage occur, the KF
operates in prediction mode, correcting the INS information based on the system and motion error
model. KF benefits from the availability of a dynamic motion model of INS errors, which is a
very effective tool for removing the linear part of these errors. However, the KF solution during a
GPS outage tends to follow the same exponential error trend as the mechanized INS data, and
therefore, the errors only grow with time. In traditional low-cost MEMS-based IMU/GPS
integration, a few minutes of degraded GPS signals can cause position errors up to several
hundred meters.
The limitations of KF and the composite error characteristics of MEMS sensors have
motivated researchers to investigate alternative methods of INS/GPS integration. This research
has tried to address these problems by suggesting and implementing different approaches related
to mobile multi-sensor systems (MSS) for navigation applications in challenging GPS
environments.
2

1.1 Motivation
Population centres exhibit dense, layered, and complex road systems with increasingly heavy
traffic that demands modern navigation systems. It may not be suitable to rely only on GPS in
urban areas where skyscrapers, overpasses, underpasses, and tunnels may block satellite signals
or cause signal degradation. Motivated by the growing demand for a reliable, accurate, and
continuously available navigation system, recent research has started to explore the integration of
low cost MEMS based inertial sensors with GPS due to the advantage of small size, lightweight
and low power consumption associated with MEMS. KF based methods have shown limited
capability integrating MEMS based inertial sensors with GPS, mainly due to the complex nature
of MEMS based gyroscopes and accelerometers errors. These inertial sensors errors lead to
significant non-linear position, velocity, and azimuth errors that are not considered by KF. In
addition, GPS measurement models are linearized to satisfy the requirements of KF. Non-linear
INS/GPS error models and integration schemes are therefore becoming an important research
direction that has been explored in this research. .
This research can be utilized in multiple interdependent systems which work together to
provide reliable, continuously available navigation. Non-linear modelling methods were explored
to enhance both INS and GPS performance in challenging environments. The focus of this
research is to achieve low cost navigational systems that are ready to aid drivers in finding their
current position and the correct navigational route in urban canyons and in rural foliage without
suffering from GPS outages, interference, jamming, and multipath effects.
This research benefits not only land vehicle navigation but also useful for other mobile
systems. Independent mobility is an important dimension in the quality of life for individuals
with mobility impairments such as wheelchair users [8]. These individuals may encounter many
difficulties due to an array of environmental barriers during their activities of daily living, some
3

of which they may overcome and others they may not [9]. Application of proposed integrated
navigational aids can provide accurate location information in challenging situations and thus
help wheelchair users to reach their destinations. The integrated solution can also be utilized by
semi or fully autonomous mobile robots to localize themselves, which will also help them to
navigate towards their targets as quickly and efficiently as possible.

1.2 Problem Statement
Presently, there is a growing demand for low cost navigation systems that can provide
accurate positioning at all times even in GPS harsh environments. Traditionally, integration of
GPS with other systems like INS has been provided by KF or by Extended KF (EKF), which
relies on a linearized error model of both GPS and INS. KF has provided a reliable GPS/INS
integration solution for high-end navigational and tactical grade INS, but may not be able to
address the complex stochastic and high order errors of MEMS grade sensors that result in large
values of the non-linear error terms that are usually ignored during the linearization process
which generates the error model for KF. When the low cost MEMS IMU is integrated with GPS
by using traditional KF integration techniques, the solution becomes inconsistent, especially in
long GPS outages. For consistent KF results, accurate error models must be available to the KF
but MEMS sensors have composite error characteristics that are difficult to model [1, 10, 11].
Similarly, only simple GPS error models are usually utilized for the different modes of
integration. Therefore, this thesis has identified and focused on the following research challenges:
1. A full IMU is a self-contained device consisting of three accelerometers and three
gyroscopes to continuously measure three orthogonal linear accelerations and three
orthogonal angular rates, respectively. These raw measurements are then transformed
into position, velocity, and attitude using a sequence of equations [6, 12, 13] called
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mechanization equations. MEMS sensors suffer from noise, bias, drift, and stochastic
errors. Navigational states of MEMS based IMU deteriorate very rapidly due to inherit
sensor errors. Two types of Reduced Inertial Sensor System (RISS) were used in this
research. 2D-RISS [12, 13] is based on a single-axis gyroscope and a speed sensor to
provide full 2D positioning solution. 3D-RISS [14-16] was developed by
incorporating two accelerometers along with a single-axis gyroscope and a speed
sensor for provisioning of pitch and roll angles and incorporating the vertical
information in the system model to be used by the RISS/Odometer/GPS integration
filter.
2. When 2D-RISS based loosely-coupled integration approach is used, KF fuses the
RISS computed position and velocity components with the corresponding GPS
positions and velocities. This enables the computation of the positions, velocities and
attitude errors as well as sensor errors. When a GPS outage occurs (i.e. less than four
satellites are visible to the receiver with clear line-of-sight), KF would run only the
prediction stage of the filter and rely mostly on the error model. While using the low
cost MEMS based inertial sensors, the application of KF linear error models with
stationary White Gaussian Noise for error states estimation can lead to quick
deterioration of the navigation solution during GPS outages due to their composite
error characteristics. For RISS, residual azimuth errors after KF prediction of the
linear part of these errors are the principal cause for the deterioration of the solution.
Research to model the residual azimuth errors can overcome the limitation of Kalman
for RISS/GPS integration and can increase the performance.
3. GPS position and velocity outputs are only available when at least four satellites with
good geometry are visible in the case of loosely-coupled integration. To overcome this
5

restraint and provide aid to IMU even during limited satellite visibility, tightlycoupled integration can be used to improve the operation of the navigation system.
Tightly-coupled integration utilizes pseudoranges and pseudorange rates measured by
the GPS receiver from each visible GPS satellite for calculation of the navigational
states (Position, Velocity, and Attitude). The accuracy of the position estimates are
dependent on the accuracy of the range measurements. The tightly-coupled solutions
presented in the literature assume that the pseudorange measurements, after correcting
for ionospheric and tropospheric delays, satellite clock errors, and ephemeris errors,
only have errors due to the receiver clock errors and white noise. Consequently, the
latter two are the only errors modelled inside the measurement model in the tightlycoupled solutions presented in the literature. By modelling and correcting the residual
pseudorange correlated errors, the performance of tightly-coupled integration can be
improved.

1.3 Research Objectives
The main objective of this research is to enhance the performance of integrated MEMS –
based INS/GPS navigation systems through exploring new non-linear modelling approaches that
can deal with the non-linear parts of INS and GPS errors. In order to achieve this ultimate
objective, this thesis aims at the following:
1.

Exploring the benefits of reduced inertial sensor systems (RISS) which limits the
reliance on MEMS based gyroscopes to avoid their high level of noise and drift rate.
The RISS incorporating single axis gyroscope, vehicle odometer and accelerometers is
considered for integration with GPS in either loosely or tightly-coupled schemes.
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2. Employing parallel cascade identification (PCI) to enhance the performance of KF by
modelling azimuth errors for the RISS/GPS loosely-coupled integration scheme.
3. Utilizing PCI for the modelling of residual pseudorange correlated errors. This thesis
explores the augmentation of PCI to a tightly-coupled KF to integrate low-cost
MEMS-based RISS and GPS observations.
4. Utilizing Particle Filter (PF) (as a replacement for KF) to perform tightly-coupled
integration of a 3D-RISS with GPS to avoid the linearization of errors required by KF.
PF is utilized to accommodate the non-linear PCI models of the residual GPS
pseudorange correlated errors in the measurement model used inside the filter.

1.4 Research Contribution
This research implemented and tested different integration architectures utilizing low cost
MEMS sensors, an odometer, and GPS to enhance the navigation solution in terms of availability
and reliability in challenging GPS signal environments. Major contributions of this research can
be divided into three main portions, as explained in subsequent sections.

1.4.1 Modelling of Azimuth Errors by PCI augmented with KF for Reduced
Inertial Sensor System
Reduced Inertial Sensor System (RISS) was proposed [12, 13, 17, 18] in order to reduce the cost
of the overall positioning system for land vehicles depending on the fact that land vehicles mostly
stay in the horizontal plane. 2D-RISS is based on a single-axis gyroscope and a speed sensor.
RISS/GPS integration can provide full 2D positioning solution as illustrated in Figure 1-1.
.
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Figure 1-1:Reduce Inertial Sensor System as a part of Integrated Navigation System
2D-RISS computes the vehicle heading and position using a low-cost MEMS-based gyroscope
combined with the vehicle odometer. When KF is used for RISS/GPS integration, GPS is used as
a reference to update the KF predictions of RISS state errors due to its consistent long term
accuracy. Integrated solutions quickly degrade during GPS outages as low-cost MEMS–based
sensors have compound error characteristics.
In this research, PCI is employed for modelling the residual azimuth errors after KF prediction
of the linear part of these errors for 2D-RISS/GPS integration in a loosely-coupled fashion as
Figure 1-2. The PCI augmented with KF can handle both linear and non-linear system errors as
the linear parts of the errors are modelled inside the KF, and the non-linear and residual parts of
the azimuth errors are modelled by PCI. By handling linear, non-linear, and residual parts of
azimuth errors, the positioning accuracy of RISS/GPS system is increased significantly.
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Figure 1-2: Modelling of Azimuth Errors by PCI Augmented with KF

1.4.2 Modelling Residual Pseudorange Correlated Errors for KF based
Tightly-Coupled Integration
Tightly- coupled integration utilizes pseudoranges and the pseudorange rates measured by the
GPS receiver from each visible GPS satellite for calculation of the navigational states. However,
inaccuracies of the pseudoranges measured by the GPS receiver and used to aid the RISS/GPS
integration solution, will affect the overall positioning accuracy as represented in Figure 1-3.
This research has explored the benefits of using PCI technique for modelling residual
pseudorange correlated errors. When GPS is available, an estimated full 3D position, velocity,
and attitude are obtained by integrating MEMS based RISS with GPS. In parallel, as a
background routine, a PCI model is built for each visible satellite to depict its pseudorange error.
The actual pseudorange of each visible satellite is used as input for the model; the target output
is the error between the corrected pseudorange (calculated based on corrected receiver position
from the integrated solution) and actual pseudorange. A model for the residual error of
pseudorange is also built. This target output provides the reference output to build the PCI model
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of the pseudorange residual error. Dynamic characteristics between system input and output help
to identify a non-linear PCI model and the resultant algorithm can then achieve a residual
pseudorange error model. Two different schemes of PCI, (Single Input Single Output and Multi
Input Single Output), are employed to model pseudoranges errors.
When less than four satellites are visible, the identified parallel cascades for the remaining
visible satellites is used to predict the pseudorange errors for these respective satellites and
correct the pseudorange value to be provided to KF. This improvement of pseudorange
measurement resulted in a more accurate aiding for 3D-RISS, and thus more accurate estimates of
position and velocity.
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Figure 1-3: Schematic representation of Modelling of Residual Pseudorange Correlated
Errors for KF based Tightly-Coupled Integration

1.4.3 Non-Linear Modelling of Pseudorange Errors for Centralized NonLinear Multi-Sensor System Integration
The circle of analysis is extended to include tightly-coupled Mixture Particle Filter (M-PF), a
non-linear filtering technique using total-state non-linear system and measurement models, as it
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can accommodate arbitrary inertial sensor characteristics, motion dynamics, and noise
distributions as illustrated in Figure 1-4. The accuracy of the positional estimate of tightlycoupled M-PF is highly dependent on the accuracy of the pseudoranges and pseudorange rates
measured by the GPS receiver.
The performance of the tightly-coupled M-PF integrated solution is improved by incorporating
PCI models in the measurement model used inside the filter for modelling pseudorange residual
errors. PCI models the residual error for the pseudorange of each satellite, which is visible to the
receiver during full GPS coverage when four or more satellites are available. When less than four
satellites are visible, the PCI models for the still visible satellites are used to predict the residual
pseudorange errors for these respective satellites, and the corrected pseudorange values are
provided to M-PF. The provisioning of corrected pseudoranges by PCI aids RISS and enhances
the accuracy of the tightly-coupled M-PF navigational solution.
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Figure 1-4: Block Diagram of Non-Linear Modelling of Pseudorange Errors for Centralized
Non-Linear Multi-Sensor System Integration
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1.5 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 reviews the present land navigation systems sensors. An overview of GNSS with
focus on GPS is presented first. Then different vehicle motion sensors, including INS, are
reviewed. Coordinate frames, navigation, mechanization equations, and the errors associated with
INS are also discussed. An introduction to RISS is given at the end of the chapter.
Chapter 3 first provides a brief review of the integration approaches and integration techniques
along with the analysis. Details of Kalman Filter and Particle Filtering for RISS/GPS integration
are discussed. Subsequently, PCI algorithm showing different steps for implementation is
presented. In the end, experimental and data acquisition setups are explained.
Chapter 4 proposes PCI for modelling the residual azimuth errors after KF prediction of the
linear part of these errors. Mechanization and KF implementation for 2D RISS/GPS Integration
are presented to illustrate the sequence of PCI modelling residual Azimuth errors in the system
model used by KF. A brief review of the experimental setup with a detailed discussion of results
is presented next. In the end, the summary of the chapter is presented.
Chapter 5 demonstrates the use of PCI to model pseudoranges correlated errors to improve the
positioning accuracy of the KF-based tightly-coupled MEMS-based RISS/GPS integration during
periods of limited satellite availability. First, a detailed introduction to the proposed technique is
given, followed by consideration of a GPS receiver pseudorange measurement model, 3D-RISS
and tightly-coupled KF model for 3D-RISS /GPS integration. Then augmented KF-PCI for
integrated RISS /GPS and experimental results are discussed. An examination of the performance
of the proposed technique is given at the end.
Chapter 6 shows the successful implementation of PCI models inside the M-PF measurement
model. This chapter first covers non-linear models for 3D-RISS systems and then discusses non12

linear pseudorange measurement models for tightly-coupled integration, the employment of MPF for tightly-coupled 3D-RISS/GPS integration, and PCI. PCI augmentation with M-PF for
integrated RISS /GPS is presented followed by experimental setup and results. In the end of the
chapter, the analysis of the proposed technique is presented.
Chapter 7 provides the summary of the research work. It also suggests direction for future
work that can enhance present research work.
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Chapter 2
Navigational Systems
In the last decade there has been increasing use of Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS) in variety of positioning and navigation applications. These systems calculate the
receiver position by ranging and other information transmitted by visible GNSS satellites using
trilateration principle. GNSS applications include but not limited to passenger cars, taxis, buses,
ambulances, police cars, farming vehicles, fire trucks, and mobile robot [1-4]. Current
navigational systems match the position on the digital map with the help of information from
GNSS. Therefore, these navigational systems not only identify the current location of a vehicle
but also provide route guidance to reach from one location to another. Improved digital maps are
providing assistance in the enhancement of navigational systems [2, 3]. Intelligent transportation
system (ITS) is focused to bring features like collision warning and mitigation, lane-keeping,
lane-changing with route guidance to desired destination, traffic flow guidance, vulnerable road
user detection, driver condition monitoring, and improved driver vision. These features need
navigation systems with higher accuracy, better reliability, availability and continuity of service
[5].
Although the solution provided by GNSS is sufficiently accurate (especially when used in
differential mode), it is unable to fulfill the requirements of continuity, reliability and availability.
GNSS may suffer from outages, interference, jamming, and multipath effects in urban canyons
and rural foliage canopies as shown in Figure 2-1. So, GNSS alone cannot fulfill the service
requirements for modern navigation systems. Advanced navigational system requirements can be
fulfilled using complementary navigation methods, relying upon information from sensors such
as a steering encoder, odometer, velocity encoder, electronic compass, and inertial sensors. These
14

systems are self-contained and immune to external interference, but their accuracy deteriorates
over the long-term. Deterioration in the performance of these sensors is due to different factors,
which may include sensor bias, drift, scale factor instability, and misalignment. By integrating the
GNSS and some of these motion sensors, a complementary solution can be obtained that is often
more accurate than that of an independent system [7].

Urban Canyon

Under Pass

Tunnel

Green Canyon

Figure 2-1: GNSS in Challenging Environments
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This chapter reviews the present land navigation systems sensors. First, it provides an
overview of GNSS in Section 2.1 and then focuses on GPS with details of various GPS segments
in section 2.2 and various GPS errors. Different vehicle motion sensors are introduced in Section
2.3 and Section 2.4 discusses inertial sensors system. This section briefly describes various
coordinate frames used in navigation, navigation and mechanization equations and the errors
associated with INS are discussed in Section 2.5. Introduction of RISS is provided at the end of
this Chapter Section 2.6.

2.1 Overview of Global Navigation Satellite System
Humans use different techniques to get from one place to another, e.g. the sun and northern
pole star, map and compass, and lighthouses. The electronic revolution has influenced every
aspect of our lives, and navigation is not an exception. The first artificial satellite, Sputnik, was
launched in 1957 and inspired the navigational and electronics scientist to utilize radio navigation
by means of artificial satellites. Navigation satellite based systems are the implementation of this
idea and have changed navigation forever. GNSS is used to locate the position of people and
places, and to provide navigation information for moving platforms such as ships, aircraft, and
automobiles anywhere on the surface of the Earth and out to near space. There are currently two
operating GNSS’s, namely: The Global Positioning System (GPS) and Global Orbiting
Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS). GPS consists of a constellation of 24 satellites and
some active spares orbiting the Earth and approximately uniformly dispersed around six circular
orbits with four or more satellites in each [19-24]. The geometry of the constellation ensures the
availability of at least four satellites (the minimum number required for a navigation solution) at
any location on, or near the Earth surface. GLONASS also uses 24 satellites, but these are
distributed approximately uniformly in three orbital planes of eight satellites each.
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A third GNSS based system, “Galileo” currently under development by the European Union
launched its first satellite in 2005. It is primarily intended for civilian use whereas GPS and
GLONASS were primarily military navigation systems. The final satellite constellation will
include 30 satellites and completion of the constellation is expected by 2019 [25]. China has also
developed its own experimental satellite navigation system, which is known as BeiDou-1 (BD-1)
in Chinese, or “Compass Navigation Satellite Experimental System.” This system covers only
East Asia, provides all weather, two-dimensional positioning, navigation and communication
functions for both military and civilian users using only three satellites, two main units and one
backup. Their full navigation system is in the developmental stage and is called Compass
Navigation Satellite System (CNSS), or BeiDou-2 in Chinese. It will have a constellation of 35
satellites, including 5 geostationary and 30 medium Earth orbit satellites offering complete
coverage of the Earth [26].
The US Department of Defense envisioned GPS, the most advanced operational GNSS
system, in the early 1970’s for military purposes. Standard GPS position estimates can achieve
accuracy

on the order of meters to centimeters [19], depending on the measurements and

methods employed. The primary advantages of using GPS include its ability to provide reliable
navigation information all over the globe, and it is relatively inexpensive, with receivers available
for as little as $100. The number of users of GPS is increasing exponentially due to its application
for land transportation, and due to the fact that its navigational services are completely free-ofcharge for civilians. As technology has enabled smaller, cheaper, and lower power receivers, new
applications to personal equipment are emerging. In this section, we have discussed GPS
structure, and error sources.
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2.2 Global Positioning System
GPS is a satellite based navigational system that can be used to provide time, location, and
velocity information. It is based on a network of at least 24 satellites which emit coded radio
signals [19, 26]. Ground based GPS receivers calculate the range to at least four satellites and,
based on the principle of trilateration, compute their position (latitude, longitude, and altitude)
and velocity. Theoretically, only three satellites are needed for trilateration, but the signal from
the fourth satellite is used to remove the receiver clock errors. A master control station in
Colorado Springs, USA, monitors the health of the system, based on the information provided by
several monitoring stations spread across the globe, and ensures its accuracy by transmitting data
and control signals to the satellites. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2-2 along with its various
segments described next.
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Figure 2-2: Illustration of Control, User, and Space Segments of GPS
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2.2.1 GPS Segment Structure
The GPS is composed of three segments [19]: (a) the space segment, (b) the control segment,
and (c) the user segment. This section has discussed the salient features of these three segments.

I.

Space Segment
Constellation of Satellites: 24

Orbital Plane: 55 Degrees

Altitude: 26,560 km

Numbers of Planes: 6

Orbital Period: 12 hr

Programmed Vehicles Per Plane: 4

Figure 2-3: Space Segment is Comprised of Constellation of Satellites Orbiting Around the
Earth [27]
The space segment is comprised of constellation of at least 24 satellites orbiting around the
Earth with a mean distance of 26,560 km from Earth and a period of about twelve hours. This
constellation ensures the visibility of at least four satellites to a user with a clear view of the sky.
Each satellite transmits a signal consisting of digital codes, and a navigation message [28]. The
code allows the user segment to determine a signal’s transmit time instantaneously, and it has a
unique sequence of bits assigned to each satellite. The sequences, called pseudo-random noise
sequences, are generated in order to allow all the satellites to transmit at the same frequency
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without interfering with each other. Navigation data is a binary message consisting of, most
importantly, the satellite’s ephemeris and clock parameters [28]. The transmitted signals are
controlled by highly accurate atomic rubidium or cesium clocks located within the satellites [19].

II. Control Segment
The control portion of GPS consists of a network of tracking stations positioned all across the
Earth as depicted in Figure 2-4, with a master control station (MCS) located at Colorado Springs,
Colorado, USA.

Figure 2-4: Distribution and Location of various elements of Control Segment of GPS [27]
This MCS is manned at all times. There are 16 monitoring stations located throughout the
world, including six from the Air Force and 10 from the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency
(NGA) [27] located around the Earth whose positions are known very precisely. These stations
are equipped with high quality GPS receivers and a cesium oscillator for tracking all of the
satellites in view. The MCS remotely operates these ground control stations. The main tasks of
this operational control segment are [28]: (a) Monitor and maintain satellite orbits and health by
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maneuvering and relocation. (b) Maintain GPS time. (c) Predict satellite ephemerides, clock
parameters (d) Update satellite navigation messages periodically (at least once a day).

III. User Segment
This segment consists of users with radio receivers, which receive signals from GPS satellites
and which estimate their position, velocity, and time. Users of GPS can be classified into civil
and military. The user segment is experiencing exponential growth since inception due to
decreasing prices of receiver and the increasing application of GPS in daily life. When a GPS
receiver is turned on, it will acquire the GPS satellite signals [19-24]. The signal is processed, and
the receiver position is determined by the intersection of the spheres created by the satellite
pseudoranges. A minimum of four satellites with good geometry is required. Three satellites are
required for the position fix, while the fourth is required to account for the receiver clock offset.

2.2.2 GPS Error Sources
GPS computes the user position by making range measurement to at least four satellites using the
trilateration principle. These ranging measurements are plagued by various errors from different
sources that may be classified into four main categories [19] and depicted in Figure 2 5 :
(a) Originating at the satellites,
(b) Due to signal propagation
(c) Originating at the receiver
(d) Due to geometric effect
To obtain an accurate position, the effect of these errors needs to be mitigated. The next
subsections give a brief description of errors that are typically encountered during the calculation
of receiver position.
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Figure 2-5: Major Sources of GPS Errors.
IV. Originating at the Satellites
There are two major satellite errors (a) Satellite Orbital errors and (b) Satellite Clock (c)
ephemeris errors.
a. Satellite Orbital Errors
The difference between actual satellite positions and receiver-calculated satellite positions,
based on ephemeris data, is known as satellite orbital error. Satellite orbital errors are predicted
by the control segments and uploaded to satellites which then broadcast them to the user segment
on a half-hourly basis as ephemeris data [19]. Since the ephemeris model is a curve fit to the
measured orbit, it will have time varying residual errors relative to the actual orbit. Typically, this
error is between 2m - 3m [19]
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b. Satellite Clock Error
Despite being very accurate, satellite clocks, over time, drift away from GPS system time[19].
The control segment, based on the observed satellite clock data from monitoring stations,
estimates the correction parameters for satellite clocks and uploads them to satellites, which
broadcast these parameters in the navigation message every 30 minutes. These parameters enable
a user to correct the satellite clock error in the measured range [26].

V. Errors Due to Signal Propagation
GPS signals suffer delay as they pass from the ionosphere and troposphere [19, 20, 22, 28],
which causes variation in position measurements as, depicted in Figure 2-6. These propagation
errors should be mitigated for better positional estimates. The nature of these errors is discussed
briefly in subsequent sub-sections.

60 km to 1000 km

Ionosphere
Troposphere
50 km

Figure 2-6: Errors due to Ionosphere and Troposphere causing Delay.
a. Ionospheric Delay
The ionosphere is the layer of the atmosphere between 60 km to 1000 km[19]that contains
various sub-layers of ionized gases (free electrons and ions). The ionization level changes with
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solar activity. Any change in the level of ionization affects the refractive indices of various layers
of the ionosphere, consequently, changing the transit time of the GPS signal [22]. Satellite
elevation also adds to the variability of this error as its effects are smallest when the satellite is
directly overhead and becomes greater for satellites nearer to the horizon since the signal is
affected for a longer time.
b. Tropospheric Delay
The troposphere is the lower part of the atmosphere extending up to 50 km [19] above the
Earth’s surface which is mainly composed of dry gases (N2 and O2) and water vapor. The
Troposphere is non-dispersive for GPS frequencies, but it is refractive and causes a decrease in
speed relative to free space. Therefore, apparent ranges appear longer by about 2.5-25m
depending upon the elevation angle of the satellite [29]. Tropospheric errors are consistent
between L1 and L2 carriers [19]. Tropospheric delay has a dry and a wet component. The wet
component is responsible for 10% of the Tropospheric delay that is difficult to model as water
vapor content varies locally[30]. The dry component is better modelled, which accounts for 90%
of the Tropospheric delay [26, 31] Since this delay is sensitive to user location, care must be
exercised while correcting it using differential techniques.

VI. Originating at the Receiver
A receiver's cost is few hundred dollars and is equipped with an ordinary built-in clock far less
precise than the atomic clocks onboard the GPS satellites [19]. In the ensuing sub-section receiver
noise and receiver clock error are introduced.
a. Receiver Noise
There is always noise in a measurement due to component non-linearity and thermal noise.
Receiver noise cannot be totally avoided, and its effect on location precision is a function of the
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signal-to-noise ratio of the received signal. This error in receiver technology is usually modelled
as white noise [22].
b. Receiver Clock Error
Receiver clocks are meant to be inexpensive for affordability reasons; consequently, they are
much less accurate than the satellite clocks [19]. This clock bias error affects all measurements in
the same manner. Therefore, the navigation processor is able to correct for it [24].

VII.

Geometric Effect

The dependence of the accuracy of GPS on the geometry of the satellites is called Geometric
Dilution of Precision (GDOP) [28]. There are different kinds of GDOP’s that can be listed as
Horizontal Dilution of Precision (HDOP)
Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP)
Vertical Dilution of Precision (VDOP)
Time Dilution of Precision (TDOP)
The high value of GDOP means more uncertainty, bad geometry of the satellites and greater
errors. It is due to small angular separation GPS satellites as illustrated in Figure 2-7. On the other
hand, low GDOP values represent good geometry of the satellites indicating less uncertainty and
smaller errors. It is due to high angular separation GPS satellites providing more information as
represented Figure 2-8.
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Figure 2-7: Small Angular Separation GPS Satellites Represent Poor GODP

Figure 2-8: High Angular Separation of GPS Satellites Represents Good GDOP
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2.3 Vehicle Motion Sensors
Although the solution provided by GPS is sufficiently accurate (especially when used in
differential mode), it is unable to fulfill the requirements of continuity and reliability in some
situations. Being a satellite-based navigation system, GPS requires line-of-sight (LOS) between
the receiver antenna and the satellites. However, in the case of a land vehicle, the LOS criterion
may not always be met, because a land vehicle typically moves in urban and under dense foliage
environments, which prevents satellite signals from reaching the antenna. Thus, signal
interruption is one of the primary reasons which affects the continuity and reliability of the
navigation solution from GPS [26]. Therefore, in order to obtain continuous accurate positioning
the GPS has to be combined with other navigational instruments. This section gives a description
of these on-board vehicle sensors.

2.3.1 Steering Angle Sensor
A steering angle sensor measures rotation angle of the front tire with respect to the neutral
position as shown in Figure 2-9. Through an electrical control unit, the operation of the steering
wheel is transformed into steering angle information with respect to the neutral position by using
a constant scale factor. Modern steering is designed to use an electric motor to reduce effort by
providing steering assistance to the driver of a vehicle and by assisting in lane-keeping and
parallel parking.
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Figure 2-9: Steering Angle Sensor

2.3.2 Magnetic Compasses
The heading is the most significant of the navigation parameters because of its influence on
accumulated dead reckoning errors and sensors like a magnetic compass can provide a measure of
absolute heading. The magnetic compass is a device, constructed from magnetometers, that
provides heading measurements relative to the Earth’s magnetic North by observing the direction
of the Earth’s local magnetic field [32] as depicted in Figure 2-10. To convert the compass
heading into an actual North heading, the declination angle, an angle between the geographic and
magnetic North, is needed. This declination angle is position dependent, thus knowing the
compass position is necessary, to calculate the heading relative to geographic North. The
magnetic compass usage is disadvantaged as the Earth’s magnetic field is often distorted near
power lines or metal structures such as bridges and buildings along the trajectory of the vehicle.
This fact results in large and unpredictable errors in the heading estimated by the compass,
making the usefulness of these magnetic compasses in vehicular navigation questionable.
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Figure 2-10: Magnetic Compass provides Heading relative to the Earth’s Magnetic
North[33]

2.3.3 Odometers and Speedometers
Odometers measure the rotation of the wheels of a land vehicle, giving the speed and distance
traveled. The concept of recording travel data is almost as old as the concept of vehicles. Wheel
rotation is translated into linear displacement [34, 35]; among the errors in this process is wheel
slippage. However, the advantages of this method are that it has short-term accuracy, it is
inexpensive, and it allows very high sampling rates. Most new vehicles have an odometer on each
wheel. This is also known as a wheel speed sensor (WSS). By differencing left and right
odometer measurements, the yaw rate of the vehicle may be measured, a technique known as
differential odometry.

I.

Types and Principles of Odometers and Speedometers
In this section, four different kinds of speedometers will be presented.
a. Mechanical Analog
A cable housed in a casing and connected to a gear at the transmission drives the mechanical

analog speedometer. This gear is designed for the particular vehicle model, considering the
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vehicle's tire size and rear axle ratio. In most cases, the speedometer is designed to convert 1001
revolutions of the drive cable into registering 1 mile on the odometer, which records distance
traveled by the vehicle. The speed-indicating portion of the speedometer operates on the magnetic
principle. A pointer, attached to the speed cup spindle, indicates the speed on the speedometer
dial.
b. Quartz Electric
The quartz speedometer utilizes an accurate clock signal supplied by a quartz crystal, along
with integrated electronic circuitry to process an electrical speed signal. A permanent-magnet
generator mounted in the transmission generates this signal. This permanent-magnet generator is
designed to be used with both quartz and digital speedometers and provides a sinusoidal speed
signal that is proportional to vehicle speed at the rate of 4004 pulses per mile (2503 per
kilometer).
c. Digital Microprocessor
In the digital microprocessor speedometer, the permanent speed sensor is mounted in the
transmission monitors the vehicle speed. The signal is transmitted to the microprocessor where
the counter converts the speed signal to a digital signal and stores it in memory. Memory circuit
signals are sent to the electronic display circuit, which selects the display numerals representing
the vehicle's speed according to the number of pulses received from the speed sensor.
d. Wheel-Speed Sensors
The principle of WSS is differencing the pulse rates between the left and right wheels. The
electronic encoders in left and right wheels generate electrical pulses at frequencies proportional
to the rotation rate of the individual wheels. These WSS can also provide the Yaw rate and
calculate changes in vehicle direction.
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II. Odometer and Speedometer Errors
The speed of the vehicle is not totally correct because of different errors. The odometer scale
factor is generally not constant because it depends on the radius of the vehicle’s wheel, which can
change with tire pressure, temperature, tread wear and speed [34]. Wheel slips, uneven road
surfaces, skidding, limited resolution and sample rate of the wheel encoders are other sources of
error.
Tire radius tends to enlarge when the vehicle velocity increases due to the rise in the
centrifugal force on the tire. It might also increase with air pressure, which is caused by tire
temperature or other factors. On the other hand, tire radius tends to decrease due to tread worn off
during the lifetime of the tire. A few errors are exceedingly dependent on the terrain such as
wheel slips and skidding. These inaccuracies are very difficult to approximate and can be reduced
by traveling on smooth surfaces with controlled speeds.
Modern speedometers which are based on the odometer are said to be accurate within 5%
[34]. To reduce speedometer errors tires should be inflated to vehicles recommended pressure. It
should be noted that the magnitude of the speedometer errors does not grow indefinitely [34].
Wide-ranging sources and analysis of error for speedometer and odometer measurements are
available in [34, 36, 37]

2.3.4 Accelerometers
A device that measures the acceleration is called an accelerometer [6]. The main advantage of
using accelerometer measurements is independence from a frame of reference whereas position
and velocity measurements require some reference frame. The work principle of accelerometers
is based upon Newton’s second law of motion. Wide varieties of accelerometers are available
sensing even the slightest movements of the µg level.
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2.3.5 Gyroscopes
Gyroscopes are usually employed to measure the angular rate[6]. Gyroscopes maintain the
knowledge that how the accelerometers are oriented in inertial and navigational coordinates.
Accelerometer measurements are transformed into the velocity and position in the navigation
frame using gyroscopes information and rotational matrices.

2.4 Inertial Navigation System
An Inertial Navigation System (INS) is a self-contained Dead Reckoning (DR) navigation
system, which provides dynamic information about position, velocity, and attitude, based on the
measurements obtained from an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) [38] together with a navigation
processor [24]. Inertial navigation has had a relatively short but intense history of development,
which goes back to 1950 during the Cold War, with the contribution of thousands of scientists
and engineers [23]. The solutions provided by the INS drift with time and are required to be
integrated with other systems such as GPS especially if low cost MEMS-based sensors are used.

2.4.1 Inertial Navigation System Principles
Measurements are integrated once for gyroscopes and twice for accelerometers to yield
position and orientation. The process of inertial navigation computes position, velocity, and
attitude of a vehicle, with respect to an inertial frame of reference. The knowledge of the initial
condition (position, velocity, and attitude) of the platform is essential for its operation since no
external points of reference such as radio beacons, stars, or satellites are used.
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Figure 2-11: Inertial Navigation System [6]
Figure 2-11 illustrates the inertial sensor triads with the positive y-axis aligned with the
forward direction of the vehicle, the positive x-axis through the transverse right side and the
positive z-axis pointing up completing the right hand rule with positive rotations about the axes in
a counter-clockwise direction. These axes are fixed in the body of the IMU, and this frame of
reference is known as the body frame. The application of any external force generates the
acceleration, which is monitored by accelerometers (fx, fy, fz). The gyroscopes typically measure
the rotation rate about each axis, and these b-frame readings (ωx, ωy, ωz)

is used by the

navigation processor [24] to provide the attitude angles: pitch, roll, and azimuth, which are the
angles between body frame and navigation frame.
The computation process is more complicated than it looks because IMU provides
measurements in a coordinate frame different from the navigation frame in which the position and
velocity are usually expressed [39]. The angular measurements from the gyroscopes determine a
transformation matrix that transforms the sensed acceleration into the navigation frame, prior to
integration to determine velocities in East, North, and Up directions. The velocities can then be
integrated to compute the current position of the vehicle. Inaccuracies in the angular
measurements lead to errors in the transformation of acceleration into velocities, which will
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ultimately lead to errors in position. The position of a platform is calculated instead in terms of
geodetic longitude, latitude, and altitude as it is compatible with typical format used in navigation
aids such as maps and GPS readings. Thus, INS enables continuous determination of vehicle
position, velocity and attitude, and inaccuracies in measurements primarily depend on the quality
of gyroscopes and accelerometers used [6].

2.4.2 Reference Frames
In order to correctly allocate any object, it should be referred to a certain frame. In fact, there
exist several frames, each defined by a set of coordinates [6]. Inertial sensors measure motion
with respect to an inertial frame. A GPS receiver measures the position and velocity of the
receiver’s antenna with respect to a constellation of satellites. However, it is always possible to
transform position from one frame to another using a set of transformation matrices. This section
will cover some of the frames utilized for navigation purposes.

I.

Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed Frame
The origin of this frame is at the Earth's center of mass. The coordinates are rotating at the

angular velocity of the Earth(15º/hr) about the Z-axis, which is parallel the spin axis of the Earth
[6]. The X-axis points towards intersection of the equator with the Greenwich Meridian and the
Y-axis completes the right-handed coordinate system as shown in Figure 2-12.. The coordinate of
any point in this frame can be expressed as either ( x e

y e z e ) or (   h ) which are the

latitude, longitude, and altitude respectively.
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Figure 2-12: Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed Frame [6]
II. Earth-Centered Inertial Frame
The origin of an Earth-centered inertial frame (ECI) is at the center of mass of the earth. Zaxis along the axis of Earth rotation and X-axis is in the equatorial plane pointing towards the
vernal equinox, and Y-axis completes a right-handed system. However, ECI does not rotate with
the Earth and Newton‘s laws of motion apply in this frame [6].

III. Local Level Frame
This frame is also called the Navigation frame. The origin of the local-level frame (l-frame)
coincides with the origin of the body frame. The X and Y-axes are defined along the geodetic east
and north directions respectively, while the Z-direction is orthogonal to the reference ellipsoid
pointing up as shown in the Figure 2-13.
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Figure 2-13: Local-Level Frame (Navigation Frame) [6, 40]
IV. Body Frame
The axes of the moving platform in which the sensors are mounted and usually known as the
body frame (b-frame) define this frame. Y is along the forward direction of the moving platform;
Z is along the vertical direction, and X is along the transverse direction of the moving platform to
complete the right-handed coordinate system. This frame can be seen in Figure 2-14. The Inertial
measurement unit’s frame (i.e. the sensitive axes of the accelerometer sensors) is aligned with the
moving platform frame.
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Figure 2-14: Body Frame

2.4.3 Navigation Equations
The navigation equations in the local-level frame (navigation frame) can be expressed as
follows [6, 39]:
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Position vector in the local-level frame

Velocity vector in the local-level frame
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fb

Accelerometer measurement vector in the body frame

b
ib

Skew-symmetric matrix of the body rotation rate (gyroscope
vector, expressed in the body frame

R lb

Transformation matrix from body frame to local-level frame

lie

Skew-symmetric form of the Earth rotation rate vector expressed in the locallevel frame

lel

Skew-symmetric form of the orientation change rate vector of the local-level
frame with respect to the Earth expressed in the local-level frame

b
il

Skew-symmetric form of the rotation rate vector, which describe the combined
rate of the Earthrotation and the orientation change of the local-level frame
expressed in the body frame

gl

Gravity vector expressed in the local-level frame

.

measurement)

Time derivative

Since the axes of the local-level frame are aligned to the local east, north and vertical
directions, the attitude angles (pitch, roll and azimuth) can be obtained directly at the output of
the mechanization equations solved in the local-level frame. The transformation between the
local-level frame and the b-frame is expressed by the rotation matrix Rl , which can be written as:
b

 cos Acos ( )sin Asin ( ) sin ( )  sin A cos ( ) cos  A Sin ( )sin A sin ( )cos ( ) 


Rlb   sin Acos ( ) sos Asin ( ) sin ( ) cos  A cos ( ) Sin A sin ( ) cos  A sin ( )cos ( ) 


cos sin ( )
sin( )
cos cos ( )


(2.2)
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The rotation matrix Rl allows the conversion of the accelerometer outputs from the body
b
frame to the local-level frame with simple matrix algebra. The accelerations are then integrated
over the sample interval to obtain velocities, north velocity (vn), east velocity (ve) and up or
vertical velocity (vu) and integrated a second time to obtain positions, latitude (φ), longitude (λ),
and altitude (h).

2.4.4 Mechanization Equations (Transforming the Measurements of an IMU
in Navigational States)
Mechanization is the process involved in transforming the measurements of an IMU into
position, velocity, and attitude. It is a recursive process based on the initial conditions, or the
previous output and the new measurements.
Initially, the INS must determine the starting attitude, velocity, and position of the vehicle
through some initial alignment procedure or information from other instruments. Once these
values are known, the following five steps are performed to complete one cycle of INS
mechanization and provide the current attitude, velocity, and position of the vehicle, Figure 2-15
shows these steps in a block diagram Figure 2-16.
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Figure 2-15: INS Mechanization [41]
The first step is to obtain inertial measurements from the IMU. The gyroscopes provide the





platform rotation rates x ,  y , z and the accelerometers monitor the platform accelerations



f b = fx

fy

fz



T

with respect to the vehicle b-frame [6].

l

The second step is to update the transformation matrix Rb using vehicle’s rotation





measurement x ,  y , z and last known position and velocity values. The Rb matrix is used to
l



b
transform the vehicle acceleration measurements f = f x

fy

fz



T

from the b-frame to the

l-frame; and to compute the attitude (pitch , roll , and azimuth A) using trigonometric relations
l

of the Rb matrix elements (given in equation 2.2). The platform rotation measurements (ωx, ωy,
ωz) are arranged in a skew-symmetric matrix  ib that relates to Rb as shown in Figure 2-16. The
b

l

effect of the Earth’s rotation and changes in the l-frame orientation need to be removed from the
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l

platform rotation measurements before they can be used to compute Rb and the platform attitude
angles. Both effects are included in the skew-symmetric matrix  il [42].
b

l

The third step is to compute the gravity vector g using the gravity model and the last known

l

vehicle position. The gravity vector, expressed in the l-frame, g  0 0  g 

T

is used to

compensate for the acceleration measurement values due to the Earth’s gravity field [6, 43].
l

The fourth step is to compute the velocity vector v l using the updated transformation matrix Rb ,

l

acceleration measurements (fx, fy, fz), gravity vector g and previously computed position and
l

b

velocity components. The Rb f term transforms the acceleration measurements from the b-frame
to the l-frame. The Coriolis Correction factor (shown in the velocity differential equation block
Figure 2-16 in accounts for the apparent acceleration sensed by the vehicle as it moves within a
rotating coordinate frame. The skew-symmetric matrix  ie determines the effect of the Earth’s
l

rotation at the vehicle’s position, and  el accounts for the change in orientation of the l-frame
l

with respect to the Earth [41].
l

The last step is to compute position vector p using the velocity vector calculated from step 4
and the last known vehicle position, where M is the radius of curvature of the Earth in the
meridian plane (North-South), and N is the radius of curvature of the Earth in the prime vertical
(East-West) [42]. This process completes the mechanization of the IMU output and shows that it
is a recursive function based solely on the new measurement and the previous output. These basic
steps of the INS mechanization procedure may be expressed as a set of first-order differential
equations shown in the block diagram at Figure 2-16.
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Figure 2-16: Block Diagram Illustrating INS Mechanization Equations [42]

2.5 Inertial Sensor Errors
The inertial sensors used in an INS have significantly complex short-term and long-term error
characteristics that are produced by many different sources. The inertial sensor errors can also be
categorized as deterministic or stochastic in nature. During the INS mechanization process, these
inertial sensor errors are compounded resulting in increasingly inaccurate positioning and attitude
over time because of the integration operations. Deterministic errors can be computed through
calibration and therefore, removed from the raw inertial sensor measurements. Stochastic errors
may be modelled, and the stochastic model can then be applied to data fusion techniques.
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2.5.1 Common types of INS Errors
Common input/output error types that are present in both accelerometers, and gyroscopes are
presented [23] and shown in Figure 2-17. The details of main INS sensors errors namely Bias
Offset and Drift (deterministic and stochastic), Scale Factor (deterministic and stochastic), Axes

Output

Output

Output

misalignment and Noise (deterministic and stochastic), are discussed in subsequent sub-sections.

Input

Input

Input

(c) Nonlinearity

Output

Output

Output

(b) Scale Factor

(a) Bias

Input

Input
(d) ± Asymmetry

(e) Dead Zone
(only for a ring
laser gyroscope)

Input

(f) Quantization

Figure 2-17: Common Input/ Output Error Types (modified from[23])

2.5.2 Bias Offset and Drift
Bias generally consists of two parts; a deterministic part called the bias offset, which refers to
the offset in the measurement provided by the inertial sensor, and a stochastic part called bias
drift, which refers to the deviation in the measurement because of temperature [6, 42]. The bias
offset is deterministic in nature and can be removed easily through a calibration process. On the
other hand, the bias drift and the sensor output uncertainty are random in nature and can be only
modelled using stochastic processes, Figure 2-18.
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Figure 2-18: Sensor Bias in the Inertial Sensor Output (modified from [6])
The effect of the bias on the inertial sensors is significant. During the integrations that occur in
the INS mechanization, uncompensated accelerometer and gyroscope biases introduce unbound
errors.

Output Signal

2.5.3 Scale Factor

Ideal Sensor

S>1
S=1
S<1

Input Signal
Figure 2-19: Different Scale Factor and Effects on the Sensor Measurement Output
(modified from [6])
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The scale factor is the constant of proportionality between the actual sensor measurement and
the output signal. The capability of the sensor to accurately sense the physical phenomena, i.e.
angular rate or acceleration, is called the scale factor stability. Random changes in scale factor are
called scale factor instability. Scale factor is affected by the temperature variations, and it is
presumed to mean the variation of the scale factor with temperature and its repeatability [6, 44].
The effect of the scale factor is shown in the Figure 2-19.

2.5.4 Non-orthogonality of IMU Axes
Axes misalignment results from the imperfection of mounting the sensors. It usually results in
a non-orthogonality of the axes defining the IMU frame as shown in Figure 2-20. As a result of
the sensors triad non-orthogonality, each axis is affected by the measurements along the other two
axes [44].

Z

Z’

θzy

θzx
X

Y
Figure 2-20: Output Misalignment of the Triad Sensors is a Source of Errors (modified
from [6])
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2.5.5 Noise
Noise results from any additional signals that interfere with the output signal as shown in
Figure 2-21. These signals might result from the sensor itself or other electronic equipment on the
IMU board. In general, noise is non-systematic and therefore, cannot be removed from the output

Sensor Output

signal using deterministic models.

No

ise

Bias
.

Physical Quantity (Acceleration or Angular velocity)

Figure 2-21: Additional Signals that Interfere with The Output Signal produce Noise
(modified from [6])

2.6 Reduce Inertial Sensor System
Several research activities have been reported in the area of RISS and its integration with
GPS. Gyro-Free Inertial Measurement Unit (GF-IMU) uses a configuration of accelerometers
only to measure the three accelerations and the attitude of a rigid body in 3-D space [45]. Because
of the greater mechanical complexity of gyroscopes, accelerometers are generally smaller, more
cost-effective, and use less power than gyros of a comparable quality classification. GF-IMUs
also have the advantage of completely

ignoring the notorious gyro error characteristics.

Theoretically, almost any configuration of six distributed accelerometers yields sufficient
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measurements to solve for the translational and angular acceleration. Since a rigid body has six
degrees of freedom, and therefore six unknowns, the minimum amount of measurements required
for full determination would be six.
In 1994, an optimal cube-like configuration of six distributed accelerometers was developed
by Chen that allows rotational acceleration to be directly calculated as a function of the
accelerometer outputs [45]. One accelerometer was placed at the center of each face of a cube.
The sensing axis of each accelerometer is along the respective cube face diagonal, in such a way
that these diagonals form a regular tetrahedron. Rotational accelerations of the body can be
computed from six acceleration field measurements. Whereas translational acceleration at the
center of the configuration is computed from both the measurement of the presumed knowledge
of angular velocity. However, this scheme is workable as a short-term inertial navigation system
only [46].
The position and velocity estimates of the cube type IMU are obtained by some simple
computations [6] that involve integration of the accelerometer data. Since measured data contains
errors, the integration process leads to errors that grow with time. Therefore, it is necessary to
estimate and correct the errors in the INS data by using external reference data, such as those
from the GPS. K. Mostov [47] developed a calibration method for compensating for the
configuration errors in Chen’s scheme, and showed that it may be used for car navigation, by
incorporating GPS signals in the way to reset GF-IMU generated navigation parameters.
However, since the error growth rate of the unreset parameters remains the same as with the GFIMU standalone system, the errors diverge quickly [47] and lead to an unreliable positioning
solution in case of the GPS outages.
Park [48] showed an integrated GPS and GF-IMU system designed to achieve stable longterm navigation. The linear and non-linear error models of a gyroscope-free IMU were derived
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and used as Kalman filter equations to estimate the errors in the gyroscope-free INS data.
GPS/GF-IMU can bound the growing errors of GF-IMU. However, GF-IMU diverges at a rate
greater than that of gyroscope-based INS [48].
Another GF-IMU technique is based on Parsa [49] which uses a network of four or more
vector accelerometers (i.e. tri-axial accelerometers) for GPS/INS integration. Such vector based
GPS/INS allows the individual tri-axial assembly to be placed in flexible locations within a rigid
body, with two requirements: (1) one vector accelerometer must be located at the center of the
vehicle (the origin); (2) the accelerometers cannot be all coplanar [49]. However, Parsa’s system
requires long calibration and configuration procedures [46] which are not suitable for a practical
implementation of the system.
The problem of keeping the accuracy of the INS within bounds can also be addressed by
considering the vehicle motion constraints arising from the fact that land vehicles travel most on
roads [50]. Previous studies show that a lateral constraint applied to wheel speed sensor
integration is effective only when the vehicle operates on a flat road and no side slip occurs [51].
Brandt proposed a system based on one accelerometer and three gyroscopes [51] In addition, the
odometer was used to provide auxiliary information about the vehicle's speed. Constraints on the
motion of the land vehicles are used to derive a set of navigation equations. Brandt defined the
constraints on the motion of the land vehicles as follows: (a) the direction of the vehicle’s
velocity coincides with the direction of the vehicle’s forward axis; (b) the pitch and roll angles of
the vehicle’s body relative to the Earth surface are relatively small. (c) the vehicle always remains
on the Earth surface. However, the proposed system relies mainly on keeping all three gyroscopes
which is costly compared to accelerometers. Furthermore, inherent design challenges of MEMS
gyroscope make them physically less reliable [52].
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To make a simple, practical, and low-cost solution Wang [53] proposed an accelerometer and
magnetometer based system that relied on constraints defined by Brandt [51], where the defined
constraints are applied to reduce navigation errors. A pre-trained neural network compensated
the vehicle velocity obtained from the time integration of measurements from a forward
accelerometer. However, the magnetic disturbances generated by electronic devices, which are
usually present in downtown areas, are unpredictable and could bias the magnetometer output
significantly. Errors introduced by magnetic interferences usually change with time and
environment according to the activities of the interference sources. Such errors are generally
considered as blunders corrupt the measurement statistics and therefore, compensating for hard
iron effects in interference-rich environments such as land vehicle environments becomes a
challenge [53]. Even in areas where modest magnetic disturbances are present, the performance
of the proposed system was inversely proportional to the length of the GPS outages, which results
in large errors for long GPS outages.
Odometry that translate wheel rotation into curvilinear distance is used in many vehicle
navigation applications. Just as inertial sensors were used to dead reckon, wheel sensors can be
used to dead reckon a vehicle’s position and orientation given an initialization [54]. Dead
reckoning based on a vertical gyroscope and an odometer in addition to integration with GPS was
discussed in the literature [55-58].
A system that is simple to implement, economical in cost, compact in size, and superior in
performance but energy efficient is required. All of the studies above discuss different techniques
to integrate navigational instruments. These studies focused either on reducing the cost of the
navigation system or on reducing the number of sensors. Moreover, a number of these
implementation techniques are quite complex and expensive.
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2.6.1 Two-Dimensional Reduced Inertial Sensor System (2D-RISS)
Reduced Inertial Sensor System was proposed in [12, 13, 17, 18] in order to reduce the cost of
the overall positioning system for land vehicles without appreciable performance compromise
and depending on the fact that land vehicles mostly stay in the horizontal plane. And furthermore,
having fewer low cost inertial sensors and thus a smaller contribution of these sensors towards
positional errors. The gyroscope’s technology contributes most to both the overall cost of an IMU
and the performance of the INS. Hence, the work in [12, 13, 17, 18] investigated the applicability
of a reduced number of gyroscopes inside an IMU and examined its influence on the overall
positioning accuracy. It was found that a key advantage in RISS is the reduction in the number of
inertial sensors, which are used mainly by the gyroscopes, especially when MEMS-based inertial
sensors are used. The work [12, 13, 17, 18] is involving a single-axis gyroscope and a speed
sensor to provide full 2D positioning solution, especially in denied GPS environments. With the
reasonable assumption that the vehicle mostly stays in the horizontal plane, the vehicle’s speed
from the speed sensor is used together with the heading information obtained from the gyroscope
to determine the velocities along the east and north directions. Consequently, the vehicle’s
longitude and latitude are determined. The overview of the RISS mechanization can be seen in
Figure 2-22
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Figure 2-22: Block Diagram of 2D-RISS Mechanization Equations
In RISS mechanization, the heading (azimuth) angle is obtained by integrating the gyroscope
measurement  z . Since this measurement includes the component of the Earth rotation as well as
rotation of the local-level frame on the earth’s curvature, these quantities are removed from the
measurement before integration [17, 18]. Assuming a relatively small pitch angle for land vehicle
applications, we can write the rate of change of the azimuth angle directly in local-level frame as:


V tan  
A    z   e sin   e


RN  h 


(2.3)

where  e is the Earth rotation rate,  is the latitude, ve is the east velocity of the vehicle,

h is the altitude of the vehicle and RN is the normal radius of curvature of the earth’s ellipsoid.
To obtain RISS navigational information in the east and north directions, the initial heading
(azimuth angle) must be known. The equation (2.3) change in the azimuth angle is obtained by
integrating the gyroscope measurement as shown in equation. The computed azimuth allows the
conversion of the vehicle speed along the forward direction (obtained from the odometer
measurements) to east and north velocities as show in equation(2.4).
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(2.4)

The east and north velocities are then integrated over the sample interval to obtain positions
latitude (  ) and longitude (  ) as per equation (2.5).
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where RM is the meridian radius of curvature and RN is the normal radius of curvature of
the Earth’s ellipsoid.

2.6.2 Three-Dimensional Reduced Inertial Sensor System (3D-RISS)
The 2D-RISS depends on the fact that land vehicles predominately stay on the horizontal
plane. Due to the limitations of 2D-RISS on roads with slopes especially in hilly and uneven
terrain, 3D-RISS [14, 16] was developed by incorporating two accelerometers for provisioning of
pitch and roll angles and incorporating the vertical information in the system model for use by the
RISS/Odometer/GPS integration filter. The proposed system, based on RISS with an odometer
depends on velocity acquired from the odometer, and derived speed relying on the non-holonomic
constraints on land vehicles, together with the heading information obtained from the gyroscope,
instead of the velocity obtained from accelerometers. The drawback of the integration is that it
accumulates errors due to any uncompensated sensor bias errors, and this influences the
positioning accuracy. Another advantage is the removal of two gyroscopes (as used in full IMU)
plummeting errors and overall cost [14, 16, 59]. Calculating pitch and roll from accelerometers
rather than gyroscopes not only facilitates retaining the low cost of RISS but also evades the
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gyroscope’s underpinning integration of errors for velocity and position. When pitch and roll are
calculated from accelerometers, the first integration of the gyroscope to obtain pitch and roll is
eliminated and thus the error in pitch and roll is not proportional to time integration. The outcome
of these accurate estimates is superior velocity and consequently, position estimates for 3D-RISS
with odometer, along with upward velocity, and altitude that were not calculated before. The
overview of the 3D-RISS mechanization can be seen in Figure 2-23.
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Reduce Inertial Sensor
System
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North
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Roll
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Figure 2-23: Block Diagram of 3D-RISS with Odometer Mechanization
The pitch (p) and roll (r) angles are calculated utilizing the forward accelerometer
measurement (f y ) and transversal accelerometer measurement (f x ) . When the vehicle is
stationary, the accelerometers measure components due to gravity because of the pitch and roll
angles (tilt from the horizontal plane). The accelerometers measurement are given by

 f    g cos p sin r 
 x 

 f y    g sin p 
   g cos p cos r 

 f z  

(2.6)
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Since only two accelerometers along the X and Y directions are utilized, the pitch and the roll
angles can be expressed as follows:

 fy 
p  sin 1  
 g 
 

(2.7)

 fx 
r   sin 1 

 g cos p 

(2.8)

When the vehicle is moving, the forward accelerometer measures the forward vehicle
acceleration as well as the component due to gravity. So, we have to decouple the true motion
from the gravity, otherwise the pitch and roll angles provided by the accelerometer will not reflect
the actual values. The odometer is used to obtain vehicle speed ( Vod ) and to decouple the true
motion from accelerometers. The odometer derived vehicle acceleration ( aod ), Earth’s gravity
(g), and the normal component of acceleration that depends on the product of both V od and z
(the angular rate measured by the gyroscope vertically aligned with the vehicle body frame), are
used in this decoupling operation and consequently, the pitch angle is computed as:

 f y  aod
p  sin 1 
 g






(2.9)

Similarly, the transversal accelerometer measures the normal component of the vehicle
acceleration as well as the component due to gravity. Thus, to calculate the roll angle, the
transversal accelerometer measurement must be compensated for the normal component of
acceleration. The roll angle is then given by

 f V  
r   sin 1  x od z 
 g cos( p) 

(2.10)
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The computed azimuth and pitch angles allow the transformation of the vehicle’s speed along
the forward direction

Vod

(obtained from the odometer measurements) to East velocity (V e ),

North velocity (V n ) and Up velocity (V u ) is calculated as follows:

Ve 
 0  Vod sin( A) cos( p) 
 


V = Vn   Rb vod   Vod cos( A) cos( p) 
V 
 0   Vod sin( p) 
 u

(2.11)

Where “ A ” is azimuth angle calculated by using the gyroscope that is vertically aligned with
the vehicle body frame.
To obtain 3D-RISS with odometer positions in latitude  , longitude  , and altitude h ,
equation (2.12) is used.


0

  
1
  
r     
(R  h ) cos 
h   N
  
0



1
RM  h
0
0


0
 V e 
 
0  V n 
 V 
1  u 



(2.12)

Where the meridian radius of curvature of the Earth is R M , R N is the normal radius of
curvature; h is the altitude of the vehicle obtained from the last available GPS reading. The sensor
errors have random parts that are modelled stochastically. The stochastic models of the sensor
errors are discussed in latter part of the chapter.
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Chapter 3
Multi-Sensor Data Fusion Techniques
Stand-alone GPS provides accurate long term navigation information but may suffer from
outages because of signal blockage, interference, or jamming [60]. In contrast to GPS, INS has
good short-term accuracy and operates independently, without the need for any external signals to
provide navigation solutions. In order to overcome the disadvantages associated with the standalone operation of GPS and INS, the two systems are often paired together in a complementary
fashion so that their drawbacks are minimized or eliminated. By integrating the GPS and the INS
signals, a complementary solution can be obtained that is often more accurate than that of each
independent system [6]. Integration of navigation systems can be accomplished by various
methodologies [24]. The INS/GPS integration is implemented either in decentralized fashion
(loosely-coupled) or in the centralized fashion (tightly-coupled). Both approaches are discussed
latter in this chapter. Estimation techniques like KF and PF is used by any of these two
approaches to provide optimal integration.
This chapter provides a brief review of the integration approaches in section 3.2, and
integration techniques along with their limitations are presented in section 3.3. The details of
Kalman Filter and Particle Filtering for RISS/GPS Integration are discussed in section 3.4 and 3.5
respectively. Then PCI is introduced in section 3.6. At the end of this chapter, an overview of
experimental setup provided.

3.1 INS/GPS Integration Approaches
Integration approach is dependent on the type of GPS measurements used and can be divided
into three main categories listed as follows:-
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(a) Loosely-coupled
(b) Tightly-coupled
(c) Ultra-tightly-coupled
This thesis discusses the first two categories only.

3.1.1 Loosely-Coupled Integration
In loosely-coupled integration, both INS and GPS systems operate independently providing
separate navigation solutions [6, 14, 40, 61]. Generally, the position and velocity provided by the
GPS receiver, and the INS solution components are fed to an integration filter, which uses the
difference of the two and based on error models, estimates the INS error to correct the solution. A
block diagram of the loosely-coupled INS/GPS integration is depicted in Figure 3-1.

GPS Navigational Solution
GPS Receiver

Integration

Sensor
Data

+
Mechanization

+

Vertical
Direction Zb
Transverse
Direction Xb

Integrated Navigational
Solution

Forward
Direction Yb

INS Navigational Solution

Figure 3-1: Block Diagram of Loosely-Coupled INS/GPS Integration
The two main advantages of loosely-coupled integration are simplicity and redundancy. The
architecture is simple in that it can be used with any INS and any GPS user equipment, making it
particularly suited to retrofit applications. In a loosely-coupled architecture, there is usually a
stand-alone GPS navigation solution available in addition to the integrated solution. However, as
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the outputs of the GPS Kalman filter are time correlated, the assumption of the integration filter
about uncorrelated measurement noise is compromised, and this affects system performance
negatively. Another drawback of loosely–coupled architecture is that in order to have adequate
GPS position and velocity updates for the integration filter, at least four satellites with good
geometry are required.

3.1.2 Tightly-Coupled Integration
In tightly-coupled INS/GNSS system architecture, instead of using the position and velocity
solution from the GPS receiver as input for the fusion algorithm, raw GPS observations such as
pseudoranges or pseudoranges rates are used. INS predicted estimates of pseudorange and
pseudorange rates are compared to those from GPS, and the differences are fed to the integration
filter, which in turn uses them to estimate the errors in the INS. The INS output is corrected for
these errors and then provides the integrated navigation solution [62]. A block diagram of the
tightly-coupled INS/GPS integration is depicted in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2: Block Diagram of Tightly-Coupled INS/GPS Integration
The tightly-coupled architecture eliminates the problem of correlated measurement, which
arises due to cascaded Kalman filtering in the loosely-coupled approach. Moreover, the major
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limitation of visibility of at least four satellites is removed as this integration can provide a GPS
update even if fewer than four satellites are visible, which is typical of a real-life trajectory in
urban environments as well as thick forest canopies and steep hills [61]. The tightly-coupled
approach is more complex to implement as the algorithm involves processing raw GPS data. The
other limitation of this integration is that there is no stand-alone GPS solution.

3.2 Estimation Techniques
The estimation techniques that have been employed for INS/GPS integration [63] include :
(a) Kalman Filter (KF)
(b) Unscented KF (UKF)
(c) Particle Filter (PF)
(d) Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques
This thesis deals and discusses only KF and PF.

3.2.1 Kalman Filter
Kalman filter (KF) is an optimal

estimation method [64-66] and provides a sequential

recursive algorithm for the estimation of a system states when the system model is linear. In
addition to its benefits as an optimal estimator, the KF provides real-time statistical data related to
the estimation accuracy of the system states, which is very useful for quantitative error analysis
[67]. The filter generates its own error analysis with the computation of the error covariance
matrix, which gives an indication of the estimation accuracy.
The KF uses a form of feedback control by which the filter estimates the system state at some
time and then obtains feedback in the form of noisy measurements. As such, the equations for the
KF fall into two groups: time update or prediction equations and measurement update or
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correction equations. The time update equations are responsible for projecting forward in time the
current state and error covariance estimates to obtain the apriori estimates for the next step. The
measurement update equations are responsible for the feedback, i.e. for incorporating a new
measurement into the apriori estimate to obtain an improved a posteriori estimate [68] as depicted
in Figure 3-3.

Measurement
Update
(Corrected)

Models

Time Update

GPS Data

Prediction Stage

Update Stage

(Predicted)

Figure 3-3: Kalman Filter Cycle, Recursive Process of ‘Prediction’ and ‘Correction’
The problem in place (i.e. INS/GPS integration) has non-linear models. In order to use KF in
this integration problem, this non-linear model has to be linearized around a nominal trajectory.
In this problem, the linearization can be either around the unaided INS mechanization or around
the current estimated solution. The former is used in open loop integration, and the KF is called
Linearized KF (LKF), while the latter is used in closed loop and the KF is called Extended KF
(EKF) [69]. With the assumption of Gaussian distributed noise sources, the minimum mean
square error (MMSE) solution to the linear problem is then provided by the KF[70]. For nonGaussian distributed noise sources, the Kalman filter provides the linear MMSE solution to the
filtering problem.
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The theory of KF is well established and details can be found in [64, 67, 68, 71-74]. KF is the
optimal estimator if the system and measurement models are linear, however, the INS/GPS
integration problem has non-linear models and EKF is used in this case.
Suppose we have the discrete time non-linear dynamic system model [75]:

xk  f ( xk 1 , uk 1 , wk 1 )
where f

wk is sensor noise N (0, Qk )

(3.1)

  represent the system dynamics and relates the states at the previous time step k  1 to

the states at the current time step k . It includes as parameters any driving function uk 1 and the
zero-mean process noise wk .
The non-linear measurement equation is:

yk  hk  xk , vk 

vk is white noise sequence N (0, Rk )

(3.2)

Where the non-linear function h in the measurement equation (3.2) relates the state xk to the
measurement yk .
The Extended KF module used in this thesis was developed at NavINST research group at RMC
and it is not a part of this thesis contribution. A summary of Extended Kalman Filter Equations is
summarized as follows
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Table 1: Summary of Extended Kalman Filter Equations as reported by Dan Simon in
Optimal State Estimation [75, 76]
Time Propagation
Perform the time update of the state estimate and estimation-error covariance :
·

Predicted State Estimate:

xˆk  f k 1 ( xˆk1 )
·

The A Priori Covariance Matrix:

Pk  Fk 1Pk1FkT1  Lk 1Qk 1LTk 1
Where

Pk is the a-priori covariance matrix

Pk1 is the a posteriori covariance matrix at time k  1
Fk 1 

Lk 1 

f k 1
xk 1

f k 1
w

xˆ k 1

xˆ k 1

Measurement Update
Perform the measurement update of the state estimate and estimation error covariance:
·

Kalman Gain:

Kk  ( Pk ) H kT ( H k Pk H kT  M k Rk M kT )1
Where

Rk is covariance in the measurements at time epoch k
H k is measurement matrix at time epoch k obtained as
·

hk
x

xˆ k

Updated State Estimate

The state vector is then updated with the true measurement vector as follows:

xˆk  xˆk  Kk  yk  h  xˆk , 0 

where

K k is Kalman gain
yk is measurements vector at time epoch k
·

The A-Posteriori Covariance Matrix:

Pk  ( I  Kk H k ) Pk
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3.3 Particle Filtering for RISS/GPS Integration
Research has been done to overcome the KF limitations introduced by the linearization of the
motion equations and to address the use of inadequate linear stochastic models for inertial sensor
errors, , especially in the case of MEMS-based sensors. Solutions that avoid linearization have
been targeted; this led to the use of methods such as UKF and PF. These methods tend to get a
numerical approximate solution to the correct non-linear problem rather than getting the optimal
solution for an approximated problem as in KF case. These solutions tend to estimate the
probability density function (PDF) of the state conditioned on the set of observations (i.e.
measurements) instead of a single best estimate only. KF assumes a Gaussian PDF and
propagates it in parametric form using the mean and covariance. The UKF and PF tend to
approximate this PDF using a set of samples.
According to [63, 77], the UKF uses a fixed number of deterministically chosen sample points
called the sigma points (SP) to approximate a Gaussian distribution instead of approximating the
non-linear models like LKF or EKF. The SPs capture the true mean and covariance of the
Gaussian PDF. As reported in [63], when these SPs are propagated through the true non-linear
system, they capture the transformed mean and covariance accurately up to the second order of
any non-linearity, in contrast with the LKF or EKF that calculate the mean and covariance
accurately to the first order with all higher order terms truncated. Examples of using UKF for
INS/GPS integration can be found in [63, 78-80].
PF approximates the PDF using a set of random samples or particles. It is a universal density
approximator, removing the restrictive assumptions on the shape of the PDF. This is in contrast
with all variants of KF (including UKF) which estimate a Gaussian density. Because of this, PF
has shown a superior numerical accuracy over other filtering methods [63]. Because of the PF
ability to deal with non-linear, non-Gaussian motion and measurement models, it can
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accommodate arbitrary sensor characteristics, motion dynamics, and noise distributions. In
addition to PF ability to use non-linear models, PF enables the use of sophisticated modelling
techniques for the stochastic errors of inertial sensors, which is very beneficial due to sensor
errors stochastically drifting with time. This makes PF solutions very suitable for INS/GPS
integration, which is an application with severe stochastic error characteristics, especially in the
case of MEMS based inertial sensors. Examples of using PF for INS/GPS integration are [15, 8086].

3.3.1 Problem Formulation
The aim is to estimate the state of the vehicle x k at the current time step k, given a set of
measurements (observations)

Zk  z 0 ,..., z k 

acquired at time steps 0,1,...,k. The problem at

hand is a two dimensional navigation problem, so the state of the vehicle is

xk  k , k , vkf , Ak 

T

, where

 k is the latitude of the vehicle, k is the longitude, vkf

is the

forward velocity, and Ak is the azimuth angle (i.e. heading of the vehicle from the North
direction).
The state transition model (motion model) is described by

xk  f  xk 1 , uk 1 , w k 1 

(3.3)

where u k is the control input which is the RISS reading, and w k is the process noise which is
independent of the past and present states and it accounts for the uncertainty in vehicle motion
and RISS readings. The state measurement model is

z k  h  xk ,νk 

(3.4)
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where νk is the measurement noise which is independent of the past and current states and
the process noise, and it accounts for uncertainty in GPS readings.
These models are non-linear models as will be seen in the next subsection. There is no need to
linearize them because the technique used can deal with non-linear models. When using LKF or
EKF, the models need to be linearized, and only the first order terms of the Taylor series are used.
This leads to using an errorstate approach where the KF estimates the error in the navigation
states not the states themselves. The system model used by KF is the dynamic error model which
is a linearized model and there is a separate INS mechanization used for KF. On the other hand,
the approach used in PF is a total state approach not an error state approach as there is no need for
linearization. So the system and measurement models used by the integration filter for PF are the
total state non-linear models and there is no separate mechanization used.

3.3.2 System and Measurement Models
The example system (state transition) model or motion model for 2D-RISS [87]:



vkf1 cos Ak 1


t
k 1


RM  h
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f
 


v
sin
A
k 1
k 1
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x k  f  f (x k 1 , u k 1 , w k 1 ) 
k 1
 RN  h  cos k 1
 vk 


 
od
od


vk 1   vk 1
 Ak 


 Ak 1  kz1  kz1   e sin k 1  t 



(3.5)

where RM is the meridian radius of curvature and RN is the normal radius of curvature for the
Earth’s (they are not equal because the earth is not exactly a sphere), h is the height (Altitude) of
the location where the vehicle is from sea level, and

t is the sampling time.

T

The RISS reading
and

the

uk 1  vkod1 kz1  consists of the speed derived from the vehicle odometer

angular

rate

from

the

gyroscope,

respectively.

The

process

noise

is
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w k 1   vkod1 kz1 

T

where the noise in odometer reading is  vk 1 , and the noise in gyroscope
od

reading is k 1 .
z

As mentioned earlier loosely-coupled integration is used, so the GPS observation is

z k   zk

zk

zkve

zkvn 

T

which are the GPS readings for the latitude, longitude, velocity

along East, and North respectively. The example measurement model for 2D-RISS [87]:

 zk 
 k νk

 



zk 
k νk



z k  v  h(x k ,νk )  f
 zk e 
 vk sin Ak νvke 
 vn 
 f
v 
 zk 
vk cos Ak νkn 
where νk  νk νk νvke

(3.6)

T

νvkn  is the noise in GPS readings, it is white Gaussian noise.

3.3.3 Bayesian Filtering
The errors and uncertainty in sensor readings and in vehicle motion motivates the use of a
probabilistic algorithm for this estimation problem. A probabilistic algorithm for estimation
calculates a probability distribution instead of calculating a single best estimate only. The state of
the vehicle

x k is a vector of stochastic processes, and it is required to get p  xk Z k  the

probability density function PDF of the state at each time step k conditioned on the whole set of
sensors measurements from beginning to time k.
The problem of estimating the navigation states of a vehicle is an instance of the Bayesian



filtering problem, where the interest is in constructing the probability density p x k Z k



of the

current state conditioned on all the set of measurements. This PDF represents all the knowledge
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possessed about the state x k , and from it the current position or any other function of x k
conditioned on the measurements can be estimated.
The recursive use of Bayes theorem yields multi-dimensional integrals. According to[88], it is
impossible to evaluate this recursive solution analytically except in a few special cases, which in
part use linear Gaussian state space models (using KF). For non-linear non-Gaussian systems,
these multi-dimensional integrals are intractable and approximate solutions must be used.
One of these solutions is the EKF, which is the traditional method to integrate INS and GPS
because this problem has non-linearity in the system and in the measurement models. This EKF
solution linearizes the models in place for system and measurement. . As mentioned in [82], while
KF gives optimal solution for linear Gausian models, it becomes suboptimal when these
assumptions are violated.
Another solution that avoids the linearization of the models is to handle the multidimensional
integrals numerically using Monte Carlo integration. This solution to the Bayesian filtering
problem leads to the sequential Monte Carlo methods (Particle Filters) [88] which is a sampling
based method resulting in the propagation of probability density in the form of a set of random
samples or particles.

3.3.4 Sampling/Importance Resampling (SIR) Particle Filter
The following description of SIR PF is according to [88-90]. At time k, the PDF

represented by a set of N random samples or particles

to the partition.

p  xk Z k  is

Sk  sk (1) ,..., sk ( N )  distributed according

sk (i )   xk (i ) ,  k (i )  denotes the i-th sample where x k (i ) is the vehicle state and

 k (i ) is the weight of the sample.
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To initialize the filter at time k=0, the sample set

 0(i ) 



S0   x0(i ) ,  0(i )  i  1,..., N

 (where

1
) is sampled from p  x0  which encodes any knowledge about the initial state of the
N

vehicle. For INS/GPS integration, the algorithm is initialized with samples drawn from a
Gaussian density with mean equal to the GPS reading.
Each iteration of the SIR algorithm consists of three steps:
1.

Importance sampling step, which is analogous

to the Bayesian filtering

prediction phase.

I.

2.

Weight update step, which is analogous with the Bayesian filtering update phase.

3.

Resampling step.

Prediction Phase
In

the

prediction

phase,



starting

from



Sk 1   xk 1(i ) ,  k 1(i )  i  1,..., N (where  k 1(i ) 



the



p xk xk 1  , u k 1
i



of

samples

(particles)

1
) computed in the previous iteration, the
N

motion model is applied to each sample sk 1(i )   x k 1(i ) ,

is drawn from

set

1
 (i ) 1 
(i )
 and one sample sk   xk , 
N
N


which is fully specified by the system model

xk  f (xk 1 , uk 1 , w k 1 ) and where u k 1 is the control input associated with the motion between
time steps k-1 and k, and w k 1 is the process noise which is independent of the past and present
states and accounts for the uncertainty in vehicle motion and in gyroscope and odometer readings,
and for the process noise PDF
predictive density

p  w k  . A new sample set S k

is obtained that approximates the

p  xk Z k 1  .
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II. Update Phase
In the update phase, the measurement z k is taken into account and each of the samples in S k



is weighted using the observation likelihood p z k xk i 



which is fully specified by the

measurement model z k  h(xk ,νk ) and the measurement noise PDF
normalized. The weighted sample set

Sk

approximates the density

p νk  , then all weights are

p  xk Z k  .

III. Resampling Step

In the resampling step, the sample set



Sk   xk (i ) ,  k (i )  i  1,..., N

obtained by resampling from the weighted set



p xk    xk 
i

j

     . The obtained S
j

k

k

 (where 



(i )
k

Sk   xk (i ) ,  k (i )  i  1,..., N

approximates the density



1
) is
N

 such

that

p  xk Z k  .

For INS/GPS integration, in the prediction phase, the samples are predicted from the RISS
readings and the motion model. Then in the update phase, the most recent GPS observation is
used to adjust the importance weights of the samples obtained in the prediction stage. Then the
sample set is resampled.
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Prediction step (Sampling step)
For each i = 1,…,N:
Draw

i
xk  



from p xk xk 1i  , u k 1

By

w k 1 
i

drawing



i
i
i
xk    f xk 1  , uk 1 , w k 1 

 k (i )   k 1(i ) 




from

p  w k 1 

and

letting



1
N



Sk   xk (i ) ,  k (i )  i  1,..., N approximates p  xk Z k 1 

(3.7)

Update step (Weight Update step)
For each i = 1,…,N:
i
i
xk    xk  





(i )
 k i    k 1i  p z k xk i  where  k 1 

N

Normalize all weights by dividing by

  
i 1





1
N

i

k

Sk   xk (i ) ,  k (i )  i  1,..., N approximates p  xk Z k 

(3.8)
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Resampling step
For each i = 1,…,N:
Draw j from
such that

Pr( j  m)   k 

xk    xk 
i

 k (i ) 



m

j

1
N



Sk   xk (i ) ,  k (i )  i  1,..., N approximates p  xk Z k 

(3.9)

3.3.5 Mixture Particle Filter
Different versions of PF are reported in literature for the GPS/ INS integration [14, 16, 80, 81,
85, 91, 92] . This thesis uses Mixture PF an improved version of PF, as it samples from a mixture
of importance densities from SIR PF and Likelihood PF. This modified version of particle
filtering was first reported in the area of robotics in [89, 93] and had further elaboration in [14,
90] . In robotics, the SIR Particle filter used for mobile robot localization is called Monte Carlo
Localization (MCL), and this modified version is called MCL with planned sampling [89] or
Mixture MCL [90].
In the prediction phase, the SIR Particle filter samples from the importance predicted from the
motion model, and then the most recent observation is used to adjust the importance weights of
this prediction. The idea used in this enhancement to particle filtering is to add to those samples
predicted from the motion model some samples predicted from the most recent observation [90].
Samples in these two groups are weighted each with its respective weight update equation, and
then the resampling is carried out. According to [90], these two importance densities have
complimentary advantages and disadvantages, so their combination gives better performance.
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This version of Particle filter is called Mixture Particle filter after the name used in [90], because
it samples from a mixture of importance densities instead of only one.
In 2D-RISS/GPS integration, some samples predicted according to the most recent GPS
observation are added to those samples predicted according to the RISS model. The importance
weights of these additional samples are adjusted according to the probability that they came from
the samples of the last iteration, and the latest changes computed from RISS reading. When GPS
signal is not available, only sampling based on RISS is used, but when GPS is available both
types of sampling are used as shown in Figure 3-4.

GPS
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rom
Speed f r
te
e
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Ve , Vn Longitude, and Latitude

Gyro
scope

Mixture Particle Filter
with Nonlinear TotalState System and
Measurement Model

Corrected: Ve , Vn , Azimuth,
Longitude, and Latitude

Integrated Navigational Solution

Figure 3-4: Block Diagram of Particle Filter for 2D-RISS/GPS Integration

3.4 Parallel Cascade Identification
3.4.1 Background Theory
Parallel cascade identification (PCI) is a non-linear system identification technique
proposed by M. Korenberg [94]. This technique model the input/output behaviour of a
non-linear system by a sum of parallel cascades of alternating dynamic linear (L) and
static non-linear (N) elements. The model built has a finite number of parallel LN cascade
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paths, where each path consists of a dynamic linear element followed by a static nonlinearity. According to [95], the static non-linearity can be a polynomial. The model output
is the sum of the outputs of the parallel branches. The parallel cascades are shown in
Figure 3-5 and the PCI algorithm will build up one cascade at a time.

Input

Dynamic
Linear

Static NonLlinear

Dynamic
Linear

Static NonLlinear

Dynamic
Linear

Static NonLlinear

Output

Σ

Figure 3-5: Block Diagram of Parallel Cascade Identification

Frechet [95] proved that in continuous time, a finite memory non-linear system whose
output is a continuous mapping of its input can be uniformly approximated over a
uniformly-bounded equi-continuous set of inputs to an arbitrary degree of accuracy by a
Volterra series of sufficient but finite order. Volterra series represent a functional
expansion of a dynamic, non-linear, and time-invariant functional. Volterra series are
commonly used in system identification. Palm [96] showed that any discrete-time
Volterra series with finite memory and anticipation can be uniformly approximated by a
finite sum of parallel LNL cascades, where the static nonlinearities N are exponentials and
logarithmic functions. Korenberg [95] showed that any discrete-time doubly finite (finite
memory and order) Volterra series can be exactly represented by a finite sum of LN
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cascades where the N are polynomials. A key advantage of this technique is that it is not
dependent on a white or Gaussian input, but the identified individual L and N elements
may vary depending on the statistical properties of the input chosen [95]. The cascades
can be found one at a time, and the nonlinearities in the models are localized in static
functions. This reduces the computation, as higher-order nonlinearities are approximated
using higher degree polynomials in the cascades rather than higher-order kernels in a
Volterra series approximation.

3.4.2 Overview of the PCI Algorithm for Building the Parallel Cascades
The method begins by approximating the non-linear system by a first such cascade.
The residual (i.e., the difference between the system output and the cascade outputs)
treated as the output of a new non-linear system, a second cascade is found to
approximate the latter system, and thus the parallel array can be built up one cascade at a
time. Having an unknown dynamic non-linear system with accessible input x(n) and
output y(n) (where n=0,…, T); T is the length of the data set or record used for the
training. One can model it using a parallel cascade supposing the output can depend on
delayed input values x(n-j), for j=0,…,R, whereas R is the maximum lag or delay as (R +
1) is the memory length (since the series output y(n) depends on input delays from 0 to R
lags or delay). The maximum degree of nonlinearity required for a good approximation of
the system is “D”. The polynomial degree D cannot exceed T-R, since there are D+1
coefficients to estimate in the polynomial and there would be exactly T-R+1 points
available for the estimation; however, a much smaller value is in practice used for the
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polynomial degree D, and its value is application dependent. PCI algorithm can be
explained briefly in the following steps:
1.

Approximate the dynamic non-linear system by a first cascade of a dynamic linear (L)
followed by a static non-linear (N) element as in Figure 3-6(b). The first cascade output is

z1 (n) .
Compute first residual y1 (n)  y(n)

2.

 z1 (n)

(3.10)

Approximate the new non-linear system having input x(n) and output y1 (n) by a
cascade of L2 followed by N 2 as in Figure 3-6(d).

Compute second residual
3.

y1 (n)  y1 (n)  z2 (n)

(3.11)

And so on …

Let yk (n) be the residual after fitting the k-th cascade, so y0 (n)  y(n) ). Let zk (n) be the
output of the k-th cascade, so

yk (n)  yk 1 (n)  zk (n)

x(n)

Dynamic
Non-Linear
System

where k  1, 2,........

y(n)

x(n)

(a) Original Unknown Non-linear System

x(n)

Dynamic
Non-Linear
System

y1(n)

(c) New Non-linear System whose Output is
First Residual

Dynamic
Linear (L)

(3.12)

Static
Non-Llinear (N)

z1(n)

(b) First LN Cascade Approximation

x(n)

Dynamic
Linear (L)

Static
Non-Llinear (N)

z2(n)

(d) Second LN Cascade

Figure 3-6: Step-by-Step Implementation of PCI Algorithm
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3.4.3 Details of the PCI Algorithm
Obtaining the impulse response of the dynamic linear element for the current cascade

When identifying the k-th cascade, the current residual before the addition of the k-th
cascade is yk 1 (n) ). The method employed in this research to get the impulse response

g k ( j ) ), of the linear element Lk of the k-th cascade uses cross correlations of the input
with the current residual, and this impulse response will be one of the following:
a)

Impluse response will be input residual cross-correlation

g k ( j )  xyk 1 ( j ) 

T
1
 yk 1 (n) x(n  j)
T  R  1 n R

j  0, , R

(3.13)

A slice of 2nd order cross-corelations of input and residual xxyk 1 ( j, A) is used : thus the
implus response will be as following

gk ( j )  xxyk1 ( j, A)  c ( j  A)

(3.14)

where  (.) is the Kronecker delta function, the sign is chosen at random, A is chosen

 0 , e.g.
at random from 0,........., R and c is chosen such that c 
 0 as yk 1 (n) 
2

c

yk21 (n)
y 2 ( n)

(here the over-bar means the finite time average from n  R to n  T as in

the expression for xyk 1 ( j ) immediately above)
b) A slice of 3rd order input residual cross-correlation xxxyk 1 ( j, A1 , A2 ) will be used :
thus the implus response will be as following
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gk ( j )  xxxyk1 ( j, A1, A2 )  c1 ( j  A1 )  c2 ( j  A2 )

(3.15)

We can use expression up until “ n ” order cross-correlation using the following

c)

gk ( j )  x..xxyk 1 ( j, A1.., AD1 )  c1 ( j  A1 )  ....  cD1 ( j  AD1 )

(3.16)

But in practice, cross-correlations up to third order are typically enough.
The output of the linear element calculated by convolution summation is as follows
R

uk ( n )   g k ( j ) x ( n  j )

(3.17)

j 0

Here

the

linear

element’s

output

uk ( n )

depends

on

input

values

x(n), x(n 1),..........x(n  R) so the memory length of the linear element is R  1 , and

g k ( j ) ) is the impulse response of the linear element Lk at beginning the k-th cascade.
Obtaining the static non-linear element for the current cascade by polynomial fitting

Usually for computation purposes, the following is done before the polynomial fitting.
2
First ui  n  is calculated, let it equal M and then the impulse response of the dynamic

linear element M  ui2  n  is adjusted to be gi ( j ) 

gi ( j )
M

2
, to ensure that ui  n   1 .

A polynomial (static nonlinearity) is best fit to minimize the mean square error (MSE)
of the approximation of the residual. To fit the static nonlinearity, the coefficients aid
(d=0,…D) are found to minimize.
2

D
T
D
1




ei   yi 1  n    aid uid  n   
yi 1 (n)   aid uid  n  


T  R  1 n R 
d 0
d 0




2

(3.18)
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As noted, the over-bar here means finite time average. Minimizing ei with respect to
each of the polynomial coefficients leads to D+ 1 equations in D+1 unknowns “aid”
D

yi 1 (n)u  n    aid uid q  n  , where q=0,…,D
q
i

(3.19)

d 0

Decision to add the current cascade to the built model

These resulting cascades are such as to drive the cross correlations of the input with
the residual to zero [94, 95]. A threshold based on a standard correlation test for
determining whether a cascade’s reduction of the MSE justifies its addition to the model
is as follows [95]:

zk2 (n) 

4
yk21 (n)
T  R 1

(3.20)

2

In equation (3.20), zk (n) denotes the mean square of the candidate cascade’s output,
2

and yk 1 (n) denotes the mean square of the current residual, i.e., the residual remaining
from the cascades already presented in the model.
Stopping Conditions for the PCI algorithm

According to [95], the process of building a parallel cascade can have one of the
following stopping conditions:
1.

When a certain number of cascades are added.

2.

When a certain number of cascades are tested (either added or not).

3.

When the MSE is sufficiently small.
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4.

When no remaining candidate cascade can reduce the MSE more than a small
threshold level.

3.4.4 Multi-input Single-output (MISO) System Identification
In this research, PCI for building MISO models is also employed. The algorithm for building a
PCI MISO model is exactly like the algorithm for building a PCI SISO except

the part

identifying the impulse response of the dynamic linear element. In a PCI SISO , the impulse
response of the dynamic linear element is obtained from the cross-correlations between the
desired cascade output (this desired cascade output is the model output for the first cascade and
the respective residual for each subsequent added cascade) and the input. On the other hand, in
MISO the impulse response of the dynamic linear element is obtained from the cross-correlations
between the desired cascade output (as mentioned above) and one or more of the inputs chosen at
random (with substitute). The output of the linear element is obtained by convolving the impulse
response of this element with the first chosen input among those chosen for calculating the crosscorrelation, this first chosen input is called the principle. Shifted weighted versions of all the
other inputs used in the cross-correlation (if any) are then added to the output of the linear
element. Obtaining the weight and the value of the shift (of the shifted weighted versions of the
other inputs) happens in a similar manner to obtaining the weight and shift of the Kronecker delta
function described earlier. The remaining steps of the algorithm remain unchanged.

3.5 Experimental Setup and Data Acquisition
3.5.1 Inertial Sensors
The inertial sensors used in this research were

(a) the Crossbow MEMS grade IMU

(Crossbow Technologies, San Jose, CA), (b) ultra-low-cost MEMS IMU sensors from Analog
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Devices Inc. (ADI) and (c) the Honeywell HG1700 AG11 tactical grade IMU (Honeywell
International, Minneapolis, MN).
The Crossbow IMU is a six degree of freedom inertial system that uses solid-state devices to
measure angular rate and linear acceleration, and the specifications can be found in Table 3-2.
The three angular rate sensors are bulk micro-machined vibratory MEMS sensors that make use
of Coriolis force to measure angular rate independent of acceleration [97] as shown in Figure 3-7
(a).
The second IMU used is an ultra-low-cost MEMS IMU developed by the Mobile Multi-Sensor
Systems (MMSS) research group at the Department of Geomatics Engineering, University of
Calgary using MEMS sensors from Analog Devices Inc. (ADI) as shown in Figure 3-7 (b). The
specifications of this IMU are in Table 3-3, and the detailed specifications can be found in [98,
99].
The Honeywell HG1700 is a high-end tactical grade IMU that measures angular rate and
linear acceleration in three dimensions using three ring-laser gyroscopes and three accelerometers
mounted orthogonally as shown in

Figure 3-7(c). Table 3-2 summarizes the physical and

operating characteristics of Honeywell HG1700 sensors, and the further details can be found in
[100].
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(a) Crossbow MEMS IMU

(c) Honeywell HG1700 IMU

(b)Ultra-Low-Cost MEMS IMU Developed by the MMSS Research Group

Figure 3-7: Inertial Sensors used for Data Acquisitions in Trajectories
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Table 3-2 : IMU Specifications of Crossbow[97] and Honeywell IMUs [100]

Crossbow IMU300CC

HG1700

7.62 x 9.53 x 3.2 (cm)

15 x 15 x 10 (cm)

Weight

0.59 kg

0.725 kg

Max Data Rate

200 Hz

100 Hz

Start-Up Time

<1s

< 0.8 s

Size

Accelerometer
Range
Bias
Scale Factor
Random Walk

±2g

± 50 g

± 30 mg

1.0 mg

<1%

300 ppm

< 0.15 ms-1/ hr

0.0198 ms-1/ hr
Gyroscope

Range
Bias
Scale Factor
Random Walk

± 100 deg/s

±1000 deg/s

< ± 2.0 deg /sec

1.0 deg/hr

<1%

150 ppm

< 2.25 deg / hr

0.125 deg/ hr
Electrical

9 - 30 V dc

± 5 V dc

Power

<3W

<8W

Connector

RS-232

RS-422

Input Voltage
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Table 3-3: ADI IMU Specifications [98, 99]

Specifications

Range
Bias
Bias Instability
Scale Factor
Angle Random Walk
Nonlinearity
Axis Misalignment

Gyroscope
Before Lab Calibration

After Lab Calibration

±150 deg/s

±150 deg/s

< ±24 deg/s

< ±0.5 deg/s

40 deg/hr (100s)

40 deg/hr (100s)

10%

0.1%

3 deg/ hr

3 deg/ hr

0.1%

0.1%

±1 deg

±0.2 deg

Specifications

Accelerometer
Before Lab Calibration

Range
Bias
Bias Instability
Scale Factor
Velocity Random Walk
Nonlinearity
Axis Misalignment

After Lab Calibration

± 5g

± 5g

< ±2500mg

< ±6mg

0.2 mg (100s)

0.2 mg (100s)

10%

0.1%

0.135-0.195 ms-1/ hr

0.135-0.195 ms-1/ hr

0.2%

0.2%

±1 deg

±0.2 deg

3.5.2 GPS Receivers
Three GPS receivers were used, two from NovAtel and one from Trimble. First receiver used
was the NovAtel OEM4 dual frequency GPS receiver. The specifications of this receiver can be
reviewed in [101]. The second was the NovAtel OEMV-1G single frequency GPS receiver
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which is newer but is lowerend compared with the previous one. The specifications of this
receiver can be found in [102]. Trimble Lassen SQ was the third GPS receiver used, which is a
single frequency low-end receiver with access to GPS only. The specifications of this receiver are
in [103].

3.5.3 The Reference System:- NovAtel SPAN unit
The NovAtel ProPak-G2-Plus combines a GPS receiver and the Honeywell HG1700 IMU via
SPAN technology is used as reference navigation solution. Figure 3-8 shows a photograph of the
SPAN NovAtel ProPak-G2-plus a receiver, antenna, and HG1700 IMU. GPS observables of the
NovAtel SPAN unit contain raw GPS messages like the satellite’s pseudorange, pseudorange rate,
and ionospheric as well troposphere corrections. When the visible satellite amount is less than
four, this unit is still able to derive a navigation solution using the raw GPS measurements. The
NovAtel system provides the reference solution to validate the proposed navigation solutions and
examines the overall performance, either during natural GPS outages in downtown scenarios or
during intentionally introduced GPS outages in open-sky scenarios.

Figure 3-8: NovAtel Reference System: Receiver, IMU Integrated via SPAN Technology
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3.5.4 Vehicle’s Speed Readings
The vehicle’s forward speed readings were obtained through vehicle built-in sensors through an on-board
diagnostics version II (OBD II) interface using a device called CarChip as shown in Figure 3-9 The
specifications of this device are described in [104]. The sample rate for the collection of speed readings was
1 Hz.

Figure 3-9: Photograph of CarChip : Device used to obtain Vehicle’s Speed

3.5.5 Data Acquisition
The experimental data collection in this research was carried out using a full-size General
Motors passenger van as shown in Figure 3-10 carrying a suite of measurement equipment that
included inertial sensors, GPS receivers, and antennas, computers to control the instruments and
acquire the data as well as the required power supplies and connectors. To ease setup and
repeatability, the rear seat of the van was removed and replaced with a table that securely mounts
to the seat rails and that could house all of the inertial sensors and GPS units. Data collection
was accomplished using a laptop. The Crossbow’s Gyro-View software is used for the Crossbow
MEMS IMU data acquisition, ADI IMU uses NI LabVIEW software, and Trimble Lassen SQ
GPS receiver uses manufacturer software. The NovAtel system has its own software to acquire
and log its GPS and HG1700 information via USB connection. The sensors data was collected
during the road tests, and navigation solutions were run offline post processing using the logged
data.
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Figure 3-10: Equipment Mounted inside the Road Test Vehicle
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Chapter 4
Non-linear Modelling of Azimuth Error for 2D Car Navigation Using
PCI Augmented with KF
Present land vehicle navigation relies mostly on GPS that may be interrupted or deteriorated in
urban areas. In order to obtain continuous positioning services in all environments, GPS can be
integrated with inertial sensors and vehicle odometer using KF. For car navigation, low cost
positioning solutions based on MEMS based inertial sensors are utilized. To further reduce the
cost, 2D-RISS is integrated with GPS. The MEMS based gyroscope measurement deteriorates
over time due to diﬀerent errors like the bias and drift. These errors may lead to large azimuth
errors and mitigating the azimuth errors requires robust modelling of both linear and non-linear
eﬀects. Therefore, this chapter presents a solution based on a Parallel Cascade Identification
(PCI) module that models the azimuth errors and is augmented to KF. The proposed augmented
KF-PCI method can handle both linear and non-linear system errors as the linear parts of the
errors are modelled inside the KF, and the non-linear and residual parts of the azimuth errors are
modelled by PCI. The performance of this method is examined using road test experiments in a
land vehicle.

4.1 Introduction
Advanced navigational systems requirements can be fulfilled using complementary navigation
methods, relying upon information from motion sensors such as odometers and inertial sensors.
By integrating the GPS and these motion sensors, a complementary solution can be obtained that
is often more accurate than that of the independent systems [7]. A reliable solution can be
achieved during GPS outages using Linearized KF (LKF) and Extended KF (EKF) if high-end
navigational and tactical grades INS are employed. High end INS may not be used for land
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navigation due to cost and space limitations. MEMS based inertial sensors have enabled the
production of lower cost and smaller size IMUs with low power consumption [105]. The
complete IMUs are composed of multiple MEMS based accelerometers and gyroscopes sensors
[23]. In order to lower costs , recent research [12, 13, 17, 18] has explored the applicability of
replacing a full IMU with a reduced number of MEMS based inertial sensors, while still
maintaining adequate overall performance. This two dimensional (2D) RISS computes the vehicle
heading and position using a low cost MEMS based gyroscope integrated with the vehicle
odometer exploiting the non-holonomic constraints on land vehicles and integrates these sensors
with GPS. This architecture is applied with the assumption that land vehicle motion is mostly on
a plane.
The low cost MEMS based sensors have composite error characteristics. Moreover, if
linearized system models are utilized for navigation error states estimation with these sensors,
they can introduce significant errors. These limitations, in turn, may result in suboptimal
performance of the integration filter as the assumption of local linearity is violated [66]. This
results in a quickly degrading navigation solution provided by KF during GPS outages.
This chapter proposes PCI for modelling the residual azimuth errors (non-linear parts, and all
other residuals because of KF mis-modelling) after KF prediction of the linear part of these
errors. During availability of the GPS signal, KF continues to operate in the update phase and
provides estimates for RISS position, velocity and attitude errors in a loosely-coupled fashion
using GPS position and velocity updates. A background routine builds a PCI model for the
residual and non-linear azimuth errors. PCI modelling exploits the non-linear modelling potential
to model all the possible higher order (H.O) residual error terms as well as any other residual
errors because of mis-modelling in the system model used by KF. When GPS outages occur, KF
operates in prediction mode, correcting linear errors based on the system error model and the
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latest pre-build PCI model provides an estimate of the residual and non-linear errors to enhance
the estimates for azimuth errors. Performance of the proposed augmented KF-PCI scheme is
examined by real road test trajectories and compared with KF solutions for a loosely-coupled 2D
RISS/GPS integration system.

4.2 Mechanization and KF for 2D RISS/GPS Integration
KF is used in this chapter in a loosely-coupled fashion to fuse the RISS computed position and
velocity components along the horizontal channels with the corresponding GPS positions and
velocities. This enables the computation of the RISS positions, velocities and azimuth errors as
well as the gyroscope and odometer stochastic errors. KF outputs two important variables, the
estimated error state vector ( x) and the error covariance matrix ( P) . The estimated state vector
is a vector of RISS positions, velocities, and azimuth errors augmented with the sensors stochastic
errors (for both gyroscope and the odometer derived acceleration). The error covariance matrix is
a measure of the estimation uncertainty, which takes into consideration how the sensor noise and
dynamic uncertainty contribute to the uncertainty about the estimated error states [66]. By
maintaining an estimate of its own estimation uncertainty and the relative uncertainty in the
sensor outputs, the KF is able to optimize the estimate to minimize the estimation linear errors. In
order for a KF to produce a statistically optimal estimate of its state, the filter’s system model
equations and measurement model equations matrices must describe exactly the actual dynamical
and statistical properties of the system of interest. In the problem at hand, as KF can only estimate
the linear errors, non-linear errors are totally neglected resulting in sub-optimal performance.
The error state vector for the proposed RISS includes coordinate errors ( ,  ) , velocity
errors ( Ve ,  Vn ) , and azimuth error ( A) as follows:
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     V

where

e

 aod
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V

n

 A a

od





T

z

(4.1)

z are the stochastic error in odometer derived acceleration and the

stochastic error in the gyroscope reading. These errors are passed from one estimate to another
with the overall uncertainty in the precision of the estimated quantity drifting with time [68, 71].
Therefore, error models are required for analysis and estimation of different error sources
associated with the proposed RISS. Since the errors in dynamic systems are variable in time, they
are described by differential equations [66]. Linearization of a non-linear dynamic system is the
most common approach to derive a set of linear differential equations that defines the error states
of a dynamic system to be used with KF [39, 106, 107]. The time rate of change of RISS position,
velocity, and Azimuth errors can be obtained from equations(4.2),(4.3) and(4.4).
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where RM and RN are meridian radius of curvature and normal radius of curvature
respectively.
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Where and aod is odometer-derived acceleration.

 A  z  H .O z 

(4.4)
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The residual random errors for both the odometer derived acceleration and the gyroscope are
modelled as a first order Gauss Markov (GM) process and can be written in form of equation as
follows [66, 71]:

 . 
  aod    od

   0
 .  
  wz 

0    aod   2 od 2od


  z   z   2  2
z
z



 w t 



(4.5)

where  z is the reciprocal of the correlation time of the random process associated with the
gyroscope measurement,  z is the standard deviation of this random process and w(t ) is unity
variance of white Gaussian noise. Similarly,  od is the reciprocal of the correlation time of the
random process associated with the speedometer’s acceleration and  od is the standard deviation
of this random process. The necessity of accurate stochastic modelling is not fulfilled, particularly
in the case of low cost MEMS based sensors when sensor stochastic errors are modelled as a 1st
order GM.
While it showed adequate performance with higher grades of inertial sensors, KF with its
linearized model and GM model for sensor errors is not able to handle higher order terms when
using low cost MEMS based inertial sensors; this will affect the performance of the solution
during GPS outages. To achieve reliable navigation, a non-linear system identification technique
is required to establish a more reliable azimuth error model, which not only can handle higher
order errors, but also can tolerate non-stationary stochastic errors and any other residual errors not
well modelled by KF. The focus here is on the azimuth component since it is the major source of
error in the RISS system that contributes to position and velocity errors. Parallel Cascade
Identification, a non-linear modelling technique introduced in section 3.6, is used to augment KF
in order to overcome its limitations and enhance the accuracy of MEMS grade RISS solutions.
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4.3 Augmenting KF with PCI to Model the Residual and Non-linear
Azimuth Errors
In order to apply PCI to RISS/GPS integration, this research proposes a KF-PCI method
where the role of PCI is to model the residual azimuth error not modelled by KF, this includes
non-linear parts as well as other residuals due to mis-modeling, while the linear parts of the errors
are modelled inside the KF. KF perdition is used as the input used to build the PCI model and the
residual Azimuth error is used as the output. PCI builds the model for Azimuth residual error
during the GPS availability and starts predicting the correction during the GPS outage. Since PCI
builds the parallel cascade based on input/output data, several PCI models are built as a oneahead predictor using this input/output data, covering a wide range of values for the maximum lag
R and the degree of polynomial D. These different PCI models were tested for different
trajectories to choose the model with the best values of R and D, so that it can generalize on the
other dataset and not just fitting the training data. The best PCI model found has maximum lag
R=100 and the degree of polynomial D=2. The number of parallel branches will change from
window to window, so that every obtained model will have a different number of branches based
on the stopping criteria as discussed in section 3.4.3. When GPS is available, KF is utilized to
perform RISS/GPS integration. In parallel, as a background routine, the prediction of KF azimuth
(  AKF ) is used together with mechanization results AMech and GPS aiding azimuth AGPS to


derive the true non-linear residual error of azimuth ΔAR. During GPS availability, when the
vehicle is in motion, the azimuth calculated from GPS is obtained as follows:

 V GPS

AGPS  tan 1  e
GPS 
Vn 


(4.6)

The residual azimuth error ΔAR. is given as follows:
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AR  AMech   AKF
 AGPS

(4.7)

The schematic diagram that shows RISS/GPS integration and includes the identification of non-linear
azimuth error by PCI is shown in the Figure 4-1. As the training data, ΔAR provides the reference output to
build the PCI model of the azimuth residual non-linear error. Moreover, the Azimuth predictions from KF
are sent to PCI as the input to construct the model. Dynamic characteristics between system input and
output help to identify non-linear errors and the algorithm can then achieve a residual non-linear azimuth
error model.
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Figure 4-1: Augmented KF/PCI Method during GPS availability
When less than four satellites are visible, GPS outage occurs as a loosely-coupled architecture is used.
When there is a GPS outage, the identified parallel cascade will be used to predict the residual and nonlinear azimuth errors from the KF prediction for the linear azimuth error. The corrected azimuth angle is
passed to a new mechanization shown in Figure 4-2 to calculate corrected position and velocity.
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Figure 4-2: Augmented KF/PCI Method during the GPS outage
The pre-built non-linear model predicts the azimuth residual error ΔAR from the KF prediction
for the linear part of this error  AKF , thus the corrected azimuth ACorrected can then be obtained as


given in equation(4.8):

ACorrected  AMech   AKF
 AR

(4.8)

Meanwhile, a new standalone RISS mechanization (labeled RISS Mechanization II) in Figure
4-2 can start and benefit from the feeding of ACorrected . As a result, this architecture derives more
accurate position PCorrected and velocities VCorrected .

4.4 Experimental Setup and Results
The performance of the developed navigation solution was examined with road test
experiments in a land vehicle. Two low cost gyroscopes were used in this work, one was from the
MEMS grade IMU made by Crossbow whose model is IMU300CC-100 [97]. The other was an
ultra-low cost IMU that utilizes MEMS sensors from Analog Devices Inc. (ADI) [98]. The
vehicle’s forward speed readings were obtained through vehicle built-in sensors through on-board
diagnostics version II (OBD II) interface using a device called CarChip [104]. To demonstrate the
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performance of the proposed solution two GPS receivers were used in the presented results, one
was a low cost Trimble Lassen SQ GPS receiver [108] and the other was the NovAtel OEM4
[101]. The NovAtel SPAN [109] system provided the reference solution to validate the proposed
method and to examine the overall performance during natural or simulated GPS outages.
Several road test trajectories were carried out, the sensors’ data was collected during the road
tests, and the navigation solutions were run offline in post processing using the logged data.
Three trajectories will be presented in this chapter to show the performance of the proposed KFPCI method in environments encompassing several different conditions.

4.4.1 First Trajectory
The first road test trajectory considered for these results was in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. This road test
was performed as nearly 35 minutes of continuous vehicle navigation and for a distance of approximately
23 km. The ultimate check for the proposed system’s accuracy was during GPS signal blockage, which was
intentionally introduced in post processing. Ten simulated GPS outages of 60-second each for the first case
(shown as dotted black circles overlaid on the map in Figure 4-3) and 120-second each for the second case
(shown as big blue circles overlaid on the map in Figure 4-3 ) were introduced such that they encompass
different conditions, including straight portions, turns, high speeds, slow speeds and stops. Sensors used for
this trajectory were the ultra-low cost ADI IMU and the low cost Trimble Lassen SQ GPS receiver. The
errors estimated by KF-PCI and KF-only solutions were evaluated with respect to the NovAtel reference
solution.
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Figure 4-3: Road Test Trajectory in Kingston. Circles indicate the approximate locations of
GPS outages. Dotted black circles show 60-second GPS outages, and big blue circles show
120-second GPS outages.
I.

Analysis of First Trajectory for 60-second of GPS Outages
The results of KF-PCI method and KF-only solution for RISS/GPS integration are presented

in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5 for 60-second outages. The prior shows the root mean square (RMS)
error and the later shows the maximum error in the estimated position during the ten simulated
GPS outages for the two techniques. Overall performance improvement using KF-PCI method
was 69.91% for 10 simulated 60-second GPS outages as KF-PCI method is able to model and
suppress the non-linear and the residual errors in the azimuth, which could not be handled by the
linearized error models of the KF-only solution for RISS/GPS integration and its linear GM
model.
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RMS Position Error- Kingston Trajectory
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Figure 4-4: RMS Position error during 60-second GPS outages
Max Position Error- Kingston Trajectory
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Figure 4-5: Max. Position error during 60-second GPS outages
II. Analysis of First Trajectory for 120-second of GPS Outages
In this run, the trajectory was more challenging because the duration of the ten simulated GPS
outages was increased to 120-seconds instead of 60-seconds. Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 show the
Maximum and RMS horizontal positional Error for 120-second GPS outages.
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RMS Position Error - Kingston Trajectory
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Figure 4-6: RMS Horizontal Position error during 120-second GPS outages
Max Position Error - Kingston Trajectory
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Figure 4-7: Max. Horizontal Position error during 120-second GPS outages
During GPS outages, the KF-PCI method is able to improve the overall positioning
performance by 85.85% over the KF solution for 120-second outages. This is due to the fact that
error in position depends on many factors such as outage duration, azimuth error, and vehicle
velocities. The position errors in this run with 120-second outages are higher than those in the
case with 60-second outrages, especially in the KF-only solution. Thus, the enhancement of KFPCI over KF-only is higher in the 120-second case than in the 60-second case. Figure 4-8 shows
the Azimuth error during the GPS outages of 120-second for both KF-PCI method and KF-only
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method. It is evident that as the trajectory progressed the effect of azimuth errors becomes more
dominant in the KF-only solution. The uncompensated gyroscope drift that grows with time, the
non-linear terms that were not modelled by KF, and the other residual errors due to mismodelling combines together and causes this error to increase considerably. On the other hand,
KF-PCI method is able to model and suppress the non-linear azimuth error and the other residual
errors that were not modelled by KF.
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Figure 4-8: Max. Azimuth Error during 120-second GPS outages
To examine the performance of the proposed method during long outages of 120-second and
impact of the vehicle dynamics on the navigational solution, the 5 th and 9th GPS outages are
considered. During the 5th outage (Figure 4-9), the vehicle was going on a curved road at a speed
of 45 km/hr followed by a sharp turn, where it decelerated to 2 km/hr speed. The vehicle
accelerated again to a speed of 45 km/hr with some deviation in the speed near another turn as
shown in Figure 4-10. The maximum position error for KF-PCI method is 16.96 meters and for
KF is 208.9 meters. The 9th outage (Figure 4-11) was during two consecutive turns and a
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combination of sharp deceleration and then acceleration of the vehicle. Initial speed was about 40
km/hr at the start of outage, and on the first turn reduced to 6 km/hr. Then sharp acceleration from
6 km/hr to 30 km/hr was observed. But again speed reduced to 5 km/hr at the second turn, and
vehicle accelerated to 40 km/hr as shown in the Figure 4-12. The maximum position error for KFPCI method is 11.7 meters and for KF is 231.5 meters. Outages 5 th and 9th clearly show the
superior performance of the KF-PCI method over KF solution. KF-PCI method remained
successful in mitigating the non-linear and the other residual errors in azimuth, and it was less
affected by increasing the duration of the outages. The error in the KF solution increased
significantly with the increase in outage duration.

Figure 4-9: Performance during GPS outage

Figure 4-10: Speed at top and Azimuth at

#5

bottom during GPS outage #5
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Figure 4-11: Performance during GPS outage

Figure 4-12: Speed at top and Azimuth at

#9

bottom during GPS outage #9

4.4.2 Second Trajectory
The second road test trajectory (Figure 4-13) was in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. This road test
was performed for nearly 120 minutes of continuous vehicle navigation and a distance of around
37 km. This trajectory was in a downtown scenario with urban canyons in some parts, it had
several natural GPS outages. The sensors used for this trajectory were Crossbow IMU and
NovAtel OEM4 GPS receiver. In order to reduce the number of outages presented and to examine
the system performance in longer outages, the adjacent natural outages were combined into
longer outages with different durations. The number of the grouped natural outages is seven.
Furthermore, three simulated outages are introduced, to be more specific they are the first three
outages. The ten outages are shown as circles overlaid on the map in Figure 4-13, and their
durations are shown in Table 4-1. These outages encompass straight portions, turns, and frequent
stops.
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Table 4-1: Duration of outages in Montreal Trajectory.
Outage No.
Duration(Sec)

1
180

2
180

3
180

4
120

5
170

6
120

7
155

8
180

9
230

10
50

1
3

7

8
5
4
6
2

9
10

Figure 4-13: Road Test Trajectory in Montreal, including downtown area. Circles indicate
the locations of GPS outages
Figure 4-14 compares the maximum values of the position errors for KF and KF-PCI methods
for the ten GPS outages of different durations. The overall improvement in performance is 63.46
% using the proposed KF-PCI technique as compared to the KF-only technique. During long
GPS outages, adequate improvement in positioning accuracy was obtained using the KF-PCI
method.
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Max Position Error- Montreal Trajectory
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Figure 4-14: Max. Position error during GPS outages

4.4.3 Third Trajectory
The third road test trajectory considered for this chapter was performed in the city of Kingston, Ontario,
Canada as shown Figure 4-15 This road test was performed for nearly 48 minutes of continuous vehicle
navigation and a distance of approximately 22 km. The check for the proposed system’s performance in
this trajectory is presented in a way to show how long KF and KF-PCI can bridge the GPS gap keeping 5
meter accuracy for both the RMS and maximum positional errors. Ten GPS outages of 60-second duration
were introduced in post processing such that they encompass different conditions, including straight
portions, turns, different speeds and stops. The locations of outages are shown as circles overlaid on the
map in Figure 4-15. The errors in the estimated solutions are evaluated with respect to the NovAtel
reference solution. The sensors used for this trajectory were Crossbow IMU and low cost Trimble Lassen
SQ GPS receiver.
The results of KF-PCI method and KF-only solution for RISS/GPS integration are presented in Figure 4-16
and Figure 4-17. For the ten simulated GPS outages and the two used techniques, these figures show the
duration of time in seconds until RMS horizontal positional Error and maximum horizontal positional Error
reached 5 meters or 60 seconds (if the 5 m error was never reached during this duration).
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Figure 4-15: Road Test Trajectory from downtown Kingston. Circles indicate the locations
of GPS outages
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Figure 4-16: Duration of time in sec. until RMS Horizontal Positional error reaches 5 m
during outages
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Figure 4-17: Duration of time in sec. until Max. Horizontal Positional error reaches 5 m
during outages
It is evident from both graphs that the proposed KF-PCI solution provides better results than
KF only solution for all outages. Overall improvement in the duration before the RMS and
maximum horizontal positional Error reaches 5m is 86.74% and 87.93%, respectively, when
using the proposed KF-PCI technique as compared to KF-only solution. The best performance
was observed during the 4th outage where maximum horizontal positional Error for KF-PCI
remained within the 5 meter error range for the whole outage duration of 60 seconds whereas the
KF only solution crossed the threshold of 5 meters just after 5 seconds.

4.5 Summary
This chapter proposed a KF-PCI method to curtail both linear and non-linear errors in azimuth
of MEMS-grade gyroscope for 2D-RISS integrated with GPS using the loosely-coupled
integration approach. Error growth of positioning solutions employing low cost MEMS grade
sensors is incredibly swift. KF with its linearized models and GM model for sensor errors, is not
able to handle these low cost sensors with the same quality as higher grades of inertial sensors.
PCI is able the handle non-linear, non-stationary azimuth errors as well as the stochastic sensor
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errors of the gyroscope; these are the principal cause of positional error growth, particularly
during the long outages when using low cost sensors. A PCI model of all the residual azimuth
errors is built during the availability of GPS, and as an outage occurs, the prebuilt PCI model
starts to compensate for the non-linear and other residual azimuth errors. This method is able to
handle the linear part of the errors by KF and the non-linear and residual parts not modelled by
KF, which becomes especially significant when MEMS grade sensors are used.
The proposed KF-PCI navigation solution was tested with real road test trajectories using
different sensors and compared to the KF-only solution. The results of three trajectories were
presented. The first trajectory was in downtown Kingston comprising urban streets, where the
road test vehicle experienced motion dynamics of a typical urban trip with frequent stops. The
sensors used for this trajectory were the ultra-low-cost ADI IMU and the low cost Trimble Lassen
SQ GPS receiver. This trajectory was tested for 10 simulated GPS outages once with 60-second
and once with 120-second duration to examine the effectiveness of the proposed technique. The
KF-PCI solution surpasses KF solution, the overall performance improvement in maximum
position error was 69.91% for the 60-second GPS outages, and it was amplified to 85.85% for
120-second outages. The second trajectory presented was in Montreal, and it contained ten GPS
outages with a mix of grouped natural and simulated outages. The sensors used for this trajectory
were the Crossbow IMU and the NovAtel OEM4 GPS receiver, and the overall performance
improvement was 63.46 %. The last trajectory presented was in Kingston area on a different route
with Crossbow IMU and Trimble Lassen SQ GPS receiver. The performance was tested in terms
of the duration of time in seconds until the RMS horizontal positional Error and maximum
horizontal positional Error reached 5 meters or 60 seconds (which is the simulated outages
duration). The overall improvement in duration for the maximum position error case was 87.93%
using proposed KF-PCI technique as compared to that of the KF-only solution.
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During GPS outages, the KF-PCI module can correct the residual and non-linear azimuth
errors and outperforms the traditional KF-only solution especially during long-term GPS outages.
Results positively demonstrate the utilization of the KF-PCI method as a data-fusion technique
for the low cost MEMS grade 2D RISS/GPS integration for car navigation.
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Chapter 5
Augmented KF/PCI for tightly-coupled INS/GPS Integration
Integrated GPS solutions that utilize MEMS based inertial sensors provide a more accurate
navigation solution than standalone-GPS in challenging scenarios. To keep the integrated solution
less affected by sensor errors and to decrease the cost, 3D-RISS integrated with GPS was
proposed. Tightly-coupled integration is a better choice in demanding scenarios as it can provide
GPS aiding even when the number of visible satellites is three or less. However, inaccuracies of
the pseudoranges measured by the GPS receiver and used as aiding in the RISS/GPS integration
solution will affect the overall positioning accuracy. This chapter explores the benefits of using
Parallel Cascade Identification (PCI), a non-linear system identification technique that improves
the overall navigation solution by modelling the residual pseudorange correlated errors to be used
by a Kalman filter (KF)-based tightly-coupled RISS/GPS navigational solution. Two different
schemes of PCI, namely Single Input Single Output (SISO) and Multi Input Single Output
(MISO) are employed to model pseudoranges errors. When less than four satellites are visible, the
identified parallel cascade model by either SISO or MISO for the still visible satellites is used to
predict the residual pseudorange errors for these respective satellites, and the corrected
pseudorange value is provided to KF. The performance of both schemes of PCI for correcting the
pseudoranges is examined and verified using road test trajectories and compared to a traditional
tightly-coupled RISS/GPS KF solution. The results demonstrate the advantages of this technique
in correcting the pseudoranges and enhancing the positional solution.

5.1 Introduction
Integrating GPS with the INS can address many problems due to the complementary
characteristics of the two systems as GPS measurements are used to update other sensors and
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improve their long-term accuracy, whereas these other sensors can provide positioning
information during GPS outages. Integration of navigation systems can be accomplished by
various methodologies. The architecture of an INS/GPS integrated navigation system varies in
three respects: how corrections are applied to the inertial navigation solution, what types of
GNSS measurements are used, and what is the technique and algorithm used for data fusion of
GNSS and INS [24, 40]. In loosely-coupled integration, both INS and GPS systems operate
independently providing separate navigation solutions [23, 110]. Generally, the position and
velocity provided by the GPS receiver, and the INS solution components are fed to an integration
filter, which uses the difference of the two, and based on error models, estimates the INS errors to
correct the solution. In tightly-coupled INS/GNSS system architecture, instead of using the
position and velocity solution from the GPS receiver as input for the fusion algorithm, raw GPS
observations such as pseudoranges and pseudoranges rates are used as input [1, 14, 22, 24, 26, 40,
61, 111]. The measurement of the apparent transit time is biased by errors in the user clocks and
satellite clocks; and the corresponding biased range is called pseudoranges [22, 28]. The
pseudorange is the measured transit time multiplied by the speed of light in a vacuum [28], while
the Doppler frequency is used to calculate the pseudoranges rates [54]. The word pseudo is used
to indicate that the measurement is not true due to the presence of errors [62]. INS predicted
estimates of pseudoranges, pseudorange rates are compared to GPS pseudoranges, and
pseudorange rates and the differences are fed to the integration filter, which in turn uses them to
estimate the errors in the INS. The INS output corrected for these errors provides the integrated
navigation solution [61].
Tightly-coupled integration is a better choice in challenging urban scenarios, which can
provide GPS aiding for a navigation solution when the number of visible satellites is three or
lower, removing the foremost requirement of loosely-coupled integration, which is the visibility
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of at least four satellites [24, 61]. Typically, KF, an optimal estimation tool that provides a
sequential recursive algorithm for the estimation of system states when the system model is
linear [64, 67, 68], is used to integrate low cost MEMS based sensors with GPS in a tightlycoupled scheme. When KF is used for a problem that is originally non-linear, there are two basic
ways to linearize the problem. The first is to linearize the KF about some nominal trajectory in a
state space that does not depend on the measurement data and filter, this is called linearized
Kalman Filter (LKF)[71]. The second method is to linearize about the trajectory that is
continuously updated with the state estimations benefiting from the measurements. This is called
extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [71]. EKF is employed as an integration filter for this chapter. The
KF employed in tightly-coupled 3D-RISS/GPS integration utilizes pseudoranges and
pseudorange rates measured by the GPS receiver [28, 29, 59] which introduces more reliance on
the accuracy of the range measurements as it is a fundamental factor in the accuracy of the
position estimates. The tightly-coupled solutions presented in the literature assume that the
pseudorange measurement, after correcting for ionospheric and tropospheric delays, satellite
clock errors, and ephemeris errors, only have errors due to receiver clock errors, white noise, and
other residual correlated errors. The majority of the solutions provided in the literature take care
of receiver clock errors and the white noise term after correcting for ionospheric and tropospheric
delays, satellite clock errors, and ephemeris errors. Experimental investigation of the GPS
pseudoranges in different areas and scenarios showed that these errors are not just white noise but
there are residual correlated errors as well.
This chapter demonstrates the use of a non-linear system identification technique called
Parallel Cascade Identification (PCI) to model pseudoranges correlated errors to improve the
positioning accuracy of the KF-based tightly-coupled MEMS based 3D-RISS/GPS integration
during the period of limited satellite availability. When less than four satellites are visible, the
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identified parallel cascades for the still visible satellites will be used to predict the pseudorange
errors for these respective satellites and correct the pseudorange value to be provided to KF. Two
different schemes of PCI are investigated, one called Single Input Single Output (SISO) and the
other is Multi Input Single Output (MISO). KF/PCI utilizing Single input Single output (SISO)
employs only the measured

GPS pseudorange

as input, and the difference of estimated

pseudorange by the corrected navigation solution and GPS pseudorange will be the target output
used to build the PCI model during the availability of GPS. KF/PCI utilizing Multi Input Single
Output (MISO) employs two inputs: the measured GPS pseudorange and the estimated
pseudorange by the corrected navigation solution, while the difference of estimated pseudorange
by the corrected navigation solution and GPS pseudorange will be the target output used to build
the PCI model during the availability of GPS. The effect of single and increased numbers of input
for the training PCI module for the diminishing of pseudorange residual errors will be evaluated.
This improvement of pseudorange measurement estimation using KF-PCI(SISO) and KFPCI(MISO) will result in a more accurate aiding for RISS, and thus further accurate estimation of
positions and velocities. Three real life trajectories in a land vehicle using tightly-coupled 3D
navigation solution by MEMS based RISS/GPS integration are presented in this chapter to
evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes for residual error corrections of pseudoranges
by means of PCI(SISO) and PCI(MISO) that are compared to conventional tightly-coupled
RISS/GPS integration.

5.2 GPS Receiver Pseudorange Measurement Model
Pseudoranges are the raw ranges between satellites and receiver. A pseudorange to a certain
satellite is obtained by measuring the time it takes for the GPS signal to propagate from this
satellite to the receiver and multiplying it by the speed of light. The pseudorange measurement for
the satellite is:
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 m  c  tr  tt 
where

m

(5.1)

is the pseudorange observation from the mth satellite to the receiver (in meters), tt

is the transmit time, t r is the receive time, and

c

is the speed of light (in meters/sec).

Due to the contamination of errors and biases as well as synchronization errors between the
satellite and receiver clocks, the GPS receiver to satellite range measurement is usually known as
a pseudorange. The pseudorange measurement for the mth satellite can be written as:
m
 m  r m  c tr  c ts  cI m  cT m   mp
  m

where

(5.2)

r m : the true range between mth satellite and receiver (in meters), c : speed of light (in

meters/second),

 tr : receiver clock bias (in second),  ts : satellite clock bias (in second), I m :

ionospheric delay from mth satellite (in second),

T m : tropospheric delay from mth satellite (in

m
m
second),  mp
is multipath error and highly dependent on environment,   : error in range mainly

due to receiver noise (in meters).
There are different modelling techniques for correcting satellite clock bias, ionospheric and
tropospheric errors which are described in detail in [22, 28, 29]. One can either do the correction
before the integration filter (i.e. before passing the measurement to the filter) or in the filter itself.
As described in [28], the Ionospheric delay is frequency dependent, so systems with twofrequency receivers use this fact to calculate the Ionospheric delay much more accurately and
remove the error due to it. However, for single frequency receivers, the Klobuchar model can be
used as satellites broadcast the parameters of it[14, 40]. Tropospheric delay is composed of dry
and wet components. The dry component is the major reason that tropospheric errors can be
modelled by Saastamoinen model and Hopfield model whereas the wet component is difficult to
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model due to the variation of water vapor content [14, 40]. The presented solution did not use
these models because the GPS receiver used for this research already had some models
implemented by the manufacturer that provided the values of these errors. The values obtained
from the GPS receiver were applied for the correction of the measured pseudoranges. After
correcting for the satellite clock bias, ionospheric and tropospheric errors, we can write the
corrected pseudorange as,

cm  r m  c tr   m

(5.3)

where  m is the total effect of residual errors. These residual bias errors are reflected in the
position and receiver clock state estimates. However, if these residual errors are modelled as a KF
state then only the linear part of the error will be modelled. PCI, a non-linear modelling
technique, is proposed in this chapter and used outside of the KF to take the full advantage of its
non-linear modelling capabilities. If the receiver clock error and the residual errors, assumed as
white Gaussian noise, are the only errors modelled inside the measurement model in the tightlycoupled solutions presented in the literature then
the true range from the mth satellite to the receiver is:

rm 

Where

x  x   y  y  z  z 
m 2

m 2

m 2

 r  rm

(5.4)

r  [ x, y, z]T is the receiver position in ECEF frame, r m  [ xm , y m , z m ]T is the

position of the mth satellite at the corrected transmission time but seen in the ECEF frame at the
corrected reception time of the signal.The corrected pseudorange in vector form becomes:

cm  r  r m  br   m

(5.5)
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Where br  c tr and is the error in range (meters) due to receiver clock bias. More details can
be found in [28, 29].

5.3 Tightly-coupled KF Model for 3D-RISS /GPS Integration
As reported in Farrell [22], Stephen [56] and Grewal [76], the measurement model for tightlycoupled integration can be written as:

 z  H x  
Where

z

(5.6)

is a vector that is obtained by the difference in estimated values of pseudorange

measurement and pseudorange rates of RISS, minus the measured values of GPS pseudorange
measurement and pseudorange rates. H is the measurement design matrix,

x

is the error state

vector ; it is the estimated error in the navigation state provided by the RISS mechanization and



is the vector of measurement random noise with zero mean and covariance R
The state vector

 x for 3D-RISS and GPS can be written as [22]:

 xRISS   FRISS
 x   
 GPS   0

0   x RISS   GRISS 


w
FGPS   xGPS  GGPS 

(5.7)

The expanded form of equation (5.7) can be written as follows:
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The bias of the GPS receiver clock

 br

(5.8)

and its drift

standard deviation of white noise for clock bias and

 dr are included as states.  b

is the

 d is the standard deviation of white noise

for clock drift.  od is the reciprocal of the correlation time of the random process associated with
the odometer driven acceleration;  od is the standard deviation of this random process. Similarly,

z

is the reciprocal of the correlation time of the random process associated with the gyroscope

measurement,

 z is the standard deviation of this random process, and w is unity variance

white Gaussian noise.
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(5.9)
The details of system model can be found in [61]. The discrete form of system model for
error-state system model for 3D-RISS/GPS can be written as :

 xRISS  
 FRISS
 x    I1111   0
 GPS  k 


0    xRISS 
G 
  RISS  wk 1
 t  

FGPS    xGPS  k 1  GGPS  k 1

Where I1111 is a unity matrix and

(5.10)

t is the sampling interval of the inertial reading

The error measurement vector of KF is the difference between estimated values from RISS
and measurements from the GPS observation. For the tightly-coupled implementation, GPS
observations are GPS measured pseudoranges  GPS
1

pseudorange rates  GPS
1

2
M
 for M satellites and
GPS
. . GPS

2
M
 for M satellites and RISS predictions are
GPS
. . GPS

estimated of pseudoranges   RISS

2
M
 for M satellites and the RISS
RISS
. .  RISS

estimated pseudorange rates   RISS

2
M
 for M satellites. So, the non-linear
RISS
. .  RISS

1

1

measurement vector is:
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(5.11)

 z2 . .  zM  , is the difference in RISS predicted pseudoranges and GPS

observed pseudoranges for M satellites and  z
1

 z2 . .  zM  is the difference in

pseudorange rates for M satellites. From the above equation, it is clear that in case of tightly
coupled, the 3D solution is a more realistic solution, where the difference of measured and RISSestimated pseudorange and pseudorange rates are used in the measurement vector. The RISSestimated quantities need a 3D-RISS solution. The pseudorange for the mth satellite

m
GPS
can be

modelled by the following expression:
m
GPS
 r  r m   br   m

(5.12)

Whereas RISS- estimated pseudorange can be written as:
m
RISS
 rRISS  r m

Where r ,

(5.13)

r m and rRISS are the true positions in ECEF rectangular coordinates of the receiver,

position of mth satellite, and RISS calculated receiver position respectively.

 br and  m are the

receiver clock bias and residual errors in the pseudoranges.
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Due to the non-linear relation between pseudorange of GPS measurements and RISS
estimated pseudoranges, Taylor series expansion around the latest estimated state [61] is applied
and in component form, equation (5.11) can be written as:

 z m  1m
  x, RISS

1m
y, RISS

 x 
 y    b   m

m
1
z , RISS   
r

 z 

Where  r = rRISS - r and 1mRISS 

rRISS  r m
rRISS  r m

m

(5.14)

, 1RISS the line of sight unit vector from

mth

satellite to receiver position. For M visible satellites, equation (5.14) becomes
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When the position transformed from ECEF rectangular to geodetic coordinates, the linearized
position error can be written as:
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Where
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The pseudorange rate measurement model is based on the relative velocity measurement
between the receiver and the satellite projected onto the direction of the unit vector from the
satellite to the receiver [28, 61] and can be written as
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Where  d r is the receiver clock drift,  1

(5.18)

 2 . .  M is error in observations, and  v

and H  , M 3 are explained as follows
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(5.20)

More details can be found about the pseudorange and pseudorange rate measurement model
in [61]. The whole measurement model can be written as follows:
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5.4 Augmented KF-PCI for Integrated RISS /GPS
Before describing the proposed technique, the rationale for it is first described. The GPS
pseudoranges, corrected for the satellite clock bias, ionospheric and tropospheric errors and the
receiver clock errors, are analyzed by comparing them to the true range. The GPS receiver used,
whose details are described in section 5.5, provided all the corrections for these above-mentioned
errors. The true range is obtained as the Euclidean distance between the satellite positions
corrected for the orbital errors and the reference position of the receiver obtained by using an offthe-shelf high end tactical grade INS/GPS system, whose details are explained in section 3.7 and
section 5.5. The error between the GPS pseudoranges, corrected for the satellite clock bias,
ionospheric and tropospheric errors and the receiver clock errors, and the calculated reference
ranges are obtained. The autocorrelation of these errors show that they still contain correlated
parts; so the residual, after the correction of the satellite clock bias, ionospheric and tropospheric
errors and the receiver clock errors, are not just white noise. Some sample autocorrelation plots
are provided in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2. These figures show the correlated residual errors and
show as well that the autocorrelation of these errors may show different characteristics from one
satellite to another. This is the motive behind modelling these residual errors using an advanced
modelling technique such as PCI.
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Figure 5-1: Autocorrelation of the GPS pseudorange error from the reference range for the
satellite with PRN 30

Figure 5-2: Autocorrelation of the GPS pseudorange error from the reference range for the
satellite with PRN 31
KF-PCI( SISO) and KF-PCI( MISO) are used in this chapter to provide non-linear model of
pseudorange errors and will be augmented with tightly-coupled KF to provide a reliable and
accurate positioning solution. PCI is chosen due to its ability to model non-linear and stochastic
errors, a simple method for building up the model to approximate the behavior of a dynamic non-
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linear system, given only its input and output. GPS pseudorange is used as the input used to build
the PCI model and the residual GPS pseudoranges error is used as the output. PCI build the model
for residual error in GPS pseudoranges during the GPS availability and start predicting the
correction during the partial GPS outage. Since PCI builds the parallel cascade based on
input/output data, several PCI models are built as a one-ahead predictor using this input/output
data, covering a wide range of values for the maximum lag R and the degree of polynomial D.
These different PCI models were tested for different trajectories to choose the model with the best
values of R and D, so that it can generalize on the other dataset and not just fitting the training
data. The best PCI model found has maximum lag R=250 and the degree of polynomial D=1.
The number of parallel branches will change from window to window and from satellite to
satellite in the same window, so that every obtained model will have a different number of
branches according to the stopping criteria discussed in section 3.4.3. These sections will discuss
how the GPS errors will be modelled using KF-PCI(MISO) and KF-PCI(SISO) to correct the
pseudorange errors and in turn integrated with RISS into an overall tightly-coupled KF system.
The following are the overall key design elements of the PCI SISO and PCI MISO summarized in
the form of points and listed as follows:
1.

During full GPS coverage (four or more satellite signals available to the

receiver), either the PCI SISO or PCI MISO will be building a model of residual errors for
each visible satellite.
2.

The PCI SISO or PCI MISO model for a certain visible satellite will only correct

the GPS pseudorange prior to it being sent to the KF in periods where the GPS is in a
partial outage (less than four satellite signals available to receiver). Therefore, for satellites
observed in partial outages, the PCI built model will be considered in correction mode.
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3.

In a full GPS outage (no satellite signals available), the PCI SISO and PCI MISO

would not be able to utilize the built residual errors model of any satellite because of nonvisibility of any satellite.
4.

For PCI SISO, (a) the input of each PCI module is the pseudorange of the mth

visible GPS satellite, (b) while the reference output is the difference of GPS observed
pseudorange for the mth satellite compared with

the estimated mth pseudorange from the

corrected navigation solution to derive the residual error of pseudorange. In the case of PCI
MISO, the two inputs of each PCI module are, (c) the pseudorange of the mth visible GPS
satellite and (d) the estimated mth satellite pseudorange from the corrected navigational
solution. (e) While the reference output is the difference of GPS observed pseudorange
compared with the estimated pseudorange from the corrected navigation solution to derive
the residual error of pseudorange.
5.

Either PCI SISO or PCI MISO models the residual error of pseudorange of each

visible satellite to the GPS receiver. The PCI built model starts sending out the correction
during GPS partial outages of the observed pseudoranges.
First, the PCI SISO case is described in detail. In full GPS coverage when 4 or more satellites
are available to the GPS receiver, the KF integrated solution provides adequate positioning
benefitting from both GPS and RISS readings, and the PCI SISO builds the model for the
pseudoranges errors for each visible satellite. The input of each PCI SISO module is the
pseudorange of the visible mth GPS satellite ( GPS ). The reference output  R is the difference
m

m

of GPS observed pseudorange ( GPS ) compared with the estimated mth pseudoranges from the
m

m
navigational solution (  Nav
_ Sol ) calculated by the difference between the ECEF x, y, z
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coordinates from the navigational solution position coordinates ( xNav _ Sol , yNav _ Sol , zNav _ Sol ) and
m

m

m

the satellite ECEF x, y, z coordinates of the mth satellite ( x , y , z ).
The reference output  R does not apply any correction during full GPS coverage. It is only
m

used as a reference output to build the PCI model. PCI builds non-linear systems models for
pseudorange residual errors and provides remedial estimates of pseudoranges as shown in the
Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3: Block Diagram of Augmented KF-PCI Module for Pseudoranges during GPS
Availability
During partial GPS coverage, when there are less than four satellites available, the PCI
modules for all satellites cease training, and the available PCI SISO model for each visible
satellite will be used to calculate the corresponding residual pseudorange error corrections, as
shown in Figure 5-4. The KF operates as usual, but in this instance, the GPS observed
pseudorange is corrected by the output of the corresponding PCI. The pre-built PCI models only
for the visible satellites during the partial outage, predicting the corresponding residual
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pseudorange errors  R to obtain a correction. Thus the corrected pseudorange Corrected can
m

m

then be obtained as given in equation (5.22):
m
m
Corrected
 GPS
  Rm

(5.22)
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Figure 5-4: Block Diagram of Augmented KF-PCI Module for Pseudoranges during
Limited Availability of GPS
During a full GPS outage, when no satellites are available, KF operates in prediction mode and the PCI
modules neither provide correction nor operate in training modes as depicted in Figure 5-5.
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Figure 5-5: Block Diagram of Augmented KF-PCI Module for Pseudoranges during
Complete GPS Outage. PCI Module will not be Operational in any way
The operation of navigation system with PCI MISO is just like its counterpart with PCI SISO
and the only difference is in the inputs. Each PCI MISO module has two inputs, the first is GPS
observed pseudorange ( GPS ) and the second is estimated range from the navigational solution (
m

m
m
 Nav
_ Sol ).  Nav _ Sol is calculated from the difference between the ECEF x, y, z, coordinates of the

vehicle position from the navigational solution ( xNav _ Sol , yNav _ Sol , zNav _ Sol ) and the satellite ECEF
m

m

m

x, y, z, coordinates of the mth satellite ( x , y , z ). The reference output of the PCI model is

 Rm (the residual error of pseudorange) which is defined as the difference of GPS observed
pseudorange from the mth satellite compared with

the estimated mth pseudorange from the

corrected navigation solution as shown in the Figure 5-6 (a). During partial GPS coverage, the
available PCI MISO model for each visible satellite will be used to calculate the corresponding
residual pseudorange errors corrections, as shown in

Figure 5-6 (b). The GPS observed

pseudorange is corrected by the output of the corresponding PCI MISO model.
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Figure 5-6: Block Diagram of PCI MISO model (a) building Model for the Pseudoranges
Errors during GPS Availability(b) PCI MISO Correcting the Corresponding Residual
Pseudorange Errors during Partial GPS Outages

5.5 Experimental Results
The inertial sensors (two accelerometers and one gyroscope) used for this research are from
the MEMS grade Crossbow IMU300CC [97]. The NovAtel SPAN unit [109] provides a tightlycoupled INS/GPS navigation solution, which is used as a reference to compare the performance
and the effectiveness of the proposed methods when applied to MEMS-based sensors. The
approach followed in this chapter is that the satellite position correction is done by the GPS
receiver before the integration filter and then passed to the filter, and thus the measurement model
uses the corrected position reported in the ECEF at reception time. The forward speed derived
from the vehicle built-in sensors is collected through the OBD-II interface using a device called
[104].
Several road test trajectories were conducted and the three trajectories presented in this
chapter

show the performance of the purposed solution. These trajectories encompass real-life

scenarios encountered by a typical land vehicle that include high speed highway sections,
suburban roads with hills, trees and winding turns, urban streets with frequent stops, and sudden
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accelerations and decelerations. The ultimate check for the proposed system’s accuracy is during
GPS signal degradation and blockage, which was simulated and intentionally introduced in post
processing. The presented trajectories use the NovAtel OEM4-G2 receiver [101]. The two
proposed methods for correcting pseudorange errors using PCI MISO and PCI SISO for tightlycoupled KF were compared to the traditional tightly-coupled KF without correction of the
residual pseudoranges’ errors. The errors in all the estimated solutions were calculated with
respect to the NovAtel reference solution.

5.5.1 A Metropolitan Road Test Trajectory
The first trajectory considered for this chapter started from the Royal Military College of Canada in
Kingston, largely covering the vital roads in the city including Queen’s University. The vehicle

was

driven continuously for 51 minutes with a relentless number of complete stops and hard accelerations. To
check the legitimacy of the proposed technique, six simulated GPS outages of 60-second each were
introduced in post-processing (they are shown as blue circles overlaid on the map Figure 5-7) during good
GPS availability. The trajectory was tested by partial outages having 3, 2 and 1, and 0 visible satellites,
respectively. The errors estimated by KF-PCI(MISO and SISO) and KF-only solutions for RISS/GPS
integration were evaluated with respect to the NovAtel reference solution.
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Figure 5-7: A Metropolitan Road Test Trajectory conducted in the Kingston Area, ON,
Canada covering Several Important Roads
PCI was able to build the models for pseudoranges’ errors and provide corrections with
equivalent accuracy using either KF-PCI(MISO) models or KF-PCI(SISO)

models. The

performance using both proposed methods were tested for six outages for this trajectory. The
GPS outages encompass all conditions of a typical trip including straight portions, turns, slopes,
high speed, slow speed, and stops. In case of KF-PCI(MISO), the PCI model was based on
multiple inputs rather than single input as in the case of KF-PCI(SISO). Some variation is
observed in the accuracy of pseudoranges’ correction of the results from both methods, and it is
due to the random values of the parameter that are used during the training of a PCI model. The
errors estimated by KF-PCI(MISO and SISO)

RISS/GPS integration solution and KF-only

solutions for RISS/GPS integration were evaluated with respect to the NovAtel reference
solution. The bar graph Figure 5-8 shows the average maximum position errors in meters over the
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six 60-second partial outages and Figure 5-9 shows the RMS position errors in meters over the six
60-second partial outages by having different numbers of satellites visible to the receiver.
Both proposed methods were able to improve the results as compared to the traditional tightlycoupled KF solution. The performance disparity was not as much in case KF-PCI(MISO) and
KF-PCI(SISO). The furthermost performance of the PCI built model for pseudoranges’ error
corrections was observed when three satellites are available, since three corrected ranges served
the tightly-coupled solution thus offering the highest effect. For RMS position errors, the
performance enhancement of KF-PCI(MISO) and KF-PCI(SISO) over KF-only solution were
38.74% and 38.68% respectively. For maximum position errors, the enhancement for of KFPCI(MISO) and KF-PCI(SISO) over KF-only solution for three satellites was 36.53% and
37.09% respectively. The contribution of pseudorange error correction using PCI keeps on
diminishing for two satellites and one satellite cases. For RMS position errors, the improvement
using proposed PCI model reduced to 16.41% and 16.48% for KF-PCI(MISO)

and KF-

PCI(SISO) over KF-only respectively for two satellite cases. The maximum error enhancement
for the two satellite cases for KF-PCI(MISO) and KF-PCI(SISO) over KF-only solution was
16.98% and 17.08% respectively . There was no improvement using a proposed PCI model for
one-satellite cases. No corrections were available for the PCI build model for pseudorange errors
in the case of zero satellites and the solution available by KF-PCI(MISO), KF-PCI(SISO) and the
traditional KF was in fact equivalent.
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Figure 5-8: Bar Graph showing Average Maximum Horizontal Position Error over all
Partial GPS Outages. The Horizontal Axis shows the Number of Visible Satellites
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Figure 5-9: Bar Graph showing RMS Horizontal Position Error over all Partial GPS
Outages. The Horizontal Axis shows the Number of Visible Satellites
The fourth GPS outage was examined thoroughly to check the performance of the proposed
schemes (PCI MISO, PCI SISO) as compared to the KF method during 60-second outages in
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presence of partial outage of three and two satellites. During the fourth outage, the vehicle was
moving on a relatively straight road at a speed of 45 km/hr and after accelerating modestly it
decelerated to 8 km/hr speed and then it picked up the speed of 35 km/hr near the end of the
outage as shown in the speed and azimuth plot in Figure 5-10. It could be seen that the proposed
KF-PCI method enhance the navigation solution provided by 3D-RISS algorithm for 3 and 2
visible satellite cases as shown in the Figure 5-11. The zoomed-in performance at the end of the
outage#4 that clearly showed the improvement by PCI scheme is given in Figure 5-12.
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Figure 5-10: Vehicle Dynamics (Speed and Azimuth) during GPS outage#4

Figure 5-11: Performance of Tightly-Coupled 3D-RISS during Outage#4
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Figure 5-12: Zoomed-In Performance of Tightly-Coupled 3D-RISS at the end of the
Outage#4

5.5.2 Multifarious Road Test Trajectory
The second trajectory considered for testing the proposed pseudoranges errors corrections KF-PCI(MISO
and SISO) algorithm for tightly-coupled RISS/GPS integration in this chapter was a multifarious as it was
composed of a section of downtown, suburban areas and a highway segment in and around Kingston,
Ontario, Canada. The total duration of the continuous vehicle navigation of the trajectory was 75 minutes
and the vehicle experienced a range of speeds due to the different road conditions reaching up to 120 km/hr
in a highway section. Six simulated GPS outages of 60-second each were introduced in post-processing
(they are shown as blue circles overlaid on the map Figure 5-13) during good GPS availability to confirm
the performance of the proposed solution. These simulated outages were chosen to encompass different
road conditions that include straight portions, turns, slopes, different speeds and stops. The trajectory was
tested by partial outages having 3, 2 and 1, and 0 visible satellites, respectively. The errors estimated by
KF-PCI(MISO and SISO) and KF-only solutions for RISS/GPS integration were evaluated with respect to
the NovAtel reference solution.
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Figure 5-13: Multifarious Road Test Trajectory Conducted in and around Kingston Area,
ON, Canada composed of Downtown, Suburban Areas and a Highway Section
PCI was able to build the model for pseudorange errors and provide corrections with
equivalent accuracy using either KF-PCI(MISO) models or KF-PCI(SISO) models;

the

performance of

the

performance of

both proposed KF-PCI(MISO) models or KF-PCI(SISO) models;

both proposed methods were tested for six 60-second outages during this

trajectory. PCI was able to build the model for pseudorange errors and to provide corrections
with equivalent accuracy using either KF-PCI(MISO) models or KF-PCI(SISO) models; the
performance of both proposed. The bar graph in Figure 5-14 shows the average maximum
position errors in meters over the six 60-second partial outages and the bar graph in Figure 5-15
shows the average RMS position errors in meters over the six 60-second partial outages for
different numbers of satellites visible to the receiver. These graphs show the equally good
performance of both PCI models (i.e. MISO and SISO) to enhance the aiding of KF for tightlycoupled solution as compared to the traditional tightly-coupled solution without corrections of
residual pseudoranges’ errors. Three satellites showed the paramount demonstration of
pseudorange error corrections using PCI (i.e. enhancements of 32.93% and 31.33% for KF134

PCI(MISO) and KF-PCI(SISO) respectively over KF-only for RMS position errors, whereas the
enhancement in case of maximum position errors for KF-PCI(MISO) and KF-PCI(SISO) over
KF-only were 23.36% and 19.79% respectively). The contributions of pseudorange error
correction using PCI kept on diminishing for two satellites and one satellite cases. For RMS
position errors, the improvement using KF-PCI(MISO) and KF-PCI(SISO) over KF-only is
6.55% and 6.51% respectively; while for the maximum position error the enhancement KFPCI(MISO) and KF-PCI(SISO) over KF-only is 3.51% and 3.46% respectively. The solution
available for KF-PCI(MISO and SISO) and KF-only for tightly-coupled RISS/GPS solution in
the case of one and zero satellites cases was nearly equivalent as the enhancement using PCI was
nearly nil in case of one satellite and PCI model, and PCI model for pseudorange error correction
was of course exactly void for zero satellite.
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Figure 5-14: Bar Graph showing Average Maximum Horizontal Position Error over all
Partial GPS Outages. The Horizontal Axis shows the Number of Visible Satellites
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Figure 5-15: Bar Graph showing RMS Horizontal Position Error over all Partial GPS
Outages. The Horizontal Axis shows the Number of Visible Satellites
To review the performance of the proposed schemes, (PCI MISO, PCI SISO), are compared to
KF method during 60-second outages for the partial outage of three and two satellites, and GPS
outage#2 is analyzed. The vehicle was moving at 55 km/hr in the start of the outage, accelerating
to 82 km/hr by the end of the

outage, on a relatively straight portion of the road as shown in

Figure 5-16. The proposed KF-PCI solution was able to enhance solution as shown in Figure 5-17
compared to the KF solution for 3 and 2 visible satellite cases and the zoomed-in performance at
the end the outage is shown in Figure 5-18.
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Figure 5-16: Vehicle Dynamics (Speed and Azimuth) during GPS Outage#2
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Figure 5-17: Performance of Tightly-Coupled 3D-RISS during Outage#2

Figure 5-18: Zoomed-In Performance of Tightly-Coupled 3D-RISS at the end of the
Outage#2

5.5.3 Urban Area Road Test Trajectory
The third trajectory considered for testing the proposed pseudorange errors correction algorithm using KFPCI(MISO and SISO) for tightly-coupled RISS/GPS integration was conducted in downtown Kingston
area, Ontario, Canada. This road test was performed for nearly 48 minutes of continuous vehicle navigation
and a distance of approximately 22 km. Six simulated GPS outages of 60-second each were introduced in
post-processing as shown in Figure 5-19 during good GPS availability.
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Figure 5-19: Road Test Trajectory Conducted in an Urban Kingston Area, ON, Canada
The trajectory was run with the simulated partial outages having 3, 2, 1, and 0 visible satellites,
respectively. The errors estimated by KF-PCI(MISO and SISO) and KF-only solutions for RISS/ GPS
integration were evaluated with respect to the e solution.The bar graph in Figure 5-20 shows the average
RMS position errors in meters over the 60-second partial GPS outages for different numbers of satellites
visible to the receiver. This graph shows the performance comparison of the proposed techniques using KFPCI(MISO) and KF-PCI(SISO) over KF for a tightly-coupled RISS/ GPS integrated solution without
correction of residual errors in the pseudorange values.
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Figure 5-20: Bar Graph showing RMS Horizontal Position Error over all Partial GPS
Outages. The Horizontal Axis shows the Number of Visible Satellites
It is evident from the results that PCI pseudorange error models in both MISO and SISO cases
are able to enhance the accuracy of the navigation solution after correcting the estimates for the
pseudorange values. The pattern of enhancement remained the same, and the maximum
amplification in the correction of pseudorange errors using KF-PCI(MISO and SISO) was
achieved for the three satellite situation followed by the two satellite scenario, however for one
and zero visible satellites case the results of KF-PCI(MISO and SISO) and

KF-only for the

tightly-coupled solution were almost the same. For three and two satellites scenario KFPCI(MISO) was able to improve the RMS position errors by 37.42% and 10.34% respectively
compared to the KF-only solution. For KF-PCI(SISO) the enhancement was 37.27% for the three
satellites case and 10.20% for the two satellites case as compared to the KF-only solution. For
one and zero satellites, the results remained practically unaffected using pseudoranges error
correction from KF-PCI(MISO and SISO) as compared to the tightly-coupled RISS/GPS
integration traditional solution.
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5.6 Summary
This chapter shows the successful implementation of two schemes, PCI(MISO) and
PCI(SISO), which are able to build non-linear models for pseudorange residual errors. The
models provide remedial estimates of pseudoranges consequently improving the results of the
tightly-coupled 3D-RISS/GPS integrated navigational solution with equivalent accuracy. Lowcost MEMS grade sensors were used for integration with GPS because of the reduced cost, size,
and power consumption; however a three-prong strategy was used to address the problem of swift
deterioration of performance in absence of GPS aiding due to the effect of their compound error
characteristics: (a) using 3-D RISS based on two accelerometers, one gyroscope along with speed
from the odometer providing a complete navigational solution making the system less prone to
errors. (b) Using tightly-coupled integration that could provide GPS aiding for RISS even in
partial outages. (c) The integrated tightly-coupled solution was made further dependable, by using
the remedial estimates of pseudoranges via the two PCI schemes to aid RISS during the limited
availability of satellites.
This chapter provides a comparison of PCI(SISO) and PCI(MISO) modules trained and tested
to provide remedial pseudoranges after correcting the residual errors for 18 outages in three
trajectories for diverse road conditions. Results showed that the PCI(SISO) and PCI(MISO)
modules were equally

appropriate

to correct the residual pseudorange errors. PCI(MISO)

modules were built based on multiple inputs while for PCI(SISO) modules only a single input
was used. PCI modules were built for each satellite during general good availability where the
integrated solution presented a very good position estimate. The building of the PCI(MISO) and
PCI(SISO) models were nearly the same with the exception of the linear component. Then each
PCI module output provided pseudorange corrections to the GPS pseudorange of the
corresponding visible satellite during GPS partial outages, as PCI was able to handle the
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correlated non-linear pseudorange errors, thereby decreasing residual errors in the GPS
observation.
The results of the three trajectories were presented using the Crossbow IMU and the NovAtel
OEM4 GPS receiver and compared to the KF-only tightly-coupled solution. The results
demonstrated the enhancement of performance of KF-PCI(MISO) and KF-PCI(SISO) over the
KF-only solution. In the case of partial outages with three satellites visible in the three
trajectories, the enhancement of RMS position error of KF-PCI(MISO) and KF-PCI(SISO) over
the KF-only solution was 36.36% and 35.76% respectively. In the case of partial outages with
two satellites visible in the three trajectories, the enhancement of RMS position error of KFPCI(MISO) and KF-PCI(SISO) over the KF-only solution was 11.1% and 11.06% respectively.
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Chapter 6
Augmented PF/PCI for tightly-coupled INS/GPS Integration
Integrated navigation systems based on the tightly-coupled integration scheme utilize
pseudoranges and pseudorange rates for the orbiting satellites measured by the GPS receiver,
instead of the position and velocity computed directly by the receiver when at least four satellites
are visible to the receiver. The accuracy of the positional estimate is highly dependent on the
accuracy of the pseudoranges and pseudorange rates measured by the GPS receiver. Residual
errors in pseudoranges can deteriorate the overall positioning accuracy. The integrated system can
be improved by the provision of accurate pseudoranges which is feasible by using a robust
modelling technique to diminish residual correlated errors. PCI, a non-linear system identification
technique, was utilized to model the pseudorange correlated errors. To address the non-linear
error characteristics, Mixture Particle filter (M-PF), a non-linear filtering technique which is an
enhanced version of Particle filter (PF), was employed to perform tightly-coupled integration of
3D-RISS with GPS to avoid the linearization errors. This chapter proposes a solution that
exploits the fact that PF can accommodate any non-linear models by incorporating the PCI
models in the measurement model used inside the filter. PCI models the residual error of
pseudorange for each satellite visible to the receiver during full GPS coverage when four, or more
satellites are available. When less than four satellites are visible, the identified parallel cascade
models for the still visible satellites are used to predict the residual pseudorange errors for these
respective satellites, and the corrected pseudorange values are provided to M-PF. This
improvement in pseudorange measurement provides further aid to the accuracy of RISS, and thus
more correct estimates of the navigational states. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm was
verified by different real-life road tests during GPS signal outages. The results demonstrated the
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advantages of using M-PF-PCI for correcting the pseudoranges and enhancing the positional
solution as compared to M-PF-only, KF-PCI and KF-only solutions.

6.1 Introduction
GPS/ IMU based integrated solution can address many navigation challenges in urban
situations. Blends of KF based on loosely and tightly-coupled integration techniques are
commonly employed for the integration of GPS and IMU to provide an integrated navigation
solution [2, 24, 64, 67, 68, 112]. Tightly-coupled integration can feed GPS measurement updates
to MEMS based inertial sensors through an integration filter even when the number of visible
satellites is three or fewer, thereby improving the operation of the navigation system in degraded
GPS environments [2, 24, 28, 39, 59, 61, 111, 113]. Position and velocity states of the vehicle in
this chapter are updated by the GPS measurements (i.e. pseudoranges and pseudorange rates) and
aid inertial sensors even during limited GPS satellite availability. Integration techniques based on
Kalman filtering, a recurrent optimal estimator that uses a linearized model, are normally utilized
for integration of the GPS and INS measurements [22-24]. Non-linear techniques can surmount
the KF limitations, introduced by the linearization of the motion equations, and the use of linear
stochastic models for inertial sensors errors, especially if MEMS based sensors that have
compound error characteristics are used [14, 16, 71]. The sampling based methods such as
Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) and PF can address the linearization problem as these techniques
provide a numerical approximate solution to the correct non-linear problem rather than getting the
optimal solution for an approximated problem as in the KF case [16, 81, 92, 113-115]. Sampling
based methods provide probabilistic solutions that tend to estimate the probability density
function (PDF) of the state conditioned on the set of observations (i.e. measurements), instead of
just getting a single best estimate only. PF integration algorithm is more suitable as it
approximates the PDF using a set of random samples or particles. It is a universal density
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approximated, removing the restrictive assumptions on the shape of the PDF. To improve the
performance of the tightly-coupled solution, this chapter uses M-PF [14, 16, 89, 90, 113], an
enhanced version of PF integration filter, as it has the ability to deal with non-linear models. MPF uses a combination of two solutions i.e. (i) Sampling/Importance Resampling (SIR) PF, which
samples from the prior importance density (the probabilistic system model) (ii) Likelihood PF,
which samples from the observation likelihood. The M-PF samples from both densities (SIR PF
and Likelihood PF), then appropriate weighting is achieved, followed by resampling. The use of
this mixture of importance densities leads to enhanced performance.
The accuracy of the range measurements plays a pivotal role in the correctness of the position
estimate in tightly-coupled integration. Overall position accuracies can be enhanced if the
measurement errors are modelled accurately. The tightly-coupled solutions presented in the
literature assume that the pseudorange measurements, after correcting for ionospheric and
tropospheric delays, satellite clock errors, and ephemeris errors, have errors only due to the
receiver clock errors and white noise. Consequently, the latter two are the only errors modelled
inside the measurement model in the tightly-coupled solutions presented in the literature. This
chapter proposes a solution that exploits the fact that PF can accommodate any non-linear models
by incorporating PCI models for the correction of residual pseudorange correlated errors in the
measurement model used inside the filter. PCI is a non-linear system identification technique
used to improve the overall navigation solution by modelling residual pseudorange correlated
errors and thus correcting these measurements.
The working of the proposed PCI scheme in the measurement model used inside the filter is
divided in two phases: the building phase in full GPS coverage and the correction phase during
partial GPS outages. (a) Building Phase: During the full GPS coverage, when four or more
satellites are visible to the GPS receiver, the PF integrated solution provides an adequate position
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benefiting from both GPS and RISS measurements, and the PCI works on building models for the
pseudorange errors for each visible satellite. The measured pseudorange of each visible satellite is
used as an input to the model; the target output is the error between the corrected pseudorange
(i.e. calculation based on the corrected receiver position from the integrated solution) and the
measured pseudorange. This target output provides the reference output to build the PCI model of
the pseudorange residual errors. (b) Correction Phase: during partial GPS, outages (i.e.
characterized by the availability of less than four satellites signals), each PCI model built during
full GPS coverage estimates the correction for the corresponding pseudorange error. The PCIcorrected GPS pseudoranges of the outlasting visible satellites during the partial outages would
be used as measurements in the PF. This improvement in pseudorange measurements provides
further accurate aid for RISS, and thus more correct estimates of the navigational states.
In addition to the use of PCI to mitigate the correlated pseudorange errors in the measurement
model used inside the filter, this chapter targets: (i) M-PF for tightly-coupled integration of GPS
with motion and inertial sensors, (ii) reducing the impact of MEMS sensors by utilizing 3D-RISS
which is based on the vehicle odometer, one single-axis gyroscope, and two accelerometers. This
chapter first covers non-linear models for 3D-RISS system in section 6.2, after which it discusses
non-linear pseudorange measurement models for tightly-coupled integration in section 6.3. It
then covers the employment of M-PF for tightly-coupled 3D-RISS/GPS integration in section 6.4.
Augmented M-PF-PCI for integrated RISS /GPS is presented in section 6.5 followed by
experimental setup and results in section 6.6. The results of the proposed M-PF-PCI scheme and
the other three schemes (i.e. M-PF-only, KF-PCI and KF-only solutions) for RISS/GPS
integration are evaluated with respect to a high-end NovAtel system which is used as a reference.
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6.2 Non-linear Models 3D-RISS System
This chapter employs MEMS based 3D-RISS/GPS integration using M-PF to compute a 3D
navigation solution. 3D-RISS navigation solution uses the vehicle odometer, one single-axis
gyroscope, and two accelerometers and the Non-linear Models for it [14-16] can be described as
follows.

6.2.1 Non-linear Models 3D-RISS
A non-linear motion model for 3D-RISS involving the position, velocity, and attitude states
was utilized in this chapter. In most INS/GPS integration modules, the dynamic model developed
for the error states is linearized to enable the use of KF. The RISS measurements provided by
the odometer, the two accelerometers and the gyroscope comprise the controlled input;

uk 1  vkod1 akod1
odometer,

akod1

f kx1

f ky1 kz1 

T

where

vkod1

is the speed obtained from the vehicle

is the acceleration derived from the vehicle odometer,

accelerometer measurement,

f ky1

f kx1

is the transversal

is the forward accelerometer measurement, and

kz1

is the

angular rate obtained from the vertically aligned gyroscope. The corresponding process noise
associated with each of the above measurements forms the process noise vector;

w k 1   vkod1  akod1  f kx1  f ky1 kz1 
odometer derived speed,

T

where

 vkod1

is the stochastic error in the

 akod1 is the stochastic error in the odometer derived acceleration,  f kx1

is the stochastic bias error in the transversal accelerometer measurement,
bias error in the forward accelerometer measurement, and

kz1

 f ky1

is the stochastic

is the stochastic bias error in the

gyroscope measurement..
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6.2.2 Position and Velocity Components
The body frame of the vehicle has X-axis along the transversal direction, Y-axis along the
forward longitudinal direction, and Z-axis along the vertical direction of the vehicle. The L-frame
has axes along East, North, and vertical (Up) directions. The relation between the vehicle velocity
in the body frame and the L-frame is given by:
f
vkE1 
 0   vk sin Ak cos pk 
 N 

 f   f
vk 1   Rb ,k 1 vk 1   vk cos Ak cos pk 
vkUp1 

 0   vkf sin pk




where

vkE1 , vkN1 , and vkUp1

(6.1)

are the components of the vehicle’s velocity along East, North,

and vertical Up directions, Ak is azimuth angle, pk is pitch angle, and

vkf1

is the forward

longitudinal speed of the vehicle, while the transversal and vertical components are zero.

Rb,k 1 is

a rotation matrix that transforms the vehicle’s velocity from the body frame to L-frame [14]. The
latitude

k

can then be obtained as:

k  k 1 

d
dt

t  k 1 
k 1

vkN1
v f cos Ak 1 cos pk 1
t  k 1  k 1
t
RM  hk 1
RM  hk 1

where RM is the meridian radius of curvature of the Earth, hk is altitude and
sampling time. Similarly, the longitude

k  k 1 

d
dt

t  k 1 
k 1

(6.2)

t is the

k is expressed as:
vkE1

 RN  hk 1  cos k 1

t  k 1 

vkf1 sin Ak 1 cos pk 1
t (6.3)
 RN  hk 1  cos k 1

where RN is the normal radius of curvature of the Earth. Finally, the altitude hk is given by
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hk  hk 1 

dh
t  hk 1  vkUp1t  hk 1  vkf1 sin pk 1t
dt k 1

The forward speed

vkf

(6.4)

is given by

vkf  vkod1   vkod1

(6.5)

6.2.3 Azimuth Angle
In a time interval of

t between the time epoch k  1 and k , the counter-clockwise angle of

rotation around the vertical axis of the body frame of the vehicle is given by

 kz1  kz1  kz1  t

(6.6)

Now, the aim is to get the corresponding angle when projected on the East-North plane (i.e.
the corresponding angle about the vertical “up” direction of the local-level frame). The unit
vector along the forward direction of the vehicle observed from the body frame at time

k is

U kb|k  0 1 0 . It is necessary to get this unit vector (which is along the forward direction of
T

the vehicle at time

k ) seen from the body frame at time k  1 (i.e. U k |k 1 ). The rotation matrix
b

from the body frame at time

z
k  1 to the frame at time k due to a rotation of  k 1 around the

vertical axis of the vehicle is Rz

  . The relation between U kb|k and U kb|k 1 is given by
z
k 1

U kb|k  Rz  kz1 U kb|k 1
Thus, since Rz

(6.7)

  is an orthogonal rotation matrix
z
k 1
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U kb|k 1  Rz   kz1  U kb|k
T

cos  kz1

  sin  kz1
 0


 sin  kz1
cos  kz1
0

0  0    sin  kz1 



0  1    cos  kz1 

1  0  
0


The unit vector along the forward direction of the vehicle at time
time

(6.8)

k seen from the L-frame at

k  1 can be obtained as follows
U E 
  sin  kz1 




U k |k 1   U N   Rb ,k 1U kb|k 1  Rb ,k 1  cos  kz1 
U Up 


0





Thus the new heading from North direction because of the angle

(6.9)

 kz1 is

UE
tan 1  N
U


 , where


U E  sin Ak 1 cos pk 1 cos  kz1   cos Ak 1 cos rk 1  sin Ak 1 sin pk 1 sin rk 1  sin  kz1
U N  cos Ak 1 cos pk 1 cos  kz1    sin Ak 1 cos rk 1  cos Ak 1 sin pk 1 sin rk 1  sin  kz1
(6.10)

UE 
Note that the azimuth angle defined by tan  N  is the angle from the North and its
U 
1

positive values are for clockwise direction.

In addition to the rotations performed by the vehicle, the angle

 kz1

has two additional parts.

These are due to (i) the Earth’s rotation and (ii) the change of orientation of the local-level frame.
The part due to the Earth’s rotation around the vertical Up direction is equal to



e

sin k 1  t

counter-clockwise in the L-frame (  is the Earth’s rotation rate). The part monitored on
e

 kz1
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due to the change of orientation of the L-frame with respect to the Earth from time epoch

k  1 to

k is along the counter clockwise direction and can be expressed as:
d
dt

 sin k 1  t 
k 1

vkE1 sin k 1
v f sin Ak 1 cos pk 1 tan k 1
t  k 1
t
 RN  hk 1  cos k 1
 RN  hk 1 

(6.11)

This part also has to be added while calculating the azimuth angle. Finally, the model for
computing the azimuth angle Ak is:

UE
Ak  tan 1  N
U


vkf1 sin Ak 1 cos pk 1 tan k 1
e


sin


t

t
 
k 1 
 RN  hk 1 


(6.12)

6.2.4 Pitch and Roll Angles
When the vehicle is moving, the forward accelerometer measures the specific force. The
specific force is composed of the vehicle forward acceleration as well as a component due to
gravity. In order to calculate the pitch angle, the vehicle acceleration derived from the odometer
measurements is removed from the forward accelerometer measurements. Consequently, the pitch
angle pk is computed as:

 ( f y   f ky1 )  (akod1   akod1 ) 
pk  sin 1  k 1

g



(6.13)

Similarly, the transversal accelerometer measures the normal component of the vehicle
acceleration as well as the component due to gravity. Thus, to calculate the roll angle, the
transversal accelerometer measurement must be compensated for the normal component of
acceleration. The roll angle rk is then given by

 ( f x   f kx1 )  (vkod1   vkod1 )(kz1  kz1 ) 
rk   sin 1  k 1

g cos pk



(6.14)
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6.2.5 System Model
Thus, the system model can be formulated as:
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(6.15)

6.3 Non-linear Pseudorange Measurement Models for Tightly-Coupled
Integration
Each GPS satellite transmits signals that travel at the speed of light and take around 70 to 90
milliseconds to reach the receiver on the ground. Ideally the range

r m from mth satellite can be

calculated by multiplying the propagation time i.e. difference between the transmit time
the receive time t r , with the speed of light

c

ttm and

(in meters/sec). The satellite to receiver range

rm

th

from m satellite is contaminated due to the presence of a number of errors and is called
pseudorange

m

instead. The most important error is the receiver clock error

 tr , as receiver
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clock is not synchronized with respect to GPS system time and has an offset. Other sources of
error are the satellite clock offset
the error in range

 ts , the ionospheric delay I m and the troposheric delay T m ,

 m due to a combination of receiver noise and other errors such as multipath

effects and orbit prediction errors [28, 29].

 m  r m  c tr  c ts  cI m  cT m   m

(6.16)

There are different modelling techniques for correcting the satellite clock offset, the
ionospheric delay and the tropospheric delay and they are described in detail in [28, 29]. After
compensating for correcting the satellite clock offset, and the ionospheric and tropospheric
delays, we can write the corrected pseudorange as [26, 28, 29]:

cm  r m  br   m

(6.17)

where br  c tr is the error in range (in meters) due to the receiver’s clock bias and

 m

represents the total effect of residual errors.

6.3.1 Proposed PCI Correction for Pseudoranges
The true geometric range from the m

th

satellite to the receiver is the Euclidean distance and is

given as follows:

r m  ( x  x m )2  ( y  y m )2  ( z  z m )2  x  xm

(6.18)

where x  [ x, y, z ] is the receiver position in the Earth-Centered, Earth-Fixed (ECEF) frame,
T

xm  [ xm , y m , z m ]T is the position of the mth satellite at the corrected transmission time but
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seen in the ECEF frame at the corrected reception time of the signal. The true range obtained by
using an off-the-shelf high end tactical grade integrated system.
In vector form, equation (6.18) is expressed as follows:

cm  x  xm  br   m
These residual errors ( br and

 m )

(6.19)

are reflected in the position and receiver clock state

estimation [26, 28, 29].The receiver’s clock error and the residual errors, assumed as white
Gaussian noise, are the only errors modelled inside the measurement model in the tightly-coupled
solutions presented in the literature. The autocorrelation of these errors show that they still
contain correlated parts, so the residual after the correction is not just white noise.
This chapter proposes using PCI as a non-linear modelling technique to model these residual
errors and to be used inside of the PF to take

full advantage of its non-linear modelling

capabilities.

6.3.2 Non-linear Measurement Model for Pseudoranges
M-PF is utilized in this chapter to accommodate non-linear models, thus there is no need for
linearizing any equations [14, 113]. The non-linear pseudorange measurement model for M
satellites visible to the receiver is:
1
1
 c1   x  x  br      ( x  x1 )2  ( y  y1 )2  ( z  z1 )2  br   1 
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M 2
M 2
M 2
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 c   x  x  br      ( x  x )  ( y  y )  ( z  z )  br    

(6.20)
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However, the position state

x

is in ECEF rectangular coordinates. It should be in geodetic

coordinates, which is part of the state vector used in the M-PF. The relationship between the
geodetic and Cartesian coordinates is given by:

x

y
z


   RN  h  cos  cos  
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h
cos

sin

 N 




2
  RN 1  e   h sin  



(6.21)



where RN is the meridian radius of curvature of the Earth’s ellipsoid and e is the eccentricity of
the meridian ellipse. Thus, the pseudorange measurement model is:
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(6.22)

6.3.3 Pseudorange Rate and Non-linear Measurement Model
Doppler shift is the change in wavelength caused by the relative motion between the source and
the observer. As GPS satellites orbit the Earth with a speed of 3.9 km per second, the signal
transmitted by the GPS satellites experience Doppler shift due to relative motion between the
satellite and the receiver which is measured in the carrier tracking loop of a GPS receiver. This
Doppler shift of the m

th

satellite is the projection of relative velocities onto the line of sight

vector scaled by the transmitted frequency divided by the speed of light [29] which is given by:
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T

( x  x m ), ( y  y m ), ( z  z m ) 
{( v  v).
}L1
( x  x m )2  ( y  y m )2  ( z  z m )2
m
D 
c
m

vm  [vxm , vym , vzm ]

where

v  [vx , vy , vz ]

is the

(6.23)

mth satellite velocity in the ECEF frame,

is the true receiver velocity in the ECEF frame, L1 is the satellite transmitted

frequency at 1575.42 MHz (wavelength 19.05 cm), and
T

m

1

( x  x m ),( y  y m ),( z  z m ) 

 [1mx
m 2
m 2
m 2
(x  x )  ( y  y )  (z  z )

m
y

m
z

T

1]

1

is the true line of sight vector

th

from the m satellite to the receiver.
Given the measured Doppler shift, the pseudorange rate

m

is calculated as follows:

Dmc
 
L1
m

(6.24)

th

The true pseudorange rate between the m satellite and the receiver is expressed as

r m  1mx .(vx  vxm )  1my .(vy  vym )  1mz .(vz  vzm )
By differentiating equation (6.22), the pseudorange rate for the m

(6.25)
th

satellite can be modelled

as follows:

 m  1mx .(vx  vxm )  1my .(vy  vym )  1mz .(vz  vzm )  c tr   m
or

 m  1mx .(vx  vxm )  1my .(vy  vym )  1mz .(vz  vzm )  dr   m

(6.26)
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where

 tr is the receiver clock drift (unit-less), d is the receiver clock drift (in
r

meters/second), and   is the error in observation (in meters/second).
m

This last equation is linear in velocities, but non-linear in position. This can be seen by
examining the expression of the line of sight unit vector above. The non-linear measurement
model for pseudorange rates of M satellites in ECEF rectangular coordinates is[14, 113]:

  1   11x.(vx  v1x )  11y.(v y  v1y )  11z.(vz  v1z )  d r   1 
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(6.27)

Here the velocities are represented in the ECEF while they need to be represented in the Lframe because this is part of the state vector in M-PF. The transformation is as follows:
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(6.28)

Furthermore, the line of sight unit vector from the mth satellite to the receiver is expressed as
follows:
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(6.29)
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The combined equations (6.27), (6.28), and (6.29) constitute the non-linear pseudorange rate
measurement model for the M visible satellites, while equation (6.22) is the no-nlinear
pseudorange measurement model for the M satellites. Both these models constitute the overall
non-linear measurement model used in this chapter for tightly-coupled integration using M-PF

6.3.4 Augmenting GPS Receiver Errors in the System Model
The bias of the GPS receiver clock br and GPS receiver drift d r are included as states in the
system model and the state vector is modelled as follows:

 br   d r  wb 
 

 d r   wd 

(6.30)

In discrete form it can be written as:

 br ,k  br ,k 1   d r ,k 1  wb,k 1  t 

d   
d r ,k 1  wd ,k 1t

 r ,k  

(6.31)

This model is used as part of the system model.

6.4 M-PF for Tightly-Coupled 3D-RISS/GPS Integration
Different versions of PF are reported in the literature for GPS/ INS integration [80, 81, 85, 92,
115-117]. To improve the PF performance, this chapter uses Mixture PF as it samples from a
mixture of importance densities from SIR PF and Likelihood PF.

6.4.1 The SIR Particle Filter



As per [14, 16, 85, 88-90, 113, 118] at time k, the PDF p xk Z k
random samples or particles



represented by a set of N

Sk  sk (1) ,..., sk ( N )  distributed according to the PDF.
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sk (i )   xk (i ) ,  k (i )  denotes the i-th sample where x k

 k (i )

(i )

is the value of the vehicle’s state and

is the weight of the sample. For RISS/GPS integration, the algorithm is initialized with

samples drawn from a Gaussian density with mean equivalent to the GPS reading.
Each iteration of the SIR algorithm consists of three steps:

The Prediction Phase

I.

The motion model is applied to each sample (samples from the previous iteration



Sk 1   xk 1(i ) ,  k 1(i )  i  1,..., N

 (where 

(i )
k 1



1
)) on every iteration using the system
N

model in the equation and a new sample set S k is obtained that approximates the predictive





density p xk Z k 1 .

II. The Update Phase
The measurement z k is taken into account and each of the samples in S k is weighted using
the observation likelihood then all weights are normalized. The weighted sample set



Sk



approximates the density p xk Z k .

III. The Resampling Step
The sample set S k is obtained by resampling from the weighted set



p xk    xk 
i

j

     . The obtained S
j

k

k



S k such

that



approximates the density p xk Z k .

For the prediction phase of presented integration, the samples are predicted from the RISS
motion model. Then in the update phase, if GPS pseudoranges and pseudorange rates are
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available, the GPS observation is used to adjust the weights of the samples. If there is a complete
GPS outage, the RISS measurements are used to adjust the weight of the samples. Then the
sample set is resampled.

6.4.2 The Likelihood Particle Filter



The planned samples are drawn from the importance density p z k xk



which is the

observation likelihood [115]. These samples are consistent with the most recent observation but



ignorant of the previous belief about the vehicle state p xk 1 Z k 1





and the controlled input



u k 1 . These samples are weighted using p xk i  xk 1i  , uk 1 .
6.4.3 Mixture Particle Filter (M-PF)





The M-PF draws a suitable proportion of the total number of samples from p z k xk (SIR



PF) and adds to the samples drawn from p xk xk 1i  , u k 1

 (Likelihood PF). Samples in these

two groups are weighted, each with its respective weight update equation, and then the
resampling is carried out. These two importance densities have complimentary advantages and
disadvantages, so their combination gives better performance [90].
As discussed earlier, the measurement model in the case of tightly-coupled integration is a
non-linear model that relates the GPS raw measurements (pseudorange measurements and
pseudorange rates) at a time epoch k, z k , to the states at time k , x k , and the measurement noise

 k . The non-linear measurement model for tightly-coupled integration is in the form:

z k  h( x k ,  k )

(6.32)

where
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z k   k1
 k   1 ,k

kM

k1

kM 

 M,k  1 ,k

T

(6.33)

 M,k 

T

(6.34)

For 3D-RISS, together with modelling the stochastic drift of the vertical gyroscope, and the
addition of the two states for GPS receiver clock bias and drift, the state vector is:

xk  k , k , hk , vkf , pk , rk , Ak , z , br , dr 

T

(6.35)

6.5 Augmented PF-PCI for Integrated RISS/Odometer/GPS
PCI is used in this chapter to provide a non-linear model of pseudorange errors and
augmented with tightly-coupled PF to provide a reliable and accurate positioning solution. In full
GPS coverage when four or more satellites are available to the GPS receiver, the M-PF integrated
solution provides an adequate position value benefiting from both GPS and RISS computations,
and the PCI builds the model for the pseudoranges errors for each visible satellite. The input of
each PCI module is the pseudorange of the visible mth GPS satellite ( GPS ).The reference output
m

 Rm

is the difference of GPS observed pseudorange ( GPS ) compared with the estimated mth
m

pseudoranges from the navigational solution (  Nav _ Sol ) calculated by the difference between the
m

position coordinates of navigational solution in ECEF ( xNav _ Sol , yNav _ Sol , zNav _ Sol ) and the mth
m

m

m

satellite position coordinates in ECEF ( x , y , z ). The reference output

 Rm

does not apply

any correction during full GPS coverage. It is only used as a reference output to build the PCI
model. PCI builds non-linear systems models for pseudorange residual errors and provides
remedial estimates of pseudoranges as shown in Figure 6-1
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Figure 6-1 : Block Diagram of Augmented M-PF-PCI Module for Pseudoranges during
GPS Availability
During partial GPS coverage, when there are less than four satellites available, the PCI
models for all visible satellites cease training, and the available PCI model for each visible
satellite is used to calculate the corresponding residual pseudorange error corrections. The prebuilt PCI models for the visible satellites only during the partial outage and predict the
corresponding residual pseudorange errors
pseudorange

m
Corrected

 Rm

to obtain a correction. Thus the corrected

can then be obtained as given in equation (6.36).

m
m
Corrected
 GPS
 Rm

(6.36)

The GPS observed pseudoranges corrected by the corresponding PCI during the partial
outages are sent to the M-PF as depicted in Figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-2: Block Diagram of the Augmented M-PF-PCI Module for Pseudoranges during
Limited Availability of GPS
During a full GPS outage, when no satellites are available, PF operates in prediction mode and
the PCI modules neither provide correction nor operate in training modes as depicted in Figure
6-3.
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Figure 6-3: Block Diagram of the Augmented M-PF-PCI Module for Pseudoranges during
Complete GPS Outage (PCI Module will not be Operational in any way)

6.6 Experimental Setup and Road Test Trajectory
The sensor data was collected during the road tests and the navigation solutions were run
offline in post-processing using the logged data. Three trajectories are presented in this chapter to
show the performance of the proposed 3D-RISS/GPS integrated solution using tightly-coupled
M-PF with PCI corrections in environments encompassing several different conditions. The first
trajectory consisted of usual urban scenarios with frequent stops, and some natural GPS outages.
The second trajectory was a combination of urban and highway portions in and around Kingston
with higher change in the pitch angle. The third trajectory was a long highway trajectory from
Toronto to Kingston with fairly high speeds.
In the first and second trajectories, the NovAtel OEM4 GPS receiver [101] was used, whereas
OEMV-1G GPS receiver [102] was used in the third trajectory. Two accelerometers and one
gyroscope of the Crossbow IMU300CC, were in place [97]. The errors in all the estimated
solutions are calculated with respect to the NovAtel ProPak-G2 SPAN unit [109] that provides a
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tightly-coupled INS/GPS navigation solution, to compare the performance and the effectiveness
of the proposed methods. The vehicle’s speed was logged through the OBD-II interface using the
off-the-shelf CarChip module [104].
The ultimate check for the proposed system’s accuracy is during GPS signal degradation and
blockage, which is simulated and intentionally introduced in post-processing. The approach
followed in this chapter is that the satellite position correction is done by the GPS receiver before
the integration filter and then passed to the filter, and thus the measurement model uses the
corrected position represented in the ECEF at reception time.
The results demonstrated for Mixture PF are achieved with 100 particles. Using 100 particles,
one iteration of the algorithm takes 0.0016 seconds in average using MATLAB 2009 on an Intel
Core 2 Duo T8600 2.4 GHz processor with 4 GB RAM. The performance with larger numbers of
particles was examined and minor enhancement in performance was observed, which was not
necessary given the added computational complexity.

6.6.1 First Road Test Trajectory (Urban and suburban portion inside the
Kingston)
The first trajectory considered for testing of the proposed pseudorange error correction
algorithm for tightly-coupled RISS/GPS integration was conducted inside Kingston area, Ontario,
Canada. The duration of the road test was nearly 48 minutes of continuous vehicle navigation
and the distance travelled was approximately 22 km. To check the legitimacy of the proposed
technique, six simulated GPS outages encompassing all conditions of a typical urban trip of 60second each were introduced in post-processing (i.e. they are shown as blue circles overlaid on
the map in Figure 6-4) during good GPS availability.
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Figure 6-4: Road Test Trajectory Conducted in an Urban Kingston Area, ON, Canada
The trajectory was tested by partial outages having 3, 2 and 1, and 0 visible satellites
respectively. The case with no satellites visible is similar to the scenario that would happen in
loosely-coupled integration. The errors estimated by M-PF-PCI, M-PF-only, KF-PCI and KFonly solutions for RISS/GPS integration were evaluated with respect to the NovAtel reference
solution. Table 6-1 shows the average maximum position errors in meters over the 60-second
partial GPS outages for different numbers of satellites visible to the receiver. This table shows the
performance comparison of the proposed M-PF-PCI with M-PF-only, KF-PCI and KF-only for
the tightly-coupled RISS/GPS integrated solution.
The advantage of M-PF over KF in this integration problem is evident whereas PCI was able
to build the models for pseudorange errors and provide corrections (PCI corrections are applied
for both PF-PCI and KF-PCI models). The errors estimated by M-PF-PCI for the RISS/GPS
integration solution, M-PF-only for RISS/ GPS integration solution, KF-PCI for RISS/GPS
integration solution and the KF-only for RISS/GPS integration are evaluated with respect to the
NovAtel reference solution as shown in the bar graph.
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Table 6-1 : Average Maximum Horizontal Position Error in Meters over all Partial GPS
Outages
Number
of Satellites

I.

KF-only

KF-PCI

PF-only

PF-PCI

3

7.4

6.1

5.6

4.7

2

15.9

14.8

7.4

5.6

1

20.3

20.3

6.8

7.3

0

20.3

20.3

7.8

7.6

Assessment of Two M-PF Solutions (i.e. PF-PCI and PF-only):
To show the effectiveness of PCI on improving the results, first, the comparison between the

M-PF-PCI and M-PF-only results is discussed for the different number of satellites:
Three Satellites: For three satellites scenario, M-PF-PCI was able to improve the maximum
position errors by 15.48% in comparison with M-PF-only solution.
Two Satellites: The improvement is 24.65% as compared to the M-PF-only solution.
One and Zero Satellite: There is no improvement using the proposed PCI model for the onesatellite case. No corrections are available for the PCI build model for pseudorange errors in the
case of zero satellites, and the solution provided by M-PF-PCI and M-PF-only is in fact the same.

II. Comparison of M-PF-PCI solution with KF-PCI and KF-only solutions
The usefulness of M-PF-PCI to perform tightly-coupled integration of a 3D-RISS with GPS
method is double folded as compared to KF solutions. M-PF-PCI can accommodate any nonlinear models by incorporating PCI models for the correction of residual pseudorange correlated
errors in the measurement model used inside the filter and that is not possible for any KF
solution. The comparison between both solutions for the different number of satellites is as
follows:
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Three Satellites: When M-PF-PCI is compared to KF-PCI and KF-only solutions, the
maximum position errors’ improvement is 22.28% and 35.95% respectively.
Two Satellites: For the two satellite case, the improvement is 62.25% and 64.82% for KF-PCI
and KF-only solutions respectively.
One and Zero Satellite: The improvement of M-PF-PCI as compared to KF-PCI and KF
solutions for the maximum position errors is 64.21% and 62.53% respectively.
The contribution of the corrections added by the PCI is marginal in case of one satellite, and
nil in case of zero satellites. Results of both KF-PCI and KF-only solutions are the same in the
event of one and zero satellite.
The best performance was observed in case of a partial outage of three satellites and to
analyze the scenario, GPS outage number two is discussed in detail. During the second outage,
the vehicle was moving on a relatively straight road experiencing lot of speed dynamics including
two complete stops and sudden accelerations. At the start of the outage, the vehicle was moving
at a speed of 20 km/hr and after speeding up for few seconds experienced a slowdown reaching a
speed of 13 km/hr. Then the speed increased for the next 10 seconds reaching up to 27 km/hr. At
this point the brakes were slammed to bring the vehicle to a complete stop. Then again, after a
minor acceleration experience a second complete stop. The vehicle then speeded up to reach 27
km/hr from a complete stop in the last ten 10 seconds as shown in the speed and azimuth plots in
Figure 6-5. It could be seen that the proposed M-PF-PCI method enhances the navigation solution
as shown in Figure 6-6 where the maximum position errors in meters for partial GPS outages are
presented. The benefit of using PCI corrections was depicted using both PF-PCI and KF-PCI
models; moreover, the effectiveness of M-PF was also evident. The zoomed-in performance at
the end of the outage two clearly shows the improvement by the proposed M-PF-PCI scheme as
given in Figure 6-7.
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Figure 6-5: Vehicle Dynamics (Speed and Azimuth) during GPS Outage #2
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Figure 6-6: Bar graph showing the Maximum Horizontal Position Error in Partial GPS
Outage #2 in the Presence of 3 Satellites
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Figure 6-7: Performance of Tightly-Coupled 3D-RISS during Outage #2

6.6.2 Second Road Test Trajectory Combination of urban and highway
portions in and around Kingston)
The second trajectory considered for testing the proposed pseudoranges’ errors correction of the M-PF-PCI
algorithm for the tightly-coupled RISS/GPS integration in this chapter is a combination of downtown,
suburban areas and highway portions around Kingston, Ontario, Canada. The total duration of the
continuous vehicle navigation of the trajectory is 75 minutes and in the trajectory a range of speeds due to
the different road conditions reaching up to 120 km/hr on highway sections is experienced. Six simulated
GPS outages of 60-second each are introduced in post-processing (they are shown as blue circles overlaid
on the map in Figure 6-8) during good GPS availability to confirm the performance of the proposed
solution. These simulated outages were chosen to encompass different road conditions that include straight
portions, turns, slopes, different speeds and stops. The trajectory is tested by partial outages having 3, 2 and
1, and 0 visible satellites, respectively.
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Figure 6-8: Road Test Trajectory Conducted in and around Kingston , ON, Canada
composed of a combination of Urban and Highway Portions
Table 6-2 shows the average maximum position errors in meters over the six 60-second partial
outages for different numbers of satellites visible to the receiver. This table show the good
performance of PCI model to enhance the aiding of M-PF-PCI for tightly-coupled solution as
compared to the M-PF-only tightly-coupled solution without correction of residual pseudoranges’
errors and KF-PCI and traditional KF-only solutions.
Table 6-2 : Average Maximum Horizontal Position Error in Meters over all Partial GPS
Outages
Number
of Satellites

KF-only

KF-PCI

PF-only

PF-PCI

3

13.1

10.5

10.8

7.1

2

16.0

15.5

12.8

9.0

1

35.2

35.2

12.7

12.7

0

35.2

35.2

13.0

13.0
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I.

Assessment of Two M-PF Solutions (i.e. M-PF-PCI and M- PF-only)
First, the only two PF solutions are discussed to clearly show the effectiveness of PCI.
Three Satellites: The paramount demonstration of pseudoranges’errors correction using PCI is

for three satellites and it is 34.68% over PF-only for maximum position errors.
Two Satellites: The contributions of pseudoranges’ errors correction using PCI keep on
diminishing with reducing number of satellites For maximum position errors, the improvement
using M-PF-PCI over M-PF-only is 30.04%.
One and Zero Satellite: The solution available for M-PF-PCI and M-PF-only for one and zero
satellites cases is nearly equivalent as the enhancement using PCI is almost nil in case of one
satellite. The PCI model for pseudorange errors correction is of course void in case of zero
satellite.

II. Comparison of M-PF-PCI solution with KF-PCI and KF-only solutions
The proposed M-PF-PCI solution outperforms the KF solutions as clearly evident in table for
all outages with any satellite numbers (i.e. 3, 2, 1, and 0).
Three Satellites: The improvement of the M-PF-PCI solution is 32.68% for maximum position
error as compared to the KF-PCI solution. The performance of the proposed solution increases
when compared to the KF-only solution and it is 46.00% for maximum position error for the
three satellite case,.
Two Satellites: The improvement of the proposed M-PF-PCI solution is 41.94% for maximum
position error compared to the KF-PCI solution. A maximum position error improvement of
43.95% is observed when the proposed M-PF-PCI solution is compared to the KF-only solution.
One Satellite: The proposed M-PF-PCI solution performs 63.90% better for maximum
position error than both KF-PCI and KF-only solutions.
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Zero Satellites: The performance improvement of PF-PCI is 63.03% for maximum position
error compared to both KF-PCI and KF-only solutions.
The contribution of PCI with M-PF is negligible in case of one satellite and nil in case of zero
satellites. The improvement of M-PF-PCI as compared to KF is due to the use of non-linear M-PF
as an integration algorithm.
To analyze the performance of the proposed M-PF-PCI scheme as compared to other solutions
GPS outage #3 is analyzed where only three satellites are visible. The vehicle was accelerated for
the first 30 seconds reaching a speed of 86 km/hr from 62 km/hr. For last 30 seconds the speed of
vehicle remained around 85 km/hr on a relatively straight portion of the road as shown in Figure
6-9. The proposed M-PF-PCI scheme was able to enhance the solution as shown in Figure 6-10
compared to other solutions (i.e. M-PF-only, KF-PCI and KF-only solutions) and the zoomed-in
performance at the end of the outage is shown in. Figure 6-11.
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Figure 6-9: Vehicle dynamics (speed and azimuth) during GPS outage #3
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Figure 6-10: Bar graph showing the Maximum Horizontal Position Error in Partial GPS
Outage # 3 in presence of 3 Satellites

Figure 6-11: Performance of Tightly-Coupled 3D-RISS during Outage #3

6.6.3 Third Road Test Trajectory (Predominately a Highway Trajectory from
Toronto to Kingston)
The third trajectory considered for this chapter started from Toronto and ended in Kingston,
Ontario, Canada. This trajectory has some urban roadways in Toronto. Part of the trajectory is the
highway from Toronto to Kingston. The duration of the road test

is nearly 140 minutes of

continuous vehicle navigation, and it is 230 km long. Six simulated GPS outages of 60-second
each are introduced in post-processing as shown in Figure 6-12 during good GPS availability.
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The GPS outages encompass all conditions of a typical highway trip composed of few turns and
high speeds. The long trajectory with high speed shows the robustness of the proposed solution.
The trajectory is tested by partial outages having 3, 2 and 1, and 0 visible satellites, respectively.
The errors estimated by M-PF-PCI, M-PF-only, KF-PCI and KF-only solutions for RISS/ GPS
integration are evaluated with respect to the NovAtel reference solution.
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Figure 6-12: A Highway Road Test Trajectory conducted from Toronto to Kingston, ON,
Canada. Circles indicate the Locations of GPS Outages
It is evident from the results that the PCI pseudorange error model is able to enhance the
accuracy of the navigation solution after correcting the pseudorange estimates as shown in Table
6-3. The solution provided by the M-PF (PF-PCI and PF-only) is discussed first to appreciate the
effectiveness of the PCI correction for pseudoranges, and then the M-PF-PCI solution is
compared to the KF solutions (KF-PCI and KF-only)
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Table 6-3 : Average Maximum Horizontal Position Error in Meters over all Partial GPS
Outages
Number
of Satellites

I.

KF-only

KF-PCI

PF-only

PF-PCI

3

12.1

11.0

8.4

5.9

2

19.4

18.8

8.0

6.7

1

36.3

36.3

8.5

8.2

0

34.7

34.7

13.3

13.3

Assessment of Two M-PF Solutions (i.e. M-PF-PCI and M- PF-only):
The only two PF solutions are discussed for GPS outages with different number of satellites as

follows;
Three Satellites: The best performance of PCI built models for pseudorange error correction is
observed when three satellites are available, since three corrected ranges serving the tightlycoupled solution offers the highest effect. The maximum error enhancement for the three-satellite
case for M-PF-PCI over M-PF-only solution is 29.55 %.
Two Satellites: The contributions of pseudorange’ errors correction using PCI keep on
diminishing for the two satellite and the one-satellite cases. For outages with two satellites, the
performance enhancement in the maximum position error of M-PF-PCI over M-PF-only solution
is 16.73 %.
One and Zero Satellite: For one and zero satellites, the results practically remain unaffected
using pseudorange error correction from M-PF-PCI as compared to the tightly-coupled M-PFonly integration solution.
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II. Comparison of M-PF-PCI solution with KF-PCI and KF-only solutions
Three Satellites: The average maximum error improvement in the position for the M-PF-PCI
solution over KF-PCI is 45.98 % whereas this improvement increases to 50.93% for KF-only
solution.
Two Satellites: The M-PF-PCI improvement in the maximum position error for the two
satellites case is 64.56% as compared to KF-PCI. Whereas compared to KF-only solution the
maximum position error improvement of M-PF-PCI solution extents to 65.49%.
One Satellite: The role of PCI correction for one satellite is nearly nil, so the improvement for
both KF-PCI and KF solutions is the same. In case of one satellite, the M-PF-PCI solution
improvement grows to 77.35% for maximum error in position in comparison for both KF-PCI
and KF-only.
Zero Satellite: In the zero satellites case, the M-PF-PCI solution improvement is 61.59% for
maximum error in position for both KF-PCI and KF-only solution.

6.7 Summary
This chapter shows the successful implementation of PCI models inside the M-PF
measurement model. M-PF, a non-linear filtering technique, is utilized to integrate RISS with
GPS to achieve a 3D navigation solution in tightly-coupled fashion. Tightly-coupled integration
can provide GPS aid for low cost MEMS grade RISS even in partial outages. Pseudoranges are
made further dependable, in partial outages by using the remedial estimates of pseudoranges via
PCI inside the filter for the 3D-RISS/GPS integrated navigational solution. The proposed M-PFPCI technique is verified for three trajectories in this chapter for a total of 18 outages. PCI
modules are built for each satellite during good GPS availability. The PCI module provides
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pseudorange corrections to the GPS pseudorange of the corresponding visible satellite during
GPS partial outages.
The results of the three trajectories are presented by M-PF-PCI using the Crossbow IMU,
NovAtel OEM4 and the NovAtel OEMV-1G GPS receivers and the solutions are compared to the
M-PF-only, KF-PCI and KF-only tightly-coupled solutions. The results demonstrate the
enhancement of performance of M-PF-PCI over the other solutions. The maximum position
errors improvement of the proposed M-PF-PCI technique is 26.57%, 33.65% and 44.29% as
compared to M-PF-only, KF-PCI and KF-only solutions respectively in the three trajectories. For
the two satellites case, in the three trajectories, the improvement is 23.81%, 56.25% and 58.09%
respectively for M-PF-only, KF-PCI and KF-only solutions. In the case of partial outages with
one and zero satellite, there is no improvement due to PCI; however, the superior performance of
M-PF is evident as compared to KF. M-PF-PCI improvement is 68.48% and 62.05% respectively
for one and zero satellites scenario over both KF-PCI and KF-only solutions in the three
trajectories.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Recommendations for Future Research
7.1 Summary
This thesis aimed to introduce new techniques to improve the performance of the integrated
RISS/GPS system. Two versions of RISS were used, one based on the single-axis gyroscope,
along with an odometer and integrated with GPS, while the other incorporates two accelerometers
to calculate pitch and roll. The complementary strengths of GPS and RISS can be synergized and
optimal performance would be achieved during GPS outages. First, loosely-coupled, and then
tightly-coupled integration schemes were discussed. Enhancements for both integration
techniques were suggested, successfully implemented, and tested for real road trajectories data
using both KF and M-PF. Results demonstrated the worth and the effectiveness of the proposed
techniques, and created discussion for their merits and their limitations.
RISS computes the vehicle heading and position using a low cost MEMS-based gyroscope
with the vehicle odometer and integrates these sensors with GPS. The low cost MEMS based
sensors have composite error characteristics. This results in a quickly degraded navigation
solution provided by KF during GPS outages. This research commenced with the PCI modelling
of the residual azimuth errors after KF prediction of the linear part of these errors for RISS/GPS
integration in a loosely-coupled fashion. When GPS is available, KF is utilized to perform
RISS/GPS integration. In parallel, as a background routine, the prediction of KF azimuth is used
together with mechanization results and GPS aiding azimuth to derive the true non-linear residual
error of azimuth. When less than four GPS satellites are visible, the PCI model for the azimuth
error is used to predict the residual and non-linear azimuth errors from the KF prediction for the
linear azimuth error. The corrected azimuth angle passes to a new mechanization to calculate
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corrected position and velocity. As a result, this architecture derives more accurate position and
velocity.
For loosely-coupled integration, clear line-of-sight between the receiver and no less than four
satellites is considered a prerequisite to provide position, velocity, and timing aiding. The signals
transmitted by the GPS satellites can suffer frequent interference and signal blockage in urban
canyons and thick foliage where an uninterrupted clear view of sky for the receiver is not
presumable. Tightly-coupled integration is a better choice in demanding scenarios as it can
provide GPS aiding even when the number of visible satellites is three or less. However,
inaccuracies of pseudoranges measured by the GPS receiver used as aiding in the RISS/GPS
integration solution will affect the overall positioning accuracy. This research explores the
benefits of using PCI, technique for modelling residual pseudorange correlated errors to be used
by a Kalman filter (KF)-based tightly-coupled RISS/GPS navigational solution. Two different
schemes of PCI, namely Single Input Single Output (SISO) and Multi Input Single Output
(MISO) are developed to model pseudorange errors.
Mixture Particle filter (M-PF), a non-linear filtering technique which is an enhanced version
of Particle filter (PF), was employed in order to perform tightly-coupled integration of 3D-RISS
with GPS to avoid the linearization errors thus taking full benefit of the non-linear error models.
This thesis proposed a solution that exploits the fact that PF can accommodate any non-linear
models by incorporating the PCI models in the measurement model used inside the integration
filter. PCI models the residual error of pseudorange of each satellite, which is visible to the
receiver during full GPS coverage when four, or more satellites are available. When less than four
satellites are visible, the identified parallel cascade models for the still visible satellites are used
to predict the residual pseudorange errors for these respective satellites, and the corrected
pseudorange values are provided to M-PF. This improvement in pseudorange measurements
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provides further accurate aiding for RISS, and thus more correct estimates of the navigational
states.
Several road test experiments on land vehicles were conducted, involving a variety of dynamic
conditions. The performance of the proposed methods was tested, and the results showed
consistent improvement in the overall positioning was obtained.

7.2 Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of the experimental work performed
in the course of this study and application of the proposed algorithm to module and correct the
residual and non-linear errors in challenging GPS environment:

7.2.1 RISS a Reliable Replacements of full IMU’s
RISS is a reliable replacement of full IMU’s for land navigational systems. RISS offers a low
cost navigation solution to land vehicle applications with adequate positioning accuracy. INS that
is traditionally equipped with a full IMU, and fewer numbers of inertial sensors are required in
RISS to reduce the system cost further. Moreover, reducing the number of MEMS sensors also
assists to curtail the errors.

7.2.2 PCI Augmented with KF to handle Residual Azimuth Errors
The KF performance was significantly improved by augmenting it with PCI to model the
linear, non-linear and other residual azimuth errors. PCI models are built during the availability of
GPS, and as an outage occurs, the prebuilt PCI model starts to compensate for the non-linear and
other residual azimuth errors. The results presented in chapter 4 for different road trajectory
clearly show the effectiveness of the PCI to model azimuth errors that is the principal cause of
positional error growth, particularly for the long duration of the outage when low cost sensors are
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used. The overall performance improvement for first trajectory in maximum horizontal position
Error was 69.91% for the 60-second GPS outages, and it was amplified to 85.85% for 120-second
outages for the first trajectory as compared to KF-only solution.

7.2.3 Modelling Residual Errors of GPS Pseudoranges by Augmenting KF
with PCI for Tightly-Coupled RISS/GPS Integration
PCI is successfully implemented to provide the non-linear model of pseudorange errors and
augmented with tightly-coupled KF to provide reliable and accurate positioning solutions. Two
schemes, PCI(MISO) and PCI(SISO), were implemented which were able to build non-linear
models for pseudorange residual errors. PCI was chosen due to its ability to model non-linear
and stochastic errors, a simple method for building up the model to approximate the behavior of a
dynamic non-linear system, given only its input and output.
During GPS partial outages when three satellites were available, the improvement was
maximum, as three remedial pseudoranges using KF-PCI(MISO and SISO) modules were
correcting the residual pseudorange errors. For three trajectories presented in Chapter 5 the
enhancement of RMS horizontal position Error of KF-PCI(MISO) and KF-PCI(SISO) over the
KF-only solution is 36.36% and 35.76% respectively.
In case of partial outages with two satellites, the improvement was reduced as the number of
corrected inputs using the proposed techniques was reduced as only two pseudoranges were
assisting the solution. The enhancement of RMS horizontal position Error of KF-PCI(MISO) and
KF-PCI(SISO) over the KF-only solution is 11.1% and 11.06% respectively for three trajectories.
In the case of one satellite, the PCI corrections were not able to make a difference and for the zero
satellite case no corrections were applied.
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7.2.4 Implementation of PCI models inside the M-PF measurement model for
Modelling Residual Errors of GPS Pseudoranges for Tightly-Coupled
RISS/GPS Integration
Chapter 6 shows the successful implementation of PCI models inside the M-PF measurement
model. Pseudoranges are made further dependable, in partial outages by using the remedial
estimates of pseudoranges via PCI inside the filter for the 3D-RISS/GPS integrated navigational
solution. M-PF is employed to perform tightly-coupled integration of 3D-RISS with GPS to avoid
the linearization errors. The proposed M-PF-PCI technique is verified for three trajectories for 18
outages.
During GPS partial outages when three satellites are available, the improvement is maximum
by PCI, the position errors improvement of the proposed M-PF-PCI technique is 26.57%, 33.65%
and 44.29% as compared to M-PF-only, KF-PCI and KF-only solutions respectively in the three
trajectories. For the two satellites case, in the three trajectories, the improvement is 23.81%,
56.25% and 58.09% respectively for M-PF-only, KF-PCI and KF-only solutions.
Non-linear properties of PF positively create the difference that becomes more evident with
the reduction of the number of the satellites. M-PF-PCI improvement is 68.48% and 62.05%
respectively for one and zero satellite scenarios over both KF-PCI and KF-only solutions in the
three trajectories.
The ultimate conclusion of this work is that the proposed navigation systems provides
continuous determination of the position, velocity and heading with higher performance as
presented in the results along with considerable reduction in the cost, size, and power
consumption when compared to traditional systems. These features make the proposed system a
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viable product, not only for land vehicles, but also for a wide scale of applications, that require
the availability of a low cost, accurate, and always available positioning solution.

7.3 Recommendations for Future Research
Although the three major approaches successfully implemented in this research have provided
adequate performance, future work can be carried out in many areas. The following presents a list
of areas where further research may improve the overall performance:

1. The utilization of the high sensitivity GPS receivers can be used to explore their
benefits in harsh GPS environments.

2. There are three main GPS observables (i) pseudoranges, (ii) pseudorange rates and
(iii) the carrier phase [28, 29]. Only the first two observables were utilized in this
research work. Utilization of models based on PCI to deal with carrier phase
measurements may provide some advantages.

3. Loosely-coupled and tightly-coupled integration are implemented. As a next step,
ultra-tight integration can be used.

4. Present research has utilized gyroscopes, accelerometers, and speedometer along with
GPS. Data fusion techniques can be expanded to include other sensors such as
barometers, cameras, and lasers that can improve the performance.

5. The performance can be further improved through the map-matching techniques. Such
techniques provide additional map-derived motion constraints, and thus can
potentially help to keep the RISS error bounded in the absence of GPS
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6. Robots and pedestrians can also benefit from the implemented algorithm. To make
this algorithm more practical for indoor environments, fusion with wireless
infrastructures, such as cellular systems and Wi-Fi should be considered.
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